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The study of Quaternary sedimentation on the continental
shelf and slope is an area of geological research where the
present and past come together. For instance, surface
sediments in dynamic equilibrium with the present shelf
hydraulic regime may be either Pleistocene or modern in origin;
shoals formed in shallow water near past shorelines may either
persist as active submarine ridges in deep water, or be burj.ed
by younger sediment; submarine canyons, once fed by Pleisto'
cene littoral drift, ildy now either be fed by spillover of
palimpsest sand from the shelfr oE be completely inactive.
To decipher the complex problems, marine geologists must
examine many facets of the sea floor sediments and of the
forces that move them.
This thesis represents the first comprehensirre directed
research into the Quaternary geology of a large portion of
New Zealand's continental shelf and slope for which 1itt1e
data was pleviously available. It is presenLed as a col1ec-
tion of scientific papers in which each successive paper
draws on the conclusions of the preceding ones. For the sake
of brevity, repetition of conclusions from prececling papers
is avoided as far as possible in the introduction of following
papers, and references are combined in a single list at the
end of the thesis. The papers bring together the processes
(hydrology and sedimentation) and products (strar-igraphy and
geomorphology) of the Pleistocene and modern continental
terrace.
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The Late 9uaternary stratigraphy and sedimentary pro-
cesses are interpreted for an area of continental shelf and
slope on the eastern side of the South Island, New Zealand,
between latitudes 43o00's and 44o50's.
Two formations are recognised in the Late Quaternary
stratigraphy of the shelf: the Canterbury Bight Formation
of mainly Last Glacia1 age and, Iocally overlying it, the
Pegasus Formation of mainly Holocene '.ge. The formations are
distinguished by shelf-wide unconformities (vj.sib1e in
seismic profiles), by geomorphology, by grain-size modes,
and by macr:ofarrna.
Ridge-and-swa1e topography occurs on tr,ro scales on the
shelf . Very large ridges and troughs are j-nter:preted fronr
microbathymetry, stratigraphy, sediments and macrofauna tcr
be the remains of Pleistocene barrier,/lagoon complexes.
With the aid of radiocarbon dates, four well clerreloped shore-
lines between 28r000 yr and 15,000 yr oId are recognise<1.
The smaller ridges are submarine features, formed by strong
currents. Those rid.ges that are in a zone of constricted
and accelerated currents near Banks Pen-insula are active,
while those well removed from the peninsula constriction are
fossil and date from times of lower sea level.
Sedimentation on the continental shelf has reached a
state of equilibrium with the modern hydraulic regime.
Relict sediments of the deglacial transgressive sand,/gravel
sheet are being reworked in zones of high energy, principally
in the region of constrict,ed flow around Banks Peninsula.
Modern-input sand (distinguished by its grain-size mode) is
restricted by currents mainly to an active belt near shore,
but locally it has replaced palimpsesL sand on the middle
shelf. The mod.ern mud facies, being confined by zones of
higher energy, has reached its maximum areal extent; its
greatest thickness is in Pegasus Bay.
vaL
Sea-bed drifter st,udies, and studies of sediment texture
and provenance show that net sediment movement on the shelf
and along shore during both Pleistocene and nrodern times has
been northwards.
The continental slope is dissected by submarine slide
scars in the south and by submarine canyons in the north.
Streams of fine sand, transported from the continental shelf
to the upper slope by north-flowing currents during Pleisto-
cene lowered sea levels, initiated the erosion of submarine
canyons. fnterception of littoral-drifted gravel by
established canyons reaehing Pleistocene strand lines probably
accelerated. canyon erosion. The canyons are thought to be
now effectively dormant. Deposition of fine sedimenL from
suspension has dominaLed. Lhe development of the southern slope.
This slope is conseguently free of deeply corrasional features
like submarine canyons but is prone to failure by gravity
sliding. The youngest slides are less than 18,000 yr olcl.
The history of growth of Pegasus Submarine Canyon is
investigated in deLail. The course of the canyon across the
shelf is not fault controlled. As weII as growing landwards,
the canyon and its tributaries have, during Pleistocene sea
level stillstand.s, grown southwards along shore towa.rds the
supply of littoral drifted gravel and sand. A buried tri-
butary, of Penultimate Glacial age or older, oD the canyon's
west side, once brought the canyon 7 km closer to the present
shore. The relative ages of the south-trending arms of the
canyon are inferred from their relationship to known Last
Glacial shorelines that are preserved on the shelf, and by
their position with respect to a regional subsurface unconfor-
mity of Penultimate Glacial age. Canyon erosion was concentra-
ted in the largest arm during the last deglacial rise of sea
level, and shallow channels, interpreted as feedersr are
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CFIAPTER A
THE CIF.CLILATION OF CONTI}IEI'ITAL SHELF h'ATER
OPF CAI'ITFRBURY AND SOM II'4PI'ICATTONS FOP.
SEDTMENT TRANSPORT
ABSTRACT
Drift card, sea-bed drifterand hindcast stud.ies show tha{:
the net flow of water along the bottom on the open continental
shelf off Canterbury is northwards. Part of the flow, Pre-
viously attributed entirely to the Southl.and Current'is, in
fact, sometimes partly due to wind d.rift and barotropic
currents caused by southerly gales and storms.
The northward florv along the bottom of the inner shelf
is deflected landwards by these currents, and that along the
middle shelf is deflected seawards. The northward florv on
the surface is readily deflected (but not reversed) by wind
drift currents.
The combined Southland Current, tidal current and storm-
induced (wind and wave) currents shoul-d move bottom sediment
frequently on the inner shelf and infrequently on the middle
shelf. The net movement will be northwards.
The currents around Banks Peninsula are constricted
and accelerated, surface velocities between 2 and 3 knots
being coilurron. Bottom sediment movement on the middle shelf
off Banks Peninsula is predicted to be frequent.
The strong northward flow bypasses Pegasus Bay, which
is sheltered by Banks Peninsula. Within the bay currents are
slack and sediment movement on the bottom should be very
infrequent
INTRODUCTION
A basic requirement for the realistic interpretation of
present and past sediment distribution patterns on any part
of the continental shelf is a knowledge of the local hydro-
Iogy and meteorology. Until recently, sedimentologists in
New Zealand have related sediment dispersal patterns to the
mean flow (Summerhayes 1969; van der Linden 1969; Andrews
L973; Schofield 1-976). I{owever with increasing knowledge of
the hydrology and meteorology of the New Zealand region, and
with nevr methods of study, mean flow is now only one of the
effective factors that can be applied to sediment dispersal
studies. Carter & Heath (f975) have evaluated the respective
roles of mean flow, tidal currents and waves in the movement
of sediment on the continental shelf of New Zealand. The
various cotnponents of the hydraulic regime of the portioir of
the cont-inental shelf J-ying off Canterbury (nig. Al) are
examined here, and their predicted effect on sediment disper-
sal is tested by direct observations. This chapLer is based
on a recently completed joint study by the author and Dr L.
Carter of the N.Z. Oceanographic Institute. Dr Carter has
investigated the way in which wind and waves affect the cur-
rents on the Canterbury She1f, and has inferred the net
effect of the combined currents on the bottom sediments of the
inner and middle shelf, Those parts of this chapter that
incorporate Dr Carterrs results are indented.
DRIVING MECHANTSMS
The movement of water over the continental shelf is con-
trolled by : the Southland Current, tid.es, swell' locally
generated wind waves, wind drift and wind-induced barotropic
flow. Longshore currents and beach drifting are caused by
vraves and swell.
@ds
Mclntosh (1958) has summarised wind persistence




























lowland Canterbury area, .the prevailing winds blovr from
the opposite directions frotn the northeast or from the
southwest. The same conclusi.on has since been reached
independently by Dingr*all (L974) , Burqess (I968) and others.
A.A. Neale (l{.2. Meteorological Service, pers. comm. ) has
pointed out that the NE-SW polarity is enhanced L'y the
local physiography, there being a tenclency for winds to be
deflected by the llE-;qW front of the Southern Alps and
channelled between the front and the hills of Banks Peninsula.
The wind distribution offshore is tikely to be somewhat more
variable. On the other hanci the strength of the wind off-
shore recordi on ships, is generally double that of the
wirrd recorded at weather stations onshore.
H-indcast studies by L. Carter (i\i.2. Oceanographic
Institute, pers. comm.), based on analysis of 15 years of
loca1 wind records from Christchurch Aj.rport anct the v,'jnd
records from stationary drilling rigs offshore, showed that
the winter southerlies generate the highest waves offshol:e.
Lonqshore Transport
In response to the dominant southerly sv,reIl (Ellic",tt
1958; Hodgson 1966; Dingwall L974, and others) the net
sediment movement alongshore in Canterbury Bight is norLh-
wards. In Pegasus Bay, which is sheltered by Banks Peninsula,
Iongstrore transport is more variable, but there is a south-
vrard trend due to the influence of sv:ell from the northeast
and to refraction of the southeasterly swell (Btake 1.964;
Burgess 1968).
Southland Current
The main coastal current of the oceanic circulation
in the area is the Southland Current. Drift cards were
used by Brodie in 1960 and other methods have been used
since to establish its pattern (Garner 1969; Heath L972a,
I973a). It traveLs from the south of New Zeatand north-
eastwards along the continental shelf and slope off Canterbury,
Near Kaikoura it branches : one branch continuing north




The oceanic circulation off eastern
.South Island. (After Heath, L973a).
40"
50"
East Cape Current towards the Chatham Islands (fig. A2).
A minimunt velocity of 13 crn/sec. for the Southland Current
on the Canterbury She1f was obtained by the author from a
drift card study presented la.ter in this thesis.
Brodie (1950) discovered that off North Canterbury,
drift cards released in the Southland Current always
travelled north in spite of opposing prevailing wincls,
Drift cErrds released within Pegasus Fay, however, generally
moved vrest on to the beaches of the bay' sugqesting the
presence there of an anticlockwise eddy. observations by
Dawson (1959), however, irnply that the curre,nt within the
bay is superficial and wind-controlled.
So far two Landsat fI photographs are ava.ilable rvhich
show that the circulation rvithin Pegasus Bay is indeed
complex and variable. one shovrs a positive northward flovr
of suspended sediment on the surface throuqhout the bay
(Plate Al), and the other a confused pattern which may
represent an eddy, with north.ward flovr off {:he ncrtheastern
tip of Banks Peninsula and again north of tl-re bayr and a
diffuse southward flow nearshore in the southu'estern part
of the bay (Plate A2) .
re
The tides are semi-diurnaL with a lrreasured rangre at
Lyttelton of 1.9 m, springs and 1.6 n neaps and at Akar:oa
of 1.8 m springs and 1.5 m neaps (Hyclrographic Chart NZ53).
The tidal wave advances in an anticlockwise direction
around the New Zealand coast. It thus proceeds northeast
along the east coast of the South Island (Bye & Heath l-975).
The tide on the continental shelf therefore floods twice
daily in a northerly direction, followed each time hy a
southerly ebb. Tidal reference station B (F'ig. A3) on
Hydrographic Chart NZ10 indicates that in Pegasus Bay the
surface tidal streams are weak. Station A near Banks
Peninsula on Hydrographic Chart NZ63 (Fig. A3), however,
illustrates the polarity of the tidal cycle (rig. A4)
which is probably greatly accentuated by the peninsula and
Plate A2. Landsat II
3l October
courtesy of
image of Pegasus Bay taken on















Location of weather stations on land, Glomar Tasmandrillship frorn which wind and wave datffi,
tidal reference stations on N.Z. Hydrographic Charts,






Eigure A4. gidal eurrent rose for Tidal Reference
. Station A on Hydrographic Chart NZ63 (with
, reference to hiEh water at Lyttelton).
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the more widespread bathymetrj-c obstacle presented by the
Chatham Rise. At this latt.er station the fl-ood and ebb
tides each flow for approximately firre hours, reaching a
rnaximum surface velocity in either direction of 31 cm/sec.
(0.5 knots). The flow is extremely dipolar, vrith no
prolonged slack water and little divergence from the two
main flow directions.
The track tal..en over a S-hour per-i.od bi' a parachute
drogue set out by the author at 30 m depth near 44o00rs,
173o15 ' E southeast of Banks penj.nsul a (F, :lg. A3) suggests
that the polarity of the tidal stream is less pronounced
dr.r3y fronr the peninsula. Ilorrever, the maximurr colnputed
velocity of 41 cm,/sec. (0.8 knots) towards lB0oT impl-i-es
that the current speed is greater than at. the coast.
I,{easurements L,y Heath (19731:,) at a depth of 300 m, in
460 m of water just beyond the shelf hreak in l''lernoo Saddle
inclicated a maximum speed there of 44 cm/sec. vrj th a
residual- speed of B cmrlsec. Surface currents of up to
80 cm/sec. were measured on the shelf nearl>y.
Little is known of the tidal current speecl at depth'
especially near the bottonr. A drogue set out at 60 m
deptir (15 m above the bottom) vras trackecl. sirnultaneous)y
with the 30 m drogue southeast of Banks Peninsula. It did
not diverge significantly from the track of the shallovrer
one, indj.cating that the tidal velccity at clepth matches
that near the surface.
Swell- and Wind-gengrated Currents
The weather-generated hydrologic phenom.ena in the
area have been recently investigated by L. Carter (lv.Z.
Oceanographic Institute) in order to determine the extent
to which they rnay transport bottom sediments. His con-
clusions, as yet unpublished, are incorporated here. They
represent the conditions that are likely to occur on an
exposed., unconstricted portion of the shelf such as
Canterbury Bight.
L2
Swell rolls in from the Pacific virtualLy all the time.
lltre dominant swell is from the southerly quarter and is
generated by storm centres in the southerr: ocean. It has
a modal period of 10-11 seconds- Although active the year
round, it is most prominent in winter. Calculations reveal
that on the open shelf in winterr wBV€ surge associated
with the swell is generally strong enougir by itself to move
fine sand on the bottom in depths of less than 30 m (inner
shelf), and contributes a less freguent horizontal oscil-
lating component of up to 18 cm/sec. at depths of 75 m
(middle shelf). During the summer, the threshold velocity
for fine sand movement on the inner shelf is exceeded only
rarely by swell-induced surge. The threshold velocity
following the suggestions of Sternberg (197I, L972) is
taken to be that required to e::ode fine sand from the bottom
- 
approximately 34 cm,/sec. (cf . Iljulstrom 1939; Sundborg
1967).
The effect of locally generated wind wa\res \^ras
determined frorn hindcasts based on Christchurch Airpor'l:
wind records. These imply that during periodic Aales or
storms, which occur about 14 times per year at Christchurch
and probably twice as often offshore, freguent wave surges
of 76-190 cm,/sec. (well above threshold for sand movem.ent)
may be expected at a depth of 30 m (inner: shelf), and
infrequent surges of 6-34 cm/sec. (well below to barely
threslrold) may be expected at a depth of 75 rn (middle shelf ).
I{ind-induced unidirectional flows are generated on the shelf
in addition to the relatively high velocity oscillating
currents rnentioned above.
Wind drift currents are set up in response to rirind
shear during sustained periods of wind from a constant
direction. Velocity is greatest at the surface and decreases
exponentially downwards . Under gale
and particularly under storm conditions, significant
velocities are to be expected at the bottom on the inner
shelf (1I cm/sec. for gales and 40 cn/sec. for storms, at
3O m ilepth) and on the niddle shelf (only 2 cm/sec. for
13
gales but 18 cm,/sec. for storms at 75 m depth).
The resultant direction of the wind drift current
combines the direction of actual wind shear and the left-
hand deflection of the Coriolis force. The strongest and
most frequent winds are from the southwest, hence the
dominant wind drift is northwards. On the inner shelf it
acts alongshore and onshore. During northeasterly winds
the wind drift is offshore.
Heath's observations (1970, L972b, c) imply however,
that the offshore wind drift layer caused by the weaker
northerly winds does not extend very deeply and is compen-
sated at the bottom by a net shoreward flow. lJence with
both northerly and southerly winds there is a persistent
shoreward component of water movement on the bottom of the
inner shelf.
Onshore/offshore mags transport of water produces
other currents below the wind drift layer in the deeper
water of the niddle shelf. In response to the build up of
water against the shore by southerly winds there is a seaward
return flow along the bottom and a northward moving barotropic
current in mid-water. The reverse is true when northerly
winds prevail. Because southwesterly winds are dominant,
annual net transport by this current system is offshore
and northwards. The velocity of the current system is
small but significant - 6 cmlsec. in gale conditions, and
3.3 cmr/sec. in storm conditions.
A signifieant finding of the study is that the net
northward movement of water on the Canterbury continental
shel-f attributed to the Southland Current, is, from time to
time, considerably enhanced by wind drift and barotropic
currents which flow predominantly in the curreni direction.
Ileath (1970, L972b, c) in a similar study reached the
same conclusion about the effect of wind-derived water
transport on the Southland Current off northeastern South
Island.
t4
ft is not clear at this stage if there are currents
of significant strength on the outer shelf. Heath (L972a)
has located the core of the Southland Current on the upper
slope just beyond the shelf edge in Mernoo Gap. He has
recorded a maximum water speed (including the tidal compo-
nent) of 44 cm/sec. in the area at depth and 80 cm/sec. on
the surface (Heath f973bI. Hadley (L964) and Draper (1967)
have indicated that waves affect sediment on the outer
shelf off northwestern Europe and Komar et aI. (L972) have
observed the effect of waves on the sediments of the Oregon
outer shelf. The outer shelf is thought to be influenced
by internal waves which may even break, expending considerable
energy on the substrate (Cartwright 1959; LaFond 1961;
Southard & Cacchione L972; Cacchj-one & Southard 1974).
Stride & Tucker (1960) have suggested a relatj-onship
between internal waves (detected in the deep scatterirrg
layer in echcgrams) and sand waves. The deep scattering
Iayer is frequently well develope<l in this region but efforts
to detect a clear wave form in it havc not been entirely
successful (e.9., Plate A3). On the outer shelf the current
regime is still unknown.
SUMMARY OF CURRENTS AND INFERRED
EFFECTS ON SEDIMENT MOVEME}IT
Cater has made some preliminary inferences about the
effect of these currents on the bed load sediment of the
she1f. These inferences apply mainly to the exposed,
unconstricted shelf of Canterbury Bight. Pegasus Bay
and the constricted shelf off Banks Peninsula are exceptional
because of their geography.
llhe routine hydrologic regime on the inner shelf
during calm weather is one of freguent stirring of bed load
sedirnent by the constant swell, J"ateral transport of the
suspended sediment by the ebb or flood tide, with a net
15
Plate A3. Vertical variation in the deeplayer observed in Mernoo Saddle





northward transfer due to the mean flow (SotrLhland Current).
This occurs only sporadically on the middle shelf.
During gales or storms which blow most freguently fron
the south, the swell may be reinforced to produce continual
stirring of inner shelf sediment and freguent stirring of
middle shelf sediments. The flood tidal current and the
mean flow (Southland Current) are, under these cond5.tions,
reinforced by wind drift currents and barotropic currents.
On the inner shelf, the wind drift current will domirrate
and should tend to deflect the northward moving seCiment
towards shore. lfhe wind drift and barotropic flow produce
a cornbined velocity between 8 and 31 cm/sec. at 75 n (depend-
ing on the severi"ty of the weather disturbances), which is
added to the speed of the tidal- current and Soubhland
Current.
It is stressed that, only when travelling in the same
direction do all the forces enhance each other to the
greatest extent. The direction is northrsards. The Soul;.hland
Current flows continually northwards, r.rind-jnduced eur:rents,
when they occur usually flow northl':ards, anC the Lides flow
apparently wit! ec;ual strength in either clirectj"on. Swell
and wind waves both predominantly move north. Net scdirnent
movement is therefore northwards.
Unidirectional- currents and opposing wind waves set- up
by northeasterly winds temporarily interfere with the net
northward flow.
A shoreward component acts on the sediment of the
inner shelf during both southerly and northerly winds. In
deeper water, during southerly winds, a seaward component
acts on the sediments.
These conclusions apply to the open unrestricted
shelf in this case Canterbury Bight. Pegasus Bay and the
shelf east of Banks Peninsula are rather special cases.
Pegasus Bay is partly sheltered from these northward-
acting forces by Banks Peninsula. The Southland Current
l7
apparentl-y bypasses the inner bay (see below); wind drift
currents and waves set up by southerl.y win<1s are limited
by the sheltering effect of Banks Peninsula and by short
fetch. Wind drift, swell and waves from the northeast
enter the bay unintpeded but as mentioned above, they are
less powerful than the southerly system that affects
Canterbury Bight. The overall regime in Pegasus Bay is
therefore quieter than elsewhere on that part of the shelf
studied here and is not subject to a dominant northerly
flow. The movement of bed load sediment should be less
directional and less frequent than elsern'here on the shelf .
East of Banks Peninsula the situation is reversed.
This region is exposed to the open shel-f regTirne descrj-becl
above but the current velocities, particttl-a::1y those of
the tide, the Southland Current and. the occasj.onal wind-
inducecl unidirectional flows, are accelerated by the con-
strictions created l:y the peninsula and the Chatham Ris;e.
The degree of acceleration is still very much an unkncr+n
quantity. As mentioned above the tidal flow is known to be
strongly polarised in this area, and strong unidirectionai
currents flow even in calrn conditions. The Hydrographic
Chart NZ63 reports a surface current of up to about
103 cm/sec. (2 knots). A strong norttrerly set with a mirrimum
velocity of 128 cm/sec. (Z.S knots) and a possible me.ximum
velocity of 170 cm/sec, (3.3 knots) was encountered hy
R.V. Sgngarog during the study while on a slovr west-to-east
traverse of this area. The wind at the tine vras blovring
at 9 knots from 020oT against the set. The empirical data'
illustrate that high velocity currents routinely flolv over
the constricted shelf off Banks Peninsula, In this area
freguent movement of bed load sediment can conseguently be
assumed to be taking place over a much wider portion of the
shelf and to greater depths.
I8
OBSERVED NET TRANSPORT FROM SURT'ACE
AND SEA.BED DRTFTERS
The results of a programme of drift card and sea-bed
drifter releases carried out during work on the Canterbury
shelf in 1.973 and 1975 are relevant to the foregoing dis-
cussion and are discussed below.
Drift Cards
In Itlay and October 1973 abrout 21000 drift cards were
released durin-q the course of two geological cruises by the
author in the Canterbury area. Approximately 138 of these
were recovered. A further 450 cards were released from.
7-28 July 1975, from the rig drilling the Resolution I
exploratory well for B P Shell- Todd souLh of Banks
Peninsul-a. The recovery from this group was very small
and is discussed below"
The vectors between all release arrcl recovery poi.rrts
are shorvn in Fig. A5. The pattern of drift that emerges
corresponds closely to thaL discovered by Brodie (1960).
As a rule, cards released on the continental shelf
ultimately washed ashore while most of those beyond or near-
the shelf edge were lost to the coastal system (severai
reachi.ng Chatham Island). Flith few exceptions the cards
were carried north. Of those released in outer Pegasus Ray
a large number moved vrest on to the beach. More were found
on the l:eaches to the west (58) than to the north (0.5%).
Since significant minimum velocities were obtained for
the north-going cards (viz. 18.3 cm,/sec.; Table Al) it is
important to know the contribution of the wind.
The following method was used. Wind vectors, derived
from hourly wind data at three N.Z. Meteorological Service
vleather stations in north, central and south Canterbury,
are presented for the period during which the fastest ten
cards of the present survey vlere in the water (Fig. A6).
Wind speeds were cumulated. within each separate octant of
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Progressive vector diagrams for wind run
cumulated by octants during the period of
travel of the ten fastest drift cardsi
1000 hrs 9-10-73 to 1000 hrs 7-11-73.
Observations from meteorol-ogical stations(a) Kaikoura; (b) s'inchmore; (c) Harewood.
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plotted as a vector. The resultant wind run vector is taken
to represent the direction in which the net effect of the
wind has acted on the card. Allor,rance is made in the
diagrams for up to 45o of lefthand deflection of the induced
water current by the Coriolis force (9f., Bowditch 1966).
Because a drift card floats in the top centimetre or less
of water, where response to wind. shear is rapid, it is felt
that this simplistic approach is justified.
The resultant wind run vectors, even allowing for the
nraximum possible Coriolis deflection of the induced current,
in each case ran strongly cou.nter to or obliquely cor"rnter to
the direction taken by the cards. This agrees with Brodie's
observations (1960) .
The minimum velocities of the cards therefore represent
the speed of the oceanic current without ::einforcement from
the winci. I{ith the rvind. running against the oceanj.c current,
ttre minimum velocities are, if anything, low. Th.e trr'o
highest mjnimur,r velocj-ties (llabIe AI) rep.reselrt carcls that
trarrelled as far as Cape Campbel1. Since part of their
itjnerary was outsicle the study area, their speeds are not,
strictly speaking, valid for thj.s study. I{owever the third
hiqhest veloc.ity, 12.9 cm/sec., and several. of the others
in the table were obtained entirely within the confines of
the study area and can therefore be taken as the minirnum
velocity of the Southlar:d Current in this region.
It is important to note that of the fastest ten cards,
all but one were released south of Banks Peninsula. The
single fast card released in Pegasus Bay was in the south-
eastern part of the bay where it was easily entrained by
the northward flowing current. The minimum velocities of
these cards are all significantly higher than those obtained
for the fastest cards within the bay (Table A2),
Anomalous drift patterns were individuall-y investigated
in the light of the available wind data. The vectors and
arrival times of the west-travelLing cards in Pegasus Bay
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(drawn from the data from Harewood, the closest weather
station) for the fastest carc from each of the two west-going
Eroups offshore (Fi9. A7) indicate that a significant west-
ward wind component was active at the tine.
Cards released along the rnrestern sicle of the bay less
than 2 km from shore moved onshore within hours along
westerly to south-southrvesterly vectors. Recovery rates
were 70-908. The wind recorded at the time on the ship
was blowing at 7 knots from 050oT, suggesting that their
motion was also wind influenced.
Both the drift card. and Landsat data complement
Broclier s (I960). and Dawsonrs (1954) observations about
circul-ation in Pegasus Bay. The Southland Current flows
generally past the mouth of the bay with a minimum velocitl'
of t3 cm/sec. while nett circulation within the bay rernaius
slacker. Although an eddy system may be set up, it -i-s not
premanent and the slow moving surface water in the bay
shows a significant response to the force of the v"inC.
An interesting situation developed in the case of the
cards releasecl over a 2l-day period from the stationary
oil. rig in Canterbury Bight (Fiq. A5). The rig rvas J.ccated
in an area from which previously good card returrrs hacl been
obtained along the beaches to the north yet of the 450 cards
released, only one was found - on Chatham Island. Flind
vector diagrams (including one drawn from data recorcled on
the drilling rig) covering the period from the first card
release to seven days after the last card release (Fig. Ag)
indicate a strong resultant wind run vector and wind-induced
surface current towards the east, which suggests that the
cards were deflected eastwards out of the coastal Southland
Current system.
ft is interesting to note that the wind runs obtained
from the offstrore rig data were approximately double those
from the land based stations, confirming that wind speeds









Progressive vector diaqrams for wind. run
cumuLated by octants durinE the periods oftravel of the fastest card in each of the






































Figure A8. Progressive vector diagrams for wind run
cumulated by octants during the period from
the first card released fronr the stationarydriLlship to sevei days after the last card




The effect of wind on the surface vrater of the
Southland Current is evidently important. Although not
strong enough to reverse or stop the current at the surface,
it readily deflects the northward flowinq surface water to
one side or another and can therefore be counted on to slow
or accelerate the surface vrater when blowinq from the north
or south guarters.
Sea-Bed Drifters
The movement of vrater at the sea bed on the Canterbury
shelf Hras investigated by using sea-bed drifters. Fight
hundred and sixty Vroo<lhead drj.fters (htoodhead & Lee 1960)
were releasecl at the points shov"'n in Fig. A8. The drifters
rrr€re tagged wrth standard N, Z. O. f . drift cards, additi onal
weight being aclded to coxrpensate for the added buoyancry of
the most buoyant of the cards, The negative buoyancy of
the drifters thus rangcd from 1-5 gram.s. They were
released on the. hottom in bunches of ten from solubl.e
anchors made of I.5 kg hl-ocks of aqricultural salt.
Although drifters were released in rnuch smaller nu.mhers
than cards, their rate of reco\zery was as good as that
for cards.
The interpretation of sea-bed drifter returns is
not simple and several factors have to be taken into account
The most obvious factor is the friction betr,veen the clri-fter
stem and the sea bed. Harden Jones et al. (1973)7 usino
data published by Ramster (1965) and Philtips (1970),
suggested that at water velocities between 20 cm/sec.
and 103 cm,/sec. a Woodhead drifter moves at 70-908 of the
water vel-ocity and that at water velocities below 20 cm/sec.
it urill move at a progressively smaller fraction of the
water velocity. As pointed out by Ramster (1965) the
direction taken by the drifter wilL thus tend to he the
direction of the highest velocity currents and not that
of the low velocity residual current.
Abberations in the flow of water at high velocit,ies






















































































by Flarden Jones gt aL, (1973) on a drifter u'ith a negative
buoyancy of I gm moving freely in an area of strong tidal
currents (over t cm/sec.), revealed that the drifter spent
a significant proporti.on of each tidal cycle off the bottom.
Both the extent and the cluration of these excursions into
midurater appeared to be related to water velocity. At
slack water and low velocities the drifter vras on the
bottom. As velocity increased, off-the-bottom movements
began as a series of hops which increasecl in amplitude and
duration trntil the d.rifter was in the middle of tbe water
colrimn for periods of up to 15 rninutes. The drifter rose
up to 12 m off the bottom and travellecl at speeds ai high
as 94 crn/sec, while suspended in the water column. They
suggested that these mol'ements reflected the scale of
turbulence near the sea b,ed. Tl're important thing to note
here is that once off the bottoro., the clrifter is no longer
restrained by friction wiLh the sea becl . rt r'ril1 there-
fore tend to travel further in high velocity current-s than
in low veJ.ocity ones.
ITencel in a regim.e of freguently confl-icLing florn's,
the net path of sea-bed drifters will tre that of the inter*
mittent high velocity component and ttot that of the slow
buL steady mean flovr.
The effect of wave surge, however, cannot be ignored.
Although shallovr rvater wave transport may by itself
significantly affect the movement of sea-bed clrifters
(Morse et aI. l-968; Hall-iwell 1973) this factor has yet
to be properly investigated. The role of waves in stirrinq
sediment at substantial depths so that it is subseguently
transported by rveaker currents is, however, recognised.
Given cal-m vreather and a hear,'y swelL (freguentJ-y the case
off Canterbury) the momentarily high surges generated by
the passing swell may lift the sediment, and therefore a
drifter, off the bottom whereupon it is carried a short
distance by the tidal current and weak mean flow before
bei.ng set down again. rn this case, the path of the
drifter will approximate that of the mean flow.
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rt was concruded in the first part of this paper that
the highest velocity unidirectional flovrs on the CanterL,ury
shelf act most freguentry in the same general dj-rection as
the mean frow. The problem of reconciling the ma-jor trend
of the drifters to that of the current regime on a broad
scale is, therefore, simple. Arthough the tides frow with
egual velocity in either direction, both the mean flow and
the dominant storm currents frow northwards and this is
refrected in the vectors of the sea-bed drifters (Fig. A9).
The highest minimum verocity of the sea-bed drifters
was 2.5 cm/sec., only 202 of that obtained for drift cards(Appendix 1). An unknown bub. substantial proportion of
this difference wilr be due to friction with the bottom
as discussed above.
Besicles the general nortrrward Lrend of the rrectors,
another important trend is obvious and that is the diver:(ir-+nce
between the onshore direction taken by the inner. shelf
drifters and the offshore direction ta-ken by the rnj.clctle eid
outer shelf drifters. This trend agrees remarJcably wi.th
the divergent sediment transport directj,ons predicted earlie::
in the paper. As well as wincr drift, the onshore component
forl.ovied by the inner sherf drifters may be due to direct
wave transport (cf . Morse et aL. 1969; Ilallirnzell l_973)
since these drifters were arr released in less ttran 30 n.
of water, a zone that has been demonstrated to be freouently
agitated by wave surge. rt may also be clue to a d.ensity
gradient (cf. Halliwell 1973; Heaps I97Z) caused by the
spring season freshwater runoff in the area (Heath \97Zal
A lack of returns can be as significant, indirectly,
as the result of returned drifters. Al-though 160 drifters
were released in central and outer pegasus Bay, there were
no returns. This coul-d mean either that the drifters were
carried eastwards out of the bay into deep water by strong
currents, orr more likely, that bottom currents in the mud-
floored bay are too feeble, sporadic or rand.om to move the
drifters to a site where they are likely to be found.
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A small number of drifters in t-he southrvest corner of
Canterbury BighL showed a tendency to follorv a more south-
ward component in the overall pattern of northward drift.
One drifter did in fact travel ten miles southwest over a
period of 25 days. It seems likely, therefore' that a
significant southward flors exists due either to locally
faster ebb tide currents, occasional southward flowing'
wind-induced currents r or an eddy in the Southland Current
system
CONCLUSIONS
The net travel vectors of sea-bed drifters and dri-ft
cards have provided a practical confirmation of the theo-
reti.cally predicted path of mass transport on the Canterbury
continerrtal shelf. The observed mass transport path,
including trends revealed in Larrdsat II imagery, is
presented in Fig. A10.
Net flow on both the surface and the bottom on the
open shelf is northwards and is in response to the Southland
Current and the dominant strong winds from the south.
The wind is also responsible for deflecting the water
masses either seaward or landward both on the surface and
on the bottom. Bottom water on the inner shelf is deflected
landwards in both southerly and northerly wind conditions.
On the middle shelf, southerly winds accelerate the north-
ward bottom flow and may deflect it seawards.
High velocity surges caused by the passage of southerly
swell or storm llaves take place frequently in inner shelf
depths of less ttran 30 m and much less frequently in middle
shelf depths of 75 m.
The flow around Banks Peninsula is constricted and
accelerated. Unidirectional flows in this region may reach
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slower and mor:e erratic.
S-he imptications for ,sedi.ment trianspor't are clear.
The currents will eontinuatly transport t'l,p mud and fine
s,and 
"suppli.ed to the inner shel^f of Canterbury Bight north-
wards along a belt close 'to the shore. They will igitate
the Sediment o,f, the nriddle shelf inf'requentLy artd transport
it also northward.s and seawards as w.ell. The energy a\rail-
abLe to move Sediment in thj.s system should iRerease with
proxirnity to Banks PeninsuLa anil Mernoo S'addler Where high
velocityr cutrents afe known to o,gcgr even in ealm weather.
In Pegasrrs Bay, where the energy conditions are lower and
less dtiteetional, sediment trans,port wil-l be Xe'ss ef,fective.
34
CHAPTER B
STRATTGRAPHY, SEDIMENTATIOT] AND LATE




The Quaternary stratigraphy and sedimentaxy processes
are interpreted for an area of continental shelf on the
eastern side of the South fsland, New Zealand. The area
extends from latitude 43o00'S to latitude 44o50's and includes
Pegasus Bay, the shelf around Banks Peninsula, and Canterbury
Bight,.
Two formations are recognised in the late Quaternary
stratj-graphy: the Canterbury Bight Formation of mairrly Last
GIaciaI age and, locally overlying it, the Pegasus Formation
of mainly Holocene age. The formatj-ons are distinguished by
shelf-wide unconformities (visible in seismic profiles), by
geornorptrology, by grain-size modes, and by nracrofauna.
Rid.ge-and-swale topography cccurs on two scales on the:
shelf . Very large ri-dges and troughs are interprel-ed from
microbathymetry, stratigraphy, sediments and macrofauna to
be the remains of Pleistocene barrier,/lagoon complexes. With
the aid of radiocarbon dates, four well developed shorelines
between 28,000 yr and I5r000 yr o1d are recognised. The
smaller ridges are submarine features, formed by strong
currents. Those ridges that are in a zone of constrictecl and
accelerated currents near Banks Peninsula are active, while
those well removed from the peninsular constriction are partly
buried by muddy sediments, and date from times of lower sea
1eve1.
Studies of sediment texture and provenance show that
net sediment movement on the shelf and along shore during
both Late Pleistocene and modern times has been northwards.
The submarine canyons of the northeastern shelf were probably
the main Pleistocene sediment sinks. The present day flow
of sediments is mainly into Pegasus Bay.
SedimentaLion on the continental shelf has reached a
state of equilibrium with the modern hydraulic regime. Relict
36
se iments gf Lhe deg,Iacial".o"n.*ssive sand,/gravel sheet
are being r.eworked in zones of high e^n€r$1l, principally in
the region of eonstric'ted fLorn asound Banks Fttninsul-ar into
Iag gravels, sar,rd ridges, sahd ribbons eind, sand w?v€'s.
,Uoder,n-inprre Sand (dlstlnguished by its, grain size ,mode) is
restricted b1r currenfs malnly to an aative bel't near shoret
but looalIy 
-it has replaeed. pa1"j.mps,est sand. on the middLe
Shelf . fhe modern rnud f,aciesn beingf eOnfined b)' z,Ones ,o:f
higher energy, has r:eaqhed its maxirnurn areal extent; its
greatest thiekness is in Pegasus Fay.
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INTRODUCTION
The eastern continental- margin of the South Tsland of
New Zealand comprises a rather narrow continental shelf
flanl<ed to seaward by a system of large srrbmarine plateaus
and. troughs which intersect the landnass at high angles.
The continenLal shelf is almost linear and is exposed to
the open ocean for its rvhole length.
The portion of the South IslanC. contit:ental shelf
dealt with in this paper lies off central Canterbury
between 43000's and 44050's (Figs. BI, p.2). rt includes
Pegasrrs Ba]', the shelf around Banks Peninsularand Canterbury
Bight. The South Island shelf reaches its greatest width
in thi.s area. It descends rrery gently to a shelf break
aL a depth of 150-180 m, the shelf break being approximately
90 km offshore. The shelf lies off a 40 km wide Pleistocene
fluvio-glacial outwash plain, the Canterbury Plains, behind
which rises a bigh mountain front, the Southern AIps. An
extinct volcanic complex, Banks Peninsula, rising to over
500 m, divides the shelf into Pegasus Bay to the north
and Canterbury Bight to the south. East of the continental
shelf, the Chatham Rise extends over 160 km out to the east
with a crestal depth of less than 500 rn, shallowing locally
to as little as 32 m. North and south of the rise, the sea
is over 2000 m deep. Separating the rise from the contin-
ental shelf is Mernoo Saddle with a minimum depth of 550 m.



















































































































island drain a hinterland composed mainly of greywacke and
argillite in the north, and chlorite zone, quartzo-
feldspathic schist in the south (Fig. 83). Small areas of
basic and intermediate volcanics and limestones are also
present.
vilith the exception of a published N.Z. Oceanographic
fnstitute sediment chart (Cullen & Gibb 1966) and a near-
shore survey of Pegasus Bay by Campbell (I974) , there has
been no research on the Quaternary geology of the Canterbury
shelf. By contrast, the literature relating to the onshore
geology is voluminous (Jobberns 1926, L927 i Speight 1930,
1950; Gage 1958; Suggate 1958, 1963, L965t 1968; Oborne
& Suggate 1959; B1ake 1964; Raeside 1964; Kear et al.
L967; Burgess 1968; Soons 1968; Mclean a Kirk 1969;
Kirk 1969; Armon 1970; Dingwall L974; Brown 1975r to
name but a few).
The currents affecting the area have been discussed
in detail in Chapter A.
BATHYMETRY
Methods
The first step in the geologic investigation of any
piece of sea bottom is bathymet,ric mapping. A11 available
bathymetric data were accordingly compiled (Fig. 84) and
contoured (Figs. B2, 85, 86),
40
Fig,tre 83. Sfuqpfified geology of the South Isl'and.Itodified from Grindlet' 
€!_a1. (1959).
4I
In areas where detailed surveys have been done, such
as Pegasus Bay and west of Banks Peninsula, the micro-
bathymetrlz was contoured from the colleetor sheets of the
Ilydrographic Branch, Roya1. l{.2. Navy. A fairly systematic
surveying error alonq some of the sounding lines on the
collector sheets created a spurious bathymetric trend
parallel to the l.ines. The error was one of depth and not
one of position, since a large displacement of corltour lines
(generally in the order of I-2 km) occurred where the slope
is gentle on the continental shelf and no displacement
occurred where the slope is steep - in submarine canyons
or on the continental slope. The error \,tas approximately
* 0.5 m, and when allowed for:, it became possible to conl-r:ur
with a 2 m vertical interval.
South of Banks Peninsula no detailed survey had becn
made. In order to deduce the geomorpht:logy, every available
echo sounding profile (Fig. 84) was examined, and features
such as slight changes of slope, arees of smooth or u.nciu-
lating sea bed, highs, depressions, terrace-1il-.e features
etc. were plott.ed. It was found that most features could
be correlated from profile to profile and tied in with
those shown by the microbathymetry to the north,
Geomorphic Zones of the Continental SheLF
The morphology of the shelf surface shown in Figs. B5
and 87 is described below. Its probable mode of origin
is discussed later.
It consists of a series of zones which are generally
parallel to the strike of the shelf.
Zone A:
Zone A includes almost all of Pegasus Bay plus a
narrow band extending south around Banks Peninsula and
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Figure 86. Bathymetry of a portion of the second order
ridge-and-swa1e topography off Banks PeninsulaLocations of side-scan lines are shown.
Contours in metres.
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It generally stands above the rest of the continental
shelf, its seaward limit being easi-ly recognised along much
of its lengith by a relativel-y steeply sloping' convex sur-
face terminating abruptly against the more level shelf to
the east. Within Pegasus Bay, the zone comprises a broad,
v€ry shallow trough, open to the north, and boundecl on the
east by a long, loru barrk, projecting north from the north-
eastern extremity of Banlts Peninsula. Around Banks Peninsula
it consists of B rtarrow slopin.g anron 7 l<m rvide. It widens
in Canterbury Right to a shallow pJ-atform 20 km wide. The
surface on echograms is smooth and even.
Zone B:
In the northr^restern corner of Pegasus
coastline is rocky, a rough surface of lorv
occupies a coastal belt about 10 km wide.
4n:-9:
South of the Rakaia River, v,rhere the coastl--ine is
cliffed, Zone C lies adjacent to the coasL. Zone C cloes
not stand high above the rest oll the shelf as does Zone A.
Its slope is sIightly steeper than the more level shel.f to
searsard, but merges irnperceptibly v;ith it at a depth of
approximately 60 m. Bathymetric contours within thc zone
(fig. 82) describe two acljacent, broadly con\rex, arcuate
surfaces with a slope of 4-5 ft 0./700-1/800) lyino; offshore
from the two great alluvial- fan surfaces of the southern
Canterbury Plains. ft shows on echograms as a smooth
surface with local wave-like features superposed. The
wave-like features are asymmetrical, with steep slopes
facing north to northwest; they have an amplitude of








slope of the shelf
Zone D occupies a rnidshelf position
from about 44o30rS northwards to Pegasus
generally has a much gentler slope than
(vrith the exception of Zone A in Pegasus
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The surface of this zone is uneven and echograms
display a gently rolling profile that is characteristic
of ridge-and-swale topography. Echograms and microbathy-
rnetry show that- the ridge-and-sr^rale topography is made up
of two distinct types of ridges : small. ridges ro'ith heights
of 1-14 m, widths of 1-2 km and lengths of 10 km or morei
ancl very large ridges of generally similar height, but with
widths of 9-13 km and lengths of 30-80 km. The large
ridges are termed here "first-order ridges", and the srnall
ridgesr "second.-order ridges". Second-order ridges are
fregrrently superimposed upon first-order ones.
In Canterburlz Bight, second-orcler ridges are concen-
trated in two long, roughly parallel ba.nds, incomplete-1-1'
separated by patches of snooth bathln',etry (Fiq. 87). The
bands run parallel to the general trend of the bathl'rnetr-i.c
contours, the landrvard band occurring along the south*
eastern margirr of the nearshore Zone A, and the se-awa,rd one
occurring at the line where the bathymetry again steepens
seawards at about 80-90 m. A single fir:st-orcler ridge
underlies most of the outer band of second-order ridges.
Where the continental shelf is narrovr southeast of the
peninsula, Zone D occupies most of the tridth of the shel-f .
Vtithin it, neither a 2'foLd areal distribution nor fj.rst-
order rid-ges are evident and the zone is dominated from
east to west without interruption by high second-order
ridges rvith amplitudes up to 14 m.
North of latitude 43o55'S the second-order ridges
become abruptly spa.rser, and within 10 km, virtually dis-
appear. Two parallel first-order ridges, each with a
trough on its land.vrard. side continue north to Pegasus
Canyon (Fig. 85).
The eastern ridge of the pair lies just inside the
90 m isobath and is broad and indistinct (Figs B5r 87).
Its crest is 84-86 m below sea level and its associated
Iandward trough is, on averager 90 m below sea level.
There are several- reJ-atively small closed basins in 'bhe
trough, the deepest being 100 m below sea leveL. The ridge
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branches at about 43040'S, the eastern branch appearing
as a very subdued high east of t-he head of pegasus Canyon
and the western branch forming a narrower but more pro-
nouncecl ridge rvhich trends into the rvestern side of the
canyon head.
The western ridge has a depth of 74-76 m below sea
leve1 along its crest arrd its lanclward trouqh has a fairly
consistent depth of 80 m below sea level. Ridge and trcugh
both terminate at 43035rSl where they merge vrith steeper
bathymetry off eastern Pegasus Bay. However, very lor^'
second-order ridges, persist. to 43o30tS, beyond which
point canyon-head. valleys dominate the bathymetry.
Dast of the tvro fi::st-order rj-dge systems just
described, the shelf sJ.opes gentJ.y eastvrarcls for 25 knr as
a broad pratforn with an uneven surface, before stecpeninq
towards the shelf edqe.
Z9r9-r:
fn Canterbury Bight the ridge-and-svrale zone passes
seaward and southward into a zone of smooth, even bathymetry.
The sea.ward change is marked by an increase in slope; the
southward change simply by a gradual disappearance of the
ridges. The region of smooth bathymetry is designated
Zone E- It forms a relatively steeply sloping (l/400) belt
about 1-1 km wide running parallel to the shelf trend ano
extendi-ng only as far north as latitude 44"13 rS. To the
south it- widens westward to include most of the shelf but
undergoes subtle changes of slope which reflect the slopes
of the distinctive zones to the north. From the coast down
to a depth of 40 m, 20 kn offshore, the slope is approx-
imately (1,/500), slightly convex and reminiscent of Zones A
and C in central and norLhern Canterbury Bight. There are
no wave-Iike features on the echoqrams, however, to suggest
a link with adjacent Zone C, the slope becomes more gentle
seaward, approximateJ-y lL/750\ south of adjacent Zone D
but is free of ridges. It then steepens again 40 km off-
shore a,L 7 0 m to approximateLy (L/400) with a northeastward




Zone F is a terrace 4-9 -km r.,'id.e, that skirts most of
the shelf edge of the study area. North of 44"2515, the
surface of the terrace is smooth and even; to the south
it has a gentle second-order ridge-and-swale topography.
The depth of the terrace is variable, The depth of
the lower limit of the terrace (the shelf break) ranges
from about 130-180 m, and that of the nick point at the
upper edge of the terrace from about 1l-0-150 m. The greatest
depths are founC along the distal portions of the shelf
east of Banks Peninsula, and the shall-owest, on the r)arroh'
shelf at the northern edge of the stucly area and in the
upper reaches of Pegasus Canyon. fntermediate depths
prevail off southern CanterLrury Biqht.
The terrace is slightly anomal-ous in the ::egion of
Pegasus Canyon. Tt is 9 km wicle al-onq the southeast sicle
of the main trunk of the canyon but is absent on the canyon's
west arrd north si.des. The terrace is also ahsent on tlre
narrow portion of the shelf adjacent to Banks Feninsula,
SEDIMEI{TS
Sampling
A total of 332 surface samples and 23 cores r,'rere
studied (rig. 88). The cores ancl 224 of the surface
samples were obtainecl during three cruises by the author
on R.V. Tangaroa in 1973 and !975. The remaining samples
came from the lri.Z.O.I. collection. The bulk of the surface
samples were obtained with a modified Faynrard orange-peel
grab and a small number with a Deitz-Lafond grab. Cores
were obtained with a 6 m Kullenberg-type pi.ston corer.
The shipboard processing of samples $tas as follovrs.
A representative subsample (to be used later for textural
anal"ysis) was taken from each grab sample. For sandy and
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sediments, several litres were taken. The remainder of the
grab sample was washed through a screen anC the pebbles
and shelLs retained were bragged. Living specimens were
preserved in alcohol. Cores were stored vertical.ly aboarcl
ship in Lheir plastic liners. On shore they were cut to
storage size and storecl horizontally prior to analysis.
Surface sampling was mostly on a grid pattern with a
spacing of about 10 km. Coring was restrictecl to sites
deemed important.
AnaIVtical. I'{ethods
nll the surface sediment samples obtained on the
three Tangaroa cruises plus any relevant salnples in the
N.2.O.1. collection were wet sj-eved with a 62 u (4 0) sieve.
The relative arnounts of 1j.thj.c gravel, shel1 gravel, and
sand. (including carhonate) were determined k'y dry r'r'eigh.t.
The amount of mud vras determined l-ry the replicate method
of Folk (1968), 'The colour of t-he dry sand fraction was
noted (Geological Society of Anrerica,1963) . Pipette
analyses \.Iere perforned for a snrall number of samples oltl-'7.
A cotnplete sieve analysis using the follovring mesh sizes
(in 6 units) was carried out on approxinately half of tlte
samples (ri.g. B8; Appendices rI, III) : -1, -0.5, 0.- 0. 5,
r.0, I.25, 1.50, I.75,2.00,2.25, 2.50r 2.'15, 3,00, 3.25,
3.50, 3.75 and 4.00 0,
This sieve distribution was adopted after trial runs
usitrg a complete L/4 $ interval on a nunber of represent-
ative samples had revealed the dominant grain-size poPu-
lations. Material smaller than '1.0 $ was brushed through
the large sieve vrith a paint brush to avoid abrasion of
the commonly shelly and d.elicate gravel sized material-
The 16 sand sizes (-0.5 to +4.0 0) were sieved for 15
minutes on an Endecotts shaker which could accommodate I
sieves at a time. Each sieve fraction was examined under
a binocular microscope and the relative proportions of
clastic shelI sand, foraminifera and terrigenous sand were
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estimated. The carbonate sanrl content was low and did not
significantly affect the fraction vreights.
The pebbles that had been washed from the remainder
of each grab sample after subsampling on hoard ship, were
examined. The relative abundances of visually determined
rock types in each of two size classes (-2 to -3 0, and
> 
-3 0) were recorded (rables Bl, R2; Fee Fig. P'9 for
sampJ-e locations) . I,Ihere there rnras suff icient gravel in a
sample, I00 pebbles were identified; but in many samples,
gravel was rare and srnaller numbers had to be used.
The shells washed from the remainder of each total
grab sample at 54 stations a.Iong selected sample lines
(fig. BB) were identified and the relative abundance of
each species noted (TaL'Ie 84).
Cores vrere sp1it, logged and photocrraphed (Appendix IV),
those obtained on the first cruise (H347 - H474) being
X-radiographed prior to spli.tting; shell horizcns were
sampled, the fauna identifiecl (Table 85), and selected
material submitted for radiocarbon dating (Tab1e R3). In
most cases, only a single species was subrnitted for dating.
tlhere two species had to be used. in order to make up the
required sample weight, they vrere from closely related
environments. Wherever possible shells of species restricted
to shallovl water were selected. The materiaL sul:''mittecl for
dating was apparently free of borings and of biological or
chemical encrustations.
In order to obtain an onshore reference collection
for provenance study, 38 river, beachr and cliff grab
samples were taken along the coast from the Flaipara River
south to Dunedin. River bed samples v/ere collected where
possible from m.idstream bars and beach sampl-es from the wet
shoreface below the m.ost recent high water mark. The
J,ithology of the qravels was determined visually. The modes
in the sand fraction of selected samples were determined by
standard sieving technigues rvith a L/4 0 sieve spacing.
The textural size classes used are those of Wentworth
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Selection of Textural Parameters
When interpreting the environment of continental shelf
sediments from their textures, one has to remember that the
sampling is by necessity crude relative t-o the complexity
of the environment being studied.
During the Ias'L I8 r 000 years the sea has transgressed
inland across the continental shelves of the worlcl, and the
whole of the shelf environment has changed, The fining-
seaward sequence of contemporary clastic sediments is
restricted to the inner shelf, while the sediment.s of the
outer shelf comprise coarse detritus abandoned during the
deglacial transgression, (e.9., Pilkey & Frankenberg L964;
Curray 1965; Emery 1968). It is becoming increasingly
evident that the so-called "relict" sediments on the outer
shelf, although not replenished by modern sediment input,
have not remained static (e.9. Stew;rrt & Jordan 1965;
Belderson et aI. 1971; Stubblefield et aI. L975i and nuner-
our papers by Swift, and others). This is a "palimpsest"
concept and, where energy conditions are highr w€ expecl:
sediment waves, sand ribbons, linear ridges etc., to be
actively forming from the atypical relict sediments and to
be migrating across lag pavements. Conversely, where energy
conditions are low, relict gravels may be thinly mantled.
with modern mud. Low or negl.igible rates of seclimental-ion
on the outer shelf contribute to high concentrations of
shell material which have accumulated on the surface over
thousands of years. The surface of the continental shelf
is therefore a surface having sediments that reflect
different environments. For a particular sample the sedj-ment
texture may reflect both present conditions and past con-
ditions, the two being very different.
A grab sample is an indiscriminate point sample. The
top 10 cm or so of sea bed is collected by the sampler
without regard to microstratigraphy. In an area where
sediment composition may vary considerably over a space of
metres, the spacing of samples witl significantly affect
results. Closely-spaced samples or selectively located
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ones (on the basis of side-sca.n sonar imagery or direct
observation for instance), if accurately positioned,
warrant detailed treatment. Wide1y-spaced grab samples,
on the other hand, are only usefully interpreted by simple
statistical measures.
The sediments on the Canterbury continental shelf
exhibit the textural complexities outlineC above. The grab
samples vlere, by necessity, roiclely spaced. Accordingly
the following simple textural paraneters were used. :
gravel - sand -mud ratior E lithic gravel, ? shel1 gravel,
t mud, and grain-size modes within the sand range.
The gravel - sand -murl ratio, including a provision
for shell gravel content, was determined for each sample
and used to construct a simple sediment distribution ctrart,
The remaining parameters for part of a "quick" moda1
analysis which vras used with some support from secliment
colour to map the principal secliment populations. Sirrce
grain-size modes tend to retain thej.r i.ntegritl, despite
changes in transport energy or mixing with other sediment,
they are an effective means of tracing d.iscrete sediment
populations with different spatial and temporal relation-
ships through this complex zone of modern, relict and
palimpsest sediments (cf. Curray 1961).
Sediment Chart
The format of the basic sediment distril:ution chart
(r'ig. BI0) conforms fundamentaLly vrith that used by the
N.z. oceanographic Institute, which is a modified forn of
the Folk- (1968) method. I{ovrever, the calcium carbonate
content of the sand and mud vras not differentiated since
the terrigenous content is dominant in all except a very
few samples on the continental slope at the extrernity of the
sampled area. The method of chart construction is as
follows :










































1. Gravel in the total sample at 808, 30t and 5* by weight,
and percentage carbonate in the gravel at 50*.
2. Sand in the fraction <2 mm at 904, 509 and IOt by weight.
When combined on one chart the intersecting contours
define areas occupied by particular grain-size classes.
In areas vrhere sample coverage is lacking (off the Ash-
burton River and south of Tirnaru) sediment boundaries hTere
interpola.ted from Hydrographic chart notations and are
hence subjective.
Gravel:
Gravel occurs in four areas and is, with few exceptions,
dorninantly lithic. It is found rnixed v,'ith mud in the
extreme northwest of the area along the I'lotunau coast up
to I0 km offshore (Figs R2, 810), Grave1 is also found r-n
two locatjons off the south Canterbury coast. Retvreen the
Rakaia and Rangitata Rivers it occur-'s, v:ith r,'arialrle anounts
of mud ancl san<1 as tninor const-itrrents, vrithin 25 km of
shore. South of approximat.e latitude 44o30'S it is founrl
in a coastal belt 5-10 km wid.e that extends south of the
Waitaki River. A diffuse and patchy zone of gravel and
gravelly sediment exists on the outer shelf, extending
from Pegasus Canyon to about 44o20rS. The hiqhest gravel
concentrations occur where the shelf is narrovrest southeast
of Banks Peninsula.
Gravel is absent from most of Pegasus Fay, from a
narrow belt around and immecliately adjacent to Banks Pe-n-
insula, from the far northern part of Canterbury fiqht, and
from the southern part of the Bight (except the coastal
belt south of Timaru).
94,
Sand is almost ubiquitous on the she1f. It is present
in quantity in all but the mudd.iest areas. Clean sand
occurs along the coast of Pegasus Ray as a nearshore belt
about 4 km wide; and in a 13 km wide coastal zone in
northern Canterbury Bight. (This extends in a nearshore
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band around Banks Peninsula ancl then widens jnto a prominent
lobe of sand and nuddy sand that projects ncrthwards well
into Pegasus Aay.)
Clean sand also occurs in a zone on the midclle shelf
around Banks Peninsula along with gravels. At the northern
endrclean sand extends right out to the shelf eclge and into
Pegasus Canyon; at the southern endrit fades gradually arrcl
unevenly into sandy mud. A belt of muddy sand occurs along
the southeastern margin of thj.s zone separating it from the
shelf edge.
Isolated areas of clean sand form a chain along the
shelf break frorr end to end of the study area.
$ud:
Mud rvj.th less than 10? sand is rare on the Canterbury
continental shelf . Sandy m.uc1 j-s found in a large patch on
the middle shelf at the soutlrern end of the area. It
grades laterally landwards, se-at..,a.rds anrl northwards into
muddy sand. Its southern limit is unknorvn.
Most of Pegasus Bay is covered by sandy rnud i^,'hich
extends north of Banks Peninsula in a broad band. Itlud vr:-th
less than l0? sand is confined to the deel:er no::Lhe::n part
of the bay and to a small patch at the southern eud adjacc,nt
to Banks Peninsula. rt is also found rvithin the hays. It
grades laterally landvrards and sea.wards into muddy sand.
Within the sandy mud zone in Pegasus Bay is the tongue of
sand. which was d.escribed above. The northern limit of the
sandy mud is beyond the boundary of the study area at
approximate latitude 42o52'S (Cullen & Gibb 1965). The
zone extends south around Banks Peninsula aS a very narrow
band 6 km off shore v,trich then trends west into Canterbury
Bight. A small area of mud l-ess than I0 cm thick, overlyingt
muddy sand, was sampled off the RakaiaRiver mouth.
Beyond the edge of the continental shelf, the mud
content of the sediment increases and most of the slope is
covered with.sandy mud and mud. The sediments become more
calcareous with increasing distance fron the shelf. Sandy
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mud and mud are colrrmon at the bottorn
canyon 'off Pegasus EaY.
Distribution of l4odes
of the suJrrnarine
Runs of complete -4 Q to 4 Q size anal\rses on a repre-
sentative rrumber of samples defined the major modal classes.
These were sufficiently wide apart to he easily read from
the l:istograms. They are :
Mode J gravel (excluding shell gravel) -4 0 to -1 0
Irtod.e II - medium sand 1.1 g to 1.1 0
Mode III fine sand I.9 g to 2.6 4'
Mode IV - very fine sand 2.9 $ to 3.4 0
Shel1 gravel is present in sufficient amounts in many
sarnples to form a gravel mode. It defir,es areas of l-ovr
terri.genous sed.imentatjon (relict sedjments) or areas of
active erosion. The paranteter "llleigtht ? shell gravel' has
been accorclingly treated as a. node.
Lithic gravel also indicates areas of erosi.or: or low
sedimentation on the shelf , and is sj-gnificant for indj-cat'c-
ing past nearshore environments. Its concentrat-j.on is
expressed as weight ? gravel in the sediment after remot'a.l
of shell gravel.
In many places, mud is the dominant sediment.
Although pipette analyses vlere nol- done as a matter of
routine, samples that were so analysed, contained a mode
ranging from 4.5-6.5 O (coarse to medium silt). For the
purposes of this study the sizes within the mucl range are
not differentiated. Because extremely polyrnodal sediments
are the rule rather than the exception on the continental
shelf, the mud. content is considered to be a more reliahle
indicator of the energy of the environment than the stand-
ard deviation of grain sizes. A lovr mud content in the
sediment is taken to imply a high energy environment. The


























Lithic Gravel (Mode IJ Di-stributioJ
The lithic gravel content of the sediment is calculated
thus :
wt lithic gravel + (wt total sediment - wt she1l gravel) x 10O
The results are contoured a{: 0.I?r23, Seo, 10e, 2OZt 4OZ and
B0e" in lrig. BU.
ft is seen that all the gravel zones of Fiq. Bl0
(except that off the hraitaki River which is inferred fr:om
the Hydrographic chart) are greatly expanded in Fig. 812.
Lithic gravel is distributed right acloss the muddy shelf
at the northern end of the study area, anC the lithic gravel
zone in Ca.nterbttry Fight extends in a lobe to trso-thirds of
the way across the shelf. Off Banks Peninsula, the gravel
belt rviclens to inclucle alnost. the entire she1f and, vrit'hin
it, thcrc are interesting trends. Tl:e largest is a rel'a{:ivel)'
narrow gravel band that runs parallel to, and a few ki"lcnetres
insicle of, the edge of the continental shelf foi: most of its
length (from 44035'S i1 the sotith to Okaitrs Cany6n irr the
north) . Two parallel shorter battds appe.ar itr the patches
of gravel occupying the mrcldle shel f off Eanks Peninsula.
Shell Gravel Distr,ibution
The shell gravel con{-ent is calculated thus :
wt sheLl gravel * wt total sedinrcrrL x I00
Results are contoured at 1? , 2*, 4'u, Bt and 168 on the
chart (Fig. 813 ) .
The most obvious feature of Fig's 812 and 813 is
the broad correlation between shelly areas and lithic gravel
areas. Even some of the minor trends within the lithic
gravel- are reflected in the distribution of shell gravel.
The cl"earest matches are those of the zone fringing the
inside of the contj-nental shelf edge and the narrow band
of high gravel concentration on the mid.dle shelf off Banks
Peninsula.
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\.rhere gravel is absent or rare. A large, isolated, 2-Pronged
patch of 1-48 sheli SJravel occurs in the southern part of
Canterbury Bight in the muddy sand that separates the mud
at the south end of the bight from the san<1 of the central
part. The sand of the central bight, r^rhich contains only a
trace of lithic Aravel, has a shell content locally as high
as 232, thcugh generally less than 88. The zone of high
shell concentration runs directly seaward from the lithic
gravel zone south of the Rakaia River.
Concretions
Concretions occur freguently in areas of high shell
concentrations (Fiqure 813) . Fven where most colTlnon, they
account for l.ess tb.an 1% of ttre seCiment-. They consist of
gravel, sand, mud and slrells cemented vrith calcium carhonatet
Lh.e sancl having moulcls from r.vhich shells have been partly
or wholly clissolvecl a\,.'ay (P]ate B1). The caLcjum carbona.ter
cement is assumed to have colne from the dissolved shelj-s.
Concretions \d€r€ not includecl in the textural or petrolcctical
analyses because of their: very di-fferenL environmental
siqnificance.
Sand (Modes II 
'
III and IV) Distribution
( i) Distinction of sand rnodes
The distribution of significant sand modes is simple
and has been combinecl in Figure P14. The modes v,lere picl:ed
to the nearest cLass midpoint from the histograms of the
analysed samples (Appentlix III); see Fi.gs 88 and 89 for
sample locations.
Mode II (f.f$ to 1.4 0 - medium sand) occurs infrequently,
forms a very small fraction by weight of the sample, and is
in a size range that is l-argely contamj.nated by shell
fragments. It occurs almost exclusively in association
with high concentrations of lithic aravel, but is not
detectable in hand specimens. Its distribution has'therefore
not been separately mapped anC its presence, where detected
by sieve analyses, is noted on Fig. 814 by a circle'
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Concretions from the surface of the continental
shelf. Lower left from station H339; lower
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The two most abundant rnodes, Mode IfI (1.9 0 to 2.6 O
fj-ne sand) and Mode IV (2.9 S to 3,4 0 - very fine sand)
can be distinguished in hand specimen by their grain-size
and colour. The colours of the dry sands are olive broi,vn(5y 5/2-S to 5Y 6/2-4) for Mode IrI and greenish grey
(lOy 6/2 to scY 5-6/L) for lrtode IV. By comparing the
texture and dry colours of the unanalysed sand sampJ.es to
.those of the analysed samples, the presence or absence of
M-ode rrr and/or rv in the former vras <letermined. The good
correration betrveen dry sand colour and grairr size mode is
shown by Figures BI4 and 815. In samples where uncertainty
existed, notably in zones of mixing and around peqasus
canyon, the sample vras analysed by J./a 0 sieving. Tn all,
139 samples were mechanicall.y analysed and 191 r,,rere
visually a.ppraisecl.
(ii)Distribui:ion o-F I'lodes IIf and fV
Except in very muddy areas, suct! as central pegasus Bay
and southern canterbury Bight, Mcde.s rfr and rVr cons:i.clered
together, cover the sherf . Each noc'le has its orvn region,
with some marginal overlap (fig. 814).
Mode IfI occurs primarily in the wicl.espread belt of
sand and gravel that occupi.es the mjcdle and outer shelf
around Banks Peninsura. rt is also found in the northv,'est
corner of Pegasus Bay and on the inner shelf of central
Canterbury Bight. It is closely assocated with Mode I(lithic gravel) and shell gravel, Lrut its occurrence is not
restricted to high concentrations of gravel. It is comJnotl
in upper Pegasus Canyon textures and on the upper continental
slope opposite Mernoo Saddle.
Mode IV is found in coastaL Pegasus Bay, in outer
Pegasus Bay, and northernmost Canterbury Bigbt, in a thin
band around Banks Peninsula, in southern Canterbury Right,
in a long belt just inside the shelf hreakr orr the whole
upper continental sLope, and in Pegasus Canyon. Mode fV
is usually associated with greater or less amounts of mud








































































































































































free of lithic gravel. High she11 concentrations occur
with th j.s mode at a few places.
Origin of the Sediments
Provenance of the Gravel
The gravel on the outer continental shelf is almost
exclusively of peb'ble and granule size, the size commonly
Iocally referred to as "pea gravel". Clasts larger than
-4 0 (16 mm diameter) are uncommon and most have diameters
less than -3 0 (8 mm). The gravel of jnner Canterbury ltight
tends to be J-arge. Diameters of -3 + (8 run) to -5 0 (32 nm)
predominate. All t-he gravels are rounded to well-rounded
(Powers 1953, roundness scal.e) and tend to hre clominantly
spherical to rod-shaped. The rare pebbles larqer than
-5 0 (32 rnm) in diameter are frequently disc-shaped but
their rounc'ling is good.
Two suites of rock contriL''ute to over 90? of the
gravel in the sampl.es - greyh?acke and cruartz (Tai:rles Fl , rl2 i
see Figure 89 for sam,ple locations). Febhles desj-gnaterd as
greywacke in the taLrle inclucle unmetamorrrhosed sa.ndstones
(generally of greywacke type) ancl argillite. The suartz
pebbles are composed of massive ouartzite, folj-ated micaceous
and chlorj-tic ouartzite, vein qtrartz, and vein o:: lenticle
guartz with adherincf schistose wall rock. The quartz
pebbles are usually iron-sta j-ned to a lrrrght orange.
Schist occurs as a rare but persj.stent rock- type in the
gravels. ft includes schist, phyllite and foliated sanclstone
or semischi.st, usually of greywacke or:igin, showine lentic-
ular streaks or stretched grains. other rocks present in
the gravels are rare and occur sporadically. They include
chert, felsite, intermediate and basic volcanic tuff,
porphyry and scoria, orthoguartzite, jasperr agate and
indeterminate rocks.
Slhen the relative proportions of greln'racke (including
argillite) and guartz in the -3 Q to -2 0 (4-g rnm) fraction
of each sample are plotted on a map, a cl-ear cut pattern
emerges (Figure 815). The size fraction chosen is the
69
TABLE B I



























































































































































































































































rrnderlined saurple nurnbers in TabLe BI appear




largest one that provides a suffj.cient number of pel:bles
to make a valid plot of the distrj.bution.
It can be seen from Fig. 816 that, close to shore both
in Canterbury Biqht and itr Pegasus Bay, the graveJ. is almost
ent5-rely grelzwacke, while on the nicldle and outer shelf the
gravel is a mixture of greywacke and quartz. At miclshelf,
off Banks Perrinsula, there is an elongate zone of gravel
that is particularly rich in ouartz,
Only 15 samples contained enough gravel larger than
-3 0 (8 mm) to be useful (Tab1e 85). The ratio of sreywacke
to quartz in them is generally hj-gher than .in the smaller
sizes but the distribution pattern is other:wi.se unaffected.
The rare pebbles composed of rocks other than qreyv.'acke
and cruartz consist of rock types that outcrop on the eastern
side of the South Island but do not provide any useful clata
on source areas.
However, different source areas can be deterrr-ined for
the greywacke and guartz.
The gravel wil-I have come from the eastern sj.de of the
South Island opoosite the stndy area, and becarrse of the
northvrard drift, from some distance to the south, that is
from about latituCe 43oS to the southern end of t-he South
Island.
The bed-rock geologv of the South fsland is shown by
fig. 83. In Canterbury, south to latitude 45oS, it is
almost entirely grelroracke; and in Otago, from latitude
45"S to latitude 4605, it is almost entirely schist. The
boundary is gradational and it is general-ly accepted that
the schist is metannorphosed greywacke. There are rare guartz
veins in most of the greyvracke and abundant ouartz in the
schist, but no other evident bedrock source for the ouartz.
There is no lack of guartz gravels that have been derived
from the schist (Gage 1957; Speden L97I; A.ndrews L973,
and others). They occur as Upper Cretaceous to mid-Cenozoic
strata resting on the schist, as Quaternary gravels in river
72
TABI.,E 82
I,rTltotocY oF PEBBTES LARGER fIrAN -39
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valleys draining the schist, as Holocene and present-day
beach gravels along the otago coast, and as relict gravels
on the continental shelf of Otago from the Clutha River
(46020'S) to the Otago Peninsula (45o45'S). There are no
corresponding qttartz gravels from the greyvracke.
Tlvo different sources are thtts suggesteC fot the
greywacke and quartz on the Canterbury shelf.
The greywacl<e is presumed to have come clirectly from
the rivcrs clraining the greywacke region to the west.
Features of the guartz qravels indicate a schist provenance
for the guartz : schist is present in small amounts in most
of the quartz gravels but is absent in the qrelnuacke graveJ-s
and much of the quartz is itself clearly schistose.
The relat-ive lack of greyv'acke pebbles on the outer
shelf is explaj.ned by the Pleistocene profile of the Canter-
bury rivers (Fig. BI7). The profile shows that the gradient
decreased very quickll' about 10 knt seaward of the presen"
shore. The onshore section of the profj-Ie j.s dravrn along
the crest of the Rakaia fani the offshore section is drawn
from a 3.5 kHz seismic record and represents the closest
approximation to the surface of the coastal plain during
the Last Glacial maximum, free of any later sedj.ment
blanket . Such an abrupt change in river qradient has been
explained by Yatsu (1955) and others by a very rapid
reductj-on of bed load grain size, and this is assumed to
have occurred in the Pleistocene rivers of Canterhury. ft
is thus assumed that greyvracke gravel from the Canter:burY
Plains was not transported across the exposed shelf in very
large ouantities during the Last GIaciaI.
The absence of guartz pebbles on the inner shelf is
probably due to two factors operating towards the end of
the deglacial transgression :
1. the establishment of the rugged coastline
its embayments and headlands which woulcl
northward fl-ow of quartz gravel;







































































































erosion of the Canterbury fans (see Fiq. BI7) and the
Ialaitaki fan, ancl from dor,qncuLti.ng of the riverbeds as
the local ice retreaLed.
Provejrance of the Sands
The sand grains on the continental sbelf range from
very angular to rrell-rounded (scale of Powers 1953). They
are in qeneral better rouncled than those in the modern river
beds and in the sea cliffs of Pleistoceire river a1luvium.
The degree of roundi.ng tends to ir:crease vrith qrain size,
Hence, Modes TII and fI sands are better rounCed than the
finer l{ode IV sands. Modes fI ancl LII contain a l-ar:qe pro-
portion of iron-stained sand grains rvhich }lode fV does not.
Both these facts could suggest a separate provenance for
each mode. Ilov:ever, Ernery (1965) and Judd et al. (1969)
have statecl that a yelJ-ovr surface rind m.ay be acouired
dur.ing Pleistocene subaeriaI vreatirering, alrd SwifL & Foehmel
(L972) have suggested. that yellorn' colour can be simply a
function of grain size in marine shelf sands. That larger
sand grains are often better rounded than the smaller ones
is vrell known.
The composition of qrain size fractj-bns representj-ng
the clifferent rnodes from various places on the shelf was
determined petrographically. As a ru1e, 200 grairrs hrere
identifie<1 in eachrthin section b'ut in several slicles of
poor <iuality, only about I00 grains could be identified.
Potassium feldspar r.ras clistinguished. by staining rvith sodj-um
cobal-tinitrj.te (Bailey & Stevens 1960) .
The results are presented j-n Tab1e R3 (see Fig. 89
for sarnple locations). There are no consistent differences
between the sand composition of one mode ancl another; nor
are there obvious differences jn the sand composition irom
one place to another. The great rnajority of the sand grains
are from sedimentary rock and the remainder from low gracle
metamorphic rock. This is consistent with the two sources
mentioned above -'greywacke and schist. The glauconite in
samples from northwestern Pegasus Bay (H458) was traced to
1:l
TABX,E B 3
PETROGRAFHIC ANALYSES QF THE SANDS
Expl4nation cf Terrns:
Quarts, l-ncludes sin$J.e crystal, finely and coarselypotyerystal,Line, strained and un,str'ainedlgr'ains; grains wiLh serioite and ahlorite
inclu,sions; and sonie $rains wtth secondarlr
overgrowths
K-fel-dspar includes alte;red and unaltered ortho,elase,
mtrcroclj.ne and $o&e PPrthite





other nrinerals inctrudinq zoisite, hornblend,e, silLi-
rnaniLe, serpentine, rutile
Indletenrninate rnineral s
Sedinnentary rock fragrnents - mainly sandstone, arEillite,
some chert
[detannorph:Lc rock fragments F mainly greenschist f'acies,
pelitd,e and psarqitic(gr,epae,h-e ) d-er.lvatives
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the viaipara River where it is being erod.ed from Tertiary
strata.
The modes of the offshore sands are about the same a.s
the input grain size modes from the south and from the west".
The spectrunr of sand grain size rnodes reported by Andrev's
(1973) on the Otago continental shelf, is very similar to
that on the Canterbury shel-f . His modal class fI 1.3 - 2.4 O
like the coml:ined. nrodes fI and ffl of this paper, shovrs a
relativell' hrgh degree of rounding, is qenerally j.ron-
stained ancl is associated rvith the gravel mode. His modal
classes IIf (2.5 
- 2.95 O ) and IV (3.05 - 3.40) together are
like Mode IV of thj s paper in distribution (close inshore
and outermost shelf) and in physical appearance (not iron.-
stained and more angular overall). Andrevrs concluded that
all his modes, although of different aqesT \{er€ clerived
ntainly fror'r the Ot-.ac1o r:i.vers clraini.ng schist.
The sands of the maior Canterburlr rivgrs and the sands
of the Pleistccene rj-ver gravels in the coastal cliffs of
Canterbury Bight (/rppendix III) have the sane modal sizes
as the three sand nodes offshore.
Thus, the several grain size modes present offshore do
not represent several different soullces hut are simply the
-input grain sizes, vrhich are abourt the same for ai1 the
i.mportant rivers of the east coast of the middle of the
Sottth Islancl. In this respect, they probably reflect the
vreathering and mechanical break-down characterj.stics and
original qrain sizes of the South fsland grelnrrackes and
the low grade schists.
The Fauna
A sparse fauna, dominated by livingr specimens, exists
on the inner shelf, vrhile an abundant fauna, dominated hy
dead shelIs, exi.sts on the middle and outer shelf .
The inner shelf sandy facies is dominated by Dosinia
3nus, Spj-sula aeouilateralis and an unidentified Spatangoid.
echinoid. Scalpomactra scalpellurn, Austrofusus glans,
Amalda novaezelandiae and unidentified Polothurians,
Crustaceans and Polychaets are conmon. In the inner shelf
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gravel facies, Illeqricolpus j.gseus, Tawera spissa and Pulastra
largillierti are comnon.
The muddier facies of the nearshore and inner sheIf,
including the bays of Banks Peninsula, commonly contaj.n
dead Atrina zelandica shells (supporting h'arnacl-es and '*'orm
tubcs) , thickets of branching bryozoa and chi'b,inous poly-
chaete tubes, and wood fragments.
The assemblage of shells on the middle and outer shelf
is considered to actually comprise tvro faunas; one rel-ict
and dating front when the sea was lower and depths shallovrer,
and one younger: and consistent with present-da1z water depths.
The trvo faunas are distinguished from each other by state
of preservation of indrvidual she1ls, by al''undance (the
younger being more abundant than the older) , and t-'y the
accepted depth range of the shells. The total faturar &Dd
the accepted depths of the important speci.es are set out
in Table 84 (See Fig. B9 for sample locations). The clepths
are those of Powe11 (1961), Morton e }{ille:: (1968) 
' 
ancl of
Rodley (1961) who summarised and evalrrateC ct.epths gi-ven by




1961 ) , Fleming (1.950) ,
DelI (1956) , I*'larwick (1957) and Hulme (1.c.158) .
The following is a list of the important she1ls that
are thought to belong to the young€r r deep-vrater f aurta -
They are the most pervasive speci.es, and in contrast with
the relict fauna, are vre11 preserved.
thlamys (1.{imachlamys) subsp. ; D j plodonta qlobtts t I_emo-
cardium pulchellum; Notocallista rnultistriata; qf€gromerj-s
zeland+cus; .Saccella hellqlg; Scalpomactra scalpellum;
TeLl-inel1a charlottae; Zeacotpus (Stiracolpus) symmetricus;
the small lrlyadoras : l'{. ant:899, M. huttoni and lj. !ro!'ae-
zelandiae, and the ltruculidae : Enucula strangei and
Nucula stranqeiformis .
The follovring is a list of the important shells that
are thought to belong to the older (reLict) shallow-water
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TABLE 84 BENTHIC MACROFAUNAL ASSIMBLAGES IN SELECTED SURFACE SAMPLES
B2
PapiJies ?ustrale; Paphies luhtrianqulatttm; Chione stutch-
buryi; Pullastsa largillierti; Venericarclia EurPqS+ta;
Myadora striata; Gari stanqer-i.; Ga.ri lineolata; Ostrea sp. t
-
Micrelenchus huttoni; Zethalia zelandica; and the mussels
yX! ; Lulacoyya ryrof iana; Modiolarca
imLactg. and llqljlq,Ige sp..
In many samples the shallow vrater species are far more
abundant ti:an the deep water ones. For this reason they
are thought to have lived vrhe::e t.hey are now found, and not
to be sheIls that have been transported across the shelf
from shallorv water by bottom currents or by being attachcC
to flotsam.
Several cores taken on the midtlle and outer shelf itr
areas of shallow rvate:: shel1 occurrences Fenetrated she.l.l
la1'srs from 0.5-2 rn belor,r the sea bed (11403, H405r H7J7,
H720, HB_IO, H81.2 - Fig. 89 and Append.ix IV). The buriecl
shell layers contain the same fa.una as that at the surface
but the shallow vrater species are rnuch rnbre abundant wh-il.r:
the deep water species are distinctly rarer (Tah1e R5).
Three additional shallovr-water species vlere found in the
cores : the bea.ch dr.reller Dosj.niajllrbqgsea; the coastal
mussel @r and ruhich
inhabits the inner shelf . The sediment of the rniddle ancl
outer shelf , with its shallovr vrater shellsr t"ras evidently
oriqi-na11y cleposited during glacially lowered sea level ar:d
the upper part has heen progressively mixed with younger
and deeper water shel1s.
REM.OTE SENSTNG OBSERVATIONS
Instrumentation and Coverage
A study was included in the planned research progralnme
of each of the geomorphic-textural provinces on the shelf
by side-scan sonar and try underr,'rater camera. A f ew short
tracks with the side-scan sonar were successfuly run
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ASSEMBLAGES IN CORESTABLE 85 BENTHIC MACROFAUNAL
B4
The ulderv'ater camera was used at. wjdely spaced stations.
Chronic problems in the side-scan system ::esulted- in rather
poor records; and an untraceable break in the towing,/
conductor cable after f04 km of running ended the side-scan
progranme altogether. The camera vras also unsatisfactol:y
and only a few useful photographs were taken.
t
Resul.ts
It was fourrd that the steeply sloping band of Zone A,
l{ode IV silty sand that hugs the coast of Eanks Peninsula
is featureless on the sonographs, havingr no bedforms high
enough to cast a sonic shadorq. Plate P2a shorv's rock out-
cropping through the featureless sancl off Steep llead, Banks
Peninsula. In this zone the water i s m.ostlv too turbid- for
photography.
Successful bottom photographs taken of the muddy
trough at the base of Zone A (Stn 1t392; see Fig. F9 for
sarnple locations) show a rather f1at, fine-textured, ver'y'
Iightly rippled su.rface with an epifa-una of echj.noids anr'l
crustaceans (P1ate 83).
In the zone of second-ord.er ridges off Ranks PeninsuJ a,
(Zorre D, I'lode III sancl, eravel and she1l) sand rihbons are
couspicuous and. abundant (Pla.t-e B2h,) (cf . Kenyon 1970;
Belderson et aI . L972). Indjstinct sand waves rvith an
am.plitude of 0.3-0.4 m v:ere localiy ol:'servecl, especially
on the peripheries of sand ribbons. fn addition there at:e
som,e gradual textural changes shov'n on the sonoqraphs k'y ei
gradttal lightening or darkening of the hackground and some
sharp interfingering contacts, the fingers being paralIel
to the trend of the sand ribhons (Plate B2c). The textural
distinctions on the side-scan sonographs proh'al:ly represent
fine sand (l{ode III) moving across shelly sandy gravel.
Bottom photographs at Stns 11396 and F423 show strongly
rippled, sheIly sand (Plates 84 and 85).
Although the programme was less successful than hoped'




































































































































P1ate 83. Gently rippled silty substrate in a trough off
Banks Peninsula (station H392 latitude
43o 58t s, longitude 1730 O0' E). Depth
70 metres. Photograph dimensions approximately
80 cm. x 80 cm.
88
Plate 84. Ripple-marked fine sand on the continental shelf
eapt of Banks Peninsula (station H396, latitude
43o 57.5, S, longitud,e t73o 19' E). Depth
70 metres. Photograph dimensions approximatety
80 cm. x 80 cm.
89
Plate 85. East-west trending ripples in shetly fine sand
on the continental shelf east of Banks Peninsula(station H423, latitude 43o 45t S, Iongitude173" 45' E) . Depth 95 metres. Photograph
dimensions approximately 80 cm.x 80 cm.
90
bodies. The sand ribhons, which are current-parallel
structures, trend roughly paral1e1 to the strike of the
second-order ridges, i.e., northeast to north-northeast.
The axes of the sand vlaves, which are current-normal structures
trend at h:-gh angles to the long axes of the ribL.ons and
ridges. The ricples in the photog::aplis at Stn H423 have
easL-rvest long axes and undetermined symmetry. I,lith the
data to hand, DO preferred locatjon oi the riLrbons or sanC-
\.,raves r.,'ith respect to the ridges (on crests, on flanks orj-n troughs) \^ras fourrd.
STRATIGRAPHY
Instrumentation an.<l Coveraqe
Using an llDO 3.5 kllz profiler, a hasic array crf lines
vras r:un nore or less at right anc{les to the coast-. r"'j-tJr nrany
intersecting tje lines (Fig. B4) " The transducer is hu11*
mounted and it hras possible to run the protiler durinc;
other operations and while steaming between 
-stations. This
adcled greatly to the coverage of the area. In addition to
the rnain survey, a series of short lines r^rere run in the
vicinity of the submarin* .riryo,lr. The profiles of l0
selected long lines at right angles to the coast are
reprorluced here (Fig. 818). All the oriq-i-nal records alre
stored in the ll.Z. Oceanographic fnstitute.
Because of its relatrrrely high fresuency of 3.5 kIlzt
the p::ofiler ha.s a hicth resolution b'ut a fairly limited
penetration. A strong echo is returned fror,r sand atrcl g::a'rel,
and penetration is virtu.ally nil- where these are at the
surface. Mud is more acoustically transparent; reflectors
are thin and clear. Penetration of 50 m or more is possible
through mud. Gas, generated from peat, kelp ancl organic-rich
mud, prod.uces a strong reflection and limits deeper pene-
tration (Schubel & Schj-enner L973; Keen & Piper 1976;
Hicks & Kibblevrhite 1976). Reflections from qas occur at








































































Fig. 819). Thus, certain characteristics of the sediment
may reduce the penetration of the 3.5I..Icz system, but this
very fact makes it possible to infer sediment types from
the profile.
Strat j.gra.ph j.c l.ionencl.ature
Figures Bt9 to 823 are line rlrav,'ings of 10 selected
profiles set ouL in order from north to south. Three
major unrts are apparent, and are coloured differentty.
The top unj-t (P) j-s a discontinuous hlanket of
varial--l.e thickness and is best deveroped on the inner con-
tinental she1f, particularly.in' Peqasus Ray (profiles F,
Ct D), a.nd skirting Banks Peninsula (Profiles F, F, H).
It thj-nly covers the sea hed. of southe.rn Canterbury Bictht
(Profj.les J, I{) .
The middle unit (CF) extends over the entire
conti-rrental shelf . It is best shov'n in the southern pa-rt
of Ca.nte::bury Fight (Profiles J, I{) where the top unit j-s
thin ancl muddy. f t is relatively thin nearshore and thick-
ens sc;rrr'ard with t'el-1 defined foreset becls that continue
doq'n the continental slope. It is bounded al:ove and ]relot.r
by zones of apparent erosj-on, infil.Iing and rervorkinq
wh-ich show fai::1y clearJ.y in the grrofiles.
The lower tinit (X) shows up clea.rly at a fevr places
onl1z (profiles I, Jt I{) and is not discussed in detail-,
The nniddle and upper units are considere<l- 'to be
forrnations and are named ancl descrihed accordinqly. The
vertical limj-ts c'f the formations do not conform precisely
to those generally u.sed in terrestrial strat.igraphy, since
the basal transgressive sequence is included in the under-
tying formatj-on rather than in the overlying one. It is
felt that the mappaLrility of the formations would be severely
restricted if normal convention had to be fol-lowed, since
the basal seguence, including transgressive and pal-impsest
sediment, is derived from the underlying formation and is
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(a) Type_ and refercnce profiles
Profile C (nig.820) (N.Z.O.I. No. I002-18) (in
Pegasus Bay) is designat-ed as Lhe type profiie and Profi.le K
(nig. 823) (N.Z.O,f. No. 1034-22') (in southern Canterbury
Bight) i.s designated as a reference prcfi.l.e. Toget-her they
shovr most of the diagnostic feattires of the formal-ion as
required by the American Commission on Sbratigraplric
Nomenclature (I961).
(b) gppgr arrd 1ower boundaries
The upper surface is that of the sea floor (srnooth
zones 11 and Il already described; Fig. B7). The base of the
formation js uneven, being the eroded and reqorke,l top of
the r:nderlyiug Canterbury Bight I'ormation. The formatiot'r is
thickest on the inner shelf and thins J-andward and seav,'a,id.
It is from 2-7 m thick j-n soui:hern Cantcrbury Bight, and
much thicker in nort}ein Canterbury Bighl and Peqasus Bay.
Where thick, its base is iIl-dcfined on the profj.l..es. :tt
is thickest - nore than 28 rn - irr south-central Pegasus lray,
(c) Litholoqy_and Ftructuie
I'{ud ancl/or very fine Modc IV sand, free of gravel,
forrn the toi: of the formation (gI. Figs. 811, BJ-z, 814) .
Three cores (H435 , H440, H459) ir"r Pegasus Bay (Zone A)
and one (H350) in outer Canterl-''uly Bight. (Zone E), extend
into the top 3 m of the formatiorr (see lig. 89 and Appendlx
IV) . The inner-bay sediments (H440) are mainly heavily
bioturbatecl sandy (t,tode IV) mrrd and sil{:y clay beds, 10-150 m
thick, which alternate with thin beds 4-10 cm thi-c)<, of
finely lamirrated coarse silt with few burrows (Plate 86).
The outer Canterbury Bight sediments (11350) are muddy fine
(Mode IV) sand and sandy mud that are so strongly bioturbated
that bedding is entirely destroyed. The sandy part of the
Pegasus Formation is composed of clean or coarsely silty,
very fine, hard-packed (Mode rV) sand that cannot be pene-








































was from a slightly ntuddier facies on the edge of the for-
mation in outer Pegasus Bay. The sediment is bioturbated'
muddy very fine (Mode IV) sand. Shells are rare in all the
cores frorn the formation.
The mu.ddi' parts of t-he formation indicate low energy
conditions in wh.ich an active infai-lna is getrerally able to
ef fect:Lve1y rer,rork f airly rapidly accumulat-ing sediment.
occasional puJ-ses of, rapid sediment in1>ut are indj.caLed by
the lam.inaLed silt beds in cores H440 and H459 of inner
Pegasus Bay. They do not extend out to outer shelf core
H350. The sandy parts (core H435) indjcate a similar
sedimentation rate and hj.gher energy conditions.
Except ai.ong the searvard margin of the thj-ckest
deposits, where it dips gently seah'al:ds, the bedding on the
seismic prof.:-Ies is horizontal.
(d) Anonalies
In s;outhern Canterbury Bightr ds the Pega.sus Forntation
thins northivards, the rj-dge-and-swa1e topography of the tcp
of the underlying Canterbury Bight Formation grad.ually
emerqes, the Pegasus Forntation bei-irg too thin (Profile J,
Fig. 823) to smooth the profile. The southertrrnost pari: of
the ridge-and-surale Zone D (fi-9. 87) therefore actuaIIl'
becomes Pcgasus Formation on the nap (fig. lB25) . In this
area thc northern limit of the forntation is defined b1' the
change j-n surf ace secliment type, particularly by the sand
modes (Fig. 814) .
On the inner shelf in
Pegasus Formation thins to
shovr folded rocks directlv
A, Figr. 819) .
northernrnost Pegasus Bay, the
a veneer where seismic profiles
below an eroded sea bed (Profile
The curious pinnaclecl terrain in the Pegasus Formation
shovrn at the outer end of Profile A may be due to low angle
submarirre sliding. Large, shallow earthquakes have occurred
in this area during historic time (Evison I97L) and earth-
quakes may have caused the inferred sliding.
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(e) Age of the Pegasus FormaLign
The d.-ista1, deep water part of the formation probably
began to accumulate shortly after the beginning of the de-
glacial transgression some I8r000 years ago. However,
because its g:reatest thickness is on tfre inner shelf , nros't-
of the formation was p::obably cleposited nuch later, when the
sea surface had risen to its present leve1 about 61000 years
ago, The Pegasus Formation is considered to bc cntirely
nrarine
Cu-uterbu:y Bi ght l-glmation
(a) Type alrd refelqlce profiles
Profile J (nig. 823) (N.z.o.I. No. 1012-13) is
designated as the type profile of the Canterbury Bight
Formatjon and Profiles c (Fig. B-22) (N.2,.O.I. No. 1012-05, 06)
and F (Fig, 821) (N.Z,O.I. No. 1012-19) are designated as
ref erence prof il.es.
(b) Uplrer aild lovrer..!gg"a.ri"r.
The Canterbury Bight Formation underlies the entir:e
continental shelf in the study area. Its base j-s the top of
the eroded and rer.r-orked upper part of Lhe unnanred l-owe::
formation (X) which includes buried rj_ver cirannels, secon.-
order ridges and truncated foresets 1fiig. 823). On the
continental slope, the boundary between the Can'terl:ury Bight:
Formation and the underlying formaticn is evidently a p.rra-
conformiLy or a low amplitude dj-sconformity that can only be
identified with certainty by tracing the reflector to its
distinctive equivalent on the continental shelf.
The top of the Canterbury Bight Formation shows in
profiles as a diachronous secJuence of truncated foresets,
buried river channels and ridge-.and-swale topography. About
half of it is exposed on the p::esent sea bed where it is
represented by Zones C, D and F, and. about half is uncon-
formably overlain by the Pegasus Formation.
The Canterbury Bight Formation is about 35 m thick on






ft thins seaward to 7 m within 50 km of
The formation consists of a lorver and
The iourc:: rnember, r','hich make$ up the bulk of the
formation, is progradartional arlcl l/oungs senvrard. On the
itrner: s;hel.f iL is horizontally bedded liut, as it thicl<ens
seav,'aril, sear..:Ard dippinq foreset- Ireds appear. A 'lorr rate
of seclinental-jon Cr:ring a high sea leve1 r.;aFi thus r'ollowed
b]' rapid sedi.r',entation during a fallinq sea level"
Two 4 m cores (f'1347 ancl Fr-i49; Appenclix T\7) vtere taken
front the prograclational part cf t-ire lowe:r rnertber vrhere j.t. is
e>lposed on the upper contirrental slope. They consist of
stru-ctureless rnud r,rith occasional r.i1t bands and colonjes
of calcareous -v/orn tubes. Rapiil <iepositj.oir in guiet t:at.et
is j-nferred fronr the very fine grain siz,e and fronr the
dearth of mjcro- and macro-fauna. The top 20--40 crn is
sancl.y (Iilode TV) and rich j.n for:ant j nif era .
On the contrnental shelf niost of the l-ower menrher 
-is
buried beneath the upper: menber. I'he lo'.'er nrembe:: j-s,
hovrever, exfrosed on the edge of the ecrntinental shelf off
northern CanLerbury Bight. and on the margJ-rr of Peq;asus
Canyon wherc 'the shrelf edge terrace (Zone F; Fig. B7) has
cut deeply j-nto it: Tv;o places rr'here the 3.5 kHz profiler:
indicated no apparent overlying secliment \rere cored (I!78I
and HBl.3; Fjg. 89) . The cores consist of compacted, very
fine (lrlode I\r) muddy sand and sancl.y mud vrith a hj.qh shell
content (P1ate F7; Appendix iV; Tahle E5 ) .
Very fine (Mode IV) sand and nud are the typical
sediments of the shelf edqe terrace and u1:per continental-
slope and are regarclecl. as the typical sediments of the
Iower progradational member.
(d) UFper me-rn}er
The upper member is thin but well defined by















































its surface expression, anC Mode If and ffl sanC (Fig. I}14)
and Mode I gravel (rrig. 812) are exclus-ively iLs sedjntetrti:.
The upper member records bhe fornation of a coastal.
plain and the subsequent revtorking of the surface of the
plain by the sea' and consists of two facies a fluvial
facies ancJ a trrarine faci-es.
(i) Fluvial facies
The fluvial facies is clef-'irred hy sna11, steep-sid.ec1, ct:t-anci-
fill features on the seistnic profilesr assumerJ to rer:r:csent
buried rjver channels (Fict. P,22) . /rt ncst pL-aices it is
covered by the Pegasus Forrnation a.nd is gss <1eeply buri.cd
to be sanrpleC. Hor*ever, it yirtuall'y' reaches the sea floor
in the shallow vrater of inr:cr cante::lrury Rieht. lhe::c i:he
arcuate shape of the 25 m and 50 rn lra';-hyrretric contours are
assrrmecl to represent the eroded sear*a::d extension of t:he
Canter:htiry fap su::faces (Fig. B2) . J'hc sea l'eci js co\r(::llcd
by coarse, rouudecl, qreyl,Taekc-arqi 1I'itt: gravels that at:e:
assumed to have been erOrleci f roin the al]uvial fa.ns.
(ii) llarine facies
The marine facies of the upper membcr apPears j-n the s'li.srnic
prof-t1es and in the bathyrnel:ry as vridespread sccond-orricr:
ridges and as the first-order ridges ancl trottghs that are
praminent east of Ranks Peninsula.
Three clifferent sediment facies ','rjth:-n the ntarj.ne
facies \,rer€ cored to a depth of 3 m :
(a) First and second-orcler ::idges
(b) The long trougbs adjacent to first-order ridges
(c) The inner edge of the shelf edge terrace.
Sand modes .in the cores rr'€rQ estimated visua-I1y a-s
described earlier. ft is assumed tha.t the minor mode (II)
occurs sometimes with l'lode f If as it does on the surface.
The sand, classed visuall-y as lr{ode III, is therefore called
Mode III/II here.
(a) First and second-order ridges
The cores taken in this facies are H353, H403, H777,
105
11788 | H789, H790, IIB10 and II8l.1 (see Plates R8
fig. 89 and Appendix IV).
and 89 ;
fn most cases, the top 150-2C10 cm is composecl of
apparently grad"ed, sLructureless, fine to medium sanci
(Mode Tl.I/IT) with small amorrnts of fi.nely fra.qm.ented shel-1
material-. fn some (H353 ancl I1403) she1ls and/or pebbles
are found at the top. Tn cores 11777 (Plate FS), 11789 and
I{8I0 the structureless sancl horizon is underlain by dense,
cross-beclded, shell heds .
The top layers of sandy cores l-end to be CisturbeC
during the horjzontal extracti.on of t,hr, ljner from the
barrel aboard ship, and the qrading of the top un-it nray be
an artifact. The top sandy unit oi-h€';r^.'ise resombles t-he
"tracticn zone" of Potaers & Kinsman (1953) ancl it proha)--'Iy
represcnts sections throuclh modern sand boCies tlrat arc-r
moving across the she1l beds of an "accumulation zone".
fn core il788 (p1ete e9) there are four cyclic Aradei
beds, each 45-75 cm thick. Fach becl cotnprises a sub-
horizontally bedded sand vr-ith f ine sheII fracntents, qracl. j ng
downr,irar<ls to a cross-bedded sedimentary brecc.ia of ol,rlonq
clasts of soft sticky clay, bivalve shells (v;ith their
concave sjdes upvrards) and sand. The cyclic hecl.s rc.ay l-"e
sectj-ons through sanC waves, formecl Curinq pl:etrcmcnal
storns. The soft. clay of the breccj.a clasts \.ras prol:art-,1.y
derived from a thin clay cleposit formec'!. off a river rnoui-h
(such as olre found 10 km off the 1:reserrt Rakaia River),
which vras ripped up by the storm currents and inccrporated
into an activated sand substrate.
The commonest shells in the core are Scalpcmactra-
scalpelf!.ry and Tawera spissq, both of which have a wj.de
depth range (suhtidal to middle shelf). The radiocarbon
aqes of the shell l.ayers are shown in Table 86. The ages of
the shells in the upper three beds increase dovrnwards ancl
are separated by 700-1300 years. ilowever, the date for the
lorl'est layer is younger than that for the next overlying onet
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been rnixed durinq revro::king, and that. the cyclicity of the
events tnay have been as fr:equent as 500 years. By comparing
the ages of the shells and their presellt depth below sea
Ievel to the Pleistocene sea level curve (nig. P24), jt is
inferrecl that l-hey',.i€I€ lirrrng on the j-nner: shelf in a viater
depth 5f appro>timately 40 rn when ttre presnnted storm revior]?irig
occurrecl .
(b) Tro:.icihs of first-orcier ridges
The trougJhs east of Ba.rrks Fenjnsula (I'jq. 85 and
Profile.s P, F; f ig. 821) contain a qeneral.1-v mucldl' facjes
(cores II405, I:77 B ancl H780, Plate RI0; Fi-cl. B9 and Api:renclix
w)"
As in the o'Lhey: cores the top 20-80 cm i-s a structure-
less nud and graded Mode III/fi. sancl unit. The top un-tt is
thought either 1-o have been prodrrcecl durittq handljnq o:: Lo
represent the nocl-ern "tl:acLicn zc)rre'r.
Relov,r the top unit, ti.ro cf 1-l-:c cores corrtairr
alterna'Ling mr:.dd1' and sandy layers ::nc1 one is cntirelV r".ruddy
to the bottom. The inud is modcrately Lriot-nrlrated, irul:t:r-'u,s
being either sand or mud filled. Ilorizont;r.l lamina.tion is
frequently preserved. T'he sand, r,,'i-th few except-i-ons, is
Mode III/II th::oughout.
The muddiness of the cores inclicates a lorv energy
environment whj-ch rnay simply reflect modern infilljnq of
the troughs. The alternating sand layers however reflect
occasiorral input frorn an adjacent 5-i-ghe:: energy facies.
The shell bed in F1405 is clominated by black, sulphide-staine<l
Paphies austral_e, P. suhlriangulalug and Chj€le stutch]Igr:yi,
in a matrix of coarse sand and gravel suggesti,ng that the
mud-sand alternations may be part of a lagoonal facies
The origin of the troughs is discussed later.
(c) Inner edge of shelf edge terrace
The inner edge of the shelf eclge terrace is the zone
of change betrveen the upper and l-ower members on the surface
of the outer shelf . The upper member has a relati'u'e1y hrgh
concentration of gravel (f ig. 812) in Mode tLt/II sanc1.
U.0
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The lowerr ds mentinned above, is quite deeply eroded ancl
i.s mostly nuddy Mode IV sand.
The singlc core taken in Lhe terrace edge facies
(H812, Pi.ate 811; Pig. 89 and Appendix IV) penetraled 2 n
into'Ehe upper menher. Its top 26 cn is cornpc.rsed of the
graded inud io sand s;equence that is foutrd in other cores,
The renainder is dr:mi.nateid by pea-qravel in a sandy (ltloC.e
III/I1) or muddy rnatrix, the mud beir:g confinecl to the
upper B6 cm, The cJrarrel contains numcrous intertidal and.
shallovr r.,'ater species (Tah'le P,5). It is thus thouqht to
include re',rorked shore deposi ts . The n'ud at tlte top of tl:e
core accumulated after the sea. rose. The thorouqh nixinqt
of the niud, sand arLC gravel is thcrJ!{ht to have heen caused
by bioturbation.
( e ) tc.I.e g_f_ l}e Cattt:crbury_F.i.qll1, Jlg1lat_iju
Thc bulk of {:he lorver rne'mJ;er of the Canterbu::y Ficthi-
Irormation is assurr,.d to harrc accumu]-ated durirrq the La:st-
Glacial lor+ering of sea IeveI.
llhe upper rnemhe:: has beer-.. vrel1 dated l:y raC.iocarl:on.
Exclusively shallovi water shcils, sele-cted from cores TI77i,
H790 ancl H8I0, are of Last Gla.cial. aqe (11r750-27 r900 yr)r
wh-il.e deeper water shells, sr,,lected from eores, IiTBB anci
iI7B9, are of Holoc€rne age (6r400 - 9,400 yr) . The upper
mem.ber is thus consiCered to have been deposi ted during
the l-rast Glacj.al sea level regression and to have been
revrorkcc'l l.y the sea during the deql-aciaI transqression.
At places, the reworking m;r1r still he continrrS-ng.
DrsctrssroN
Geologic l,Iap of the Cante:bury Shelj
Figure 825 is a geological map of the outcrop
the fornations discus,sed above.
Although the 3.5 kIIz seismic prof iles provide
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boundaries are defined primarily by the hroundaries hetween
the clifferent size modes. The echogram r.iorphology, conLoured
microbathvmetry and 3.5 kIIz prof iles \.rere then used to
supplernent the lithologic data a,nd to refine the boundaries.
Segregation o! Sizg tlojes
The most obvious feat-ure of the sedinent distribution
pattern on the Canterbury contj.nental shelf is thc virtually
contplete areal sectreqatj-on of unimodal Mode I\r sarrcl frorn
the polymodal assemhlage of coarser sands anC lithjc Aravel
(Modes I-fIr, Figs 814, BI2). It is generally agreed that
the coarse relict sedirnent on a continerrta-l shelf vras
transported to its apparently anomalous lccatj-on during
gIaci.a1ly lot"ered sea levels and left there when the
deglacial shoreline moved lanCiorard. The coastal retreat
model has heen prcposeC hy Bruun (1962) and Schv:ar:tz (f 965) 
"
Drrrjrrg a rjse of sea leve1 on a lovr uneotrsolidatecl coast,
erosjon of the sho::e-face r^'i11 tend to he balancerl hy an
equal-vohune accum.ulation on the acljacent sea floor. The
shore-normal transfer tha.t thj s process reouires creates
the thin transgressive sheet of relict rnaterials novr rnantling
the shelf . Input and ou.tput hy longshore drift j.s assurqed
to be steady state, and river input is not taken into
account. A rnodif ication of this rnod.el put forvrard l:y
Dillon (1970) and Sv'ift et aI. (I97f) explains coastal
retreat and sedinent reclistri]:ution on a barrier island
coastline. The barrier superstructure mo\/es landr"ard )^1t a
cyclic process involving storm washover of the coarse
sediments, their L.urial, and their re-energence at the
retreating shoreface.
In both the models, fine as well as coarse sediment
is carried offshore during deglaci.al coastal retreat.
Neither model embodies a satisfactory explanation for the
total absence of the finer sand (Mode IV) from the relict
sanc1,/gravel- sheet on the Canterbury shelf . Since all the
sand modes (fI through IV) that occur in the present
coastal pla.in sediments apparently occurred in the Pleisto-
r17
cene coastal plajn sedi.ments as v'e1l, the separation of
l[ode IV from the others must have taken place by rnarine
processes.
ft is possible that wj-nnovring of the very fine
(llode IV) sand from the fine (Mocle III) satrd, which dr:minates
the transgressi're sand/gravel. sheets on the shelf, has heen
taking place for the last 51000 years since the return to
present high sea Ieve1. Fowever, a numt\er of ohstacles
present themselves :
(a) This would require stronger currents on the rniddl.e shelf
sea-becl tha.n on the inner shelf sea-bed. This is not
impossible but remains to he proved. 
.
(b) In several. places (in northern Pegasus Fay and off
Banks Penir''sula) relict Mode ITI sand is rnixed rvit-h
nodern rnud deposj.ts L:ut ltlode f\/ sand is ahsent, indicatinq
that l.4ode IV sand v,'as removcd hefore the present current
system vras established.
(c) Irtode IV sand is ahsent throughout the cores in tl:e
transgressi-ve sand/oravel sheet, r.'h5-ch includes bur:ied
shell beds <lolninated by littoral species that are presuued
to have been deposited and reworkecl, in very shallor'; rrater
and to be undergoing no rehTorkinq lrow.
This again sugqests that Mode fV was rernoved (prohaLrly in
shallovl water) J:efore the present current system was
established.
rL is possible that the very fine Mode IV sand
was remo'red from the transgressive sand/gravel sheet as it
v'as heing laiC down. This argunrent has solne basis.
The present coastline of Canterbury is, at different
places, eroding, prograding or stable. All three sand
modes (and. gravel) are at present being supplied to the
coast by rivers. Off prograding or stable portions of the
coast (the coast of Pegasus Bay and Kaitorete Spit) the
sea bed is made up of very fine Mode IV sand (rig. BI4;
s_eg also Campbell 1974) and mud, that is accumulating as a
thick nnodern deposit (the Peqasus Formation) on the inner
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shelf. The bathyrnetric profile of the deposit is in
equilibrium with the present coastal hydraulic regime. The
beaches consist of medium and fine (Modes fI and IfI) sand
and gravel (Mode I) (cf . Blake 1964; Campbell l-974) . Srr-ch
seaward fining of secl-iment is a normal. feature. The sorting
takes place within and just seaward of the surf zone, grar,'el
and coarser sand being thrown landward up on to a beach
while mud and finer sancls are carried seaward (Keulegan 1948;
Scott 1954; Ippen & Eagleson 1955; fngle 1966; ,.Tohnson &
Ilagleson 1966; Cook 1969; Sv'ift 1969, and others) .
off the eroding coast the coa.st of central canterbr.rry
Bight (Kirk 1967) - the sea bed is made up of gravel and
MoCes ff and III sand (Fiqs F10, R14). Very fine (Mode IV)
sand is absent, although it ina.y be present very cl.ose to
shore. In the beclinuinct of this ch.apter it r,,ras mentioned
that the surface of the inner continental shelf off central-
and southern Canterbury Bight is steeper than to seaward
and has the form of two very broad fans. The fans are
thought to h'e the sul-'merged extensicns of the lrakaia anC
Rangitata gravel outvrash fans shovrn in Fig . Ia2. The drov:ned
fans are well defined betvreerr the 50 m ancl 25 m contours,
indicating that the drowning' rvas j.nitially rapid and that,
litt1e erosion Look p1ace. The later stage of coastal
retreat involved a large anount of cliffinq. ft is assunecl
from the vestigial fluvial qeomorphology and the absence of
a modern fine sed.iment cover that the inner shelf in this
area has not reache.d a profile of equilibrium viith the
hydraulic regim.e, that hiqh energy conditions prevail, and
that the seabed is thus continually sr.rept clean of fine
sediment. The transport path of bedloacl sediment on the
inner shelf in this area is northv'ards and shorewards
(Chapter A). Very fine Mode IV sand introduced by the local
rivers is therefore transported away tovrards the northeast
in a nearshore belt.
During the rapid sea level transgression of the last
deglaciation the profile of the sea l-.ed off the whole coast
would have been continuallv out of equilibrium. Conditions
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would have been unfavourable for deposition of Mode rV sand.
The sand would thus have lreen removed from the transgressive
sand-gravel sheet as it was laid down and transported north-
wards out of the area.
Ages of the Fj.rst and Second-orde-r Riclqes.
Because of the cornplexi.ty of the cteomorphology and
sediment distribution on the exposecl top surface of the
Canterbury Bight Formation, it j.s thought that some features
are modern and some are o1d.
The origin of the riclqe-and-svrale topography on the
Canterbury continental shelf is not fully understood, but
much can be inferred from better knorntn exart:ples in other
parts of the vrorl<l. The best stud,ied examples of ::ic1gs-
and-swale topographv are on the Atlantic continental shelf
of the U.S. and in the llorth Sea - rnqlish Channel - Celtic
Sea area of Europe. The former are on a lorrq, Iirrea.r con-
tinental shelf that directly faces the deep ocean, r'rhereas
the latter are in two semi-enclosed bodi.es of water and
the channel joi.ning them.
DiJ:ferent parts of the ridge-and-sv'ale topographv on
the Atlantic shelf of the tl.S. have been explained as :
i) barrier beaches overstepped hl' the transgressinq see
(Veatch & Smith 1939; Emery 1966; Garrison & I'lcl'faster
ii)
1966; Uchupi 1970)
h,each ridges formed Curing ealier Pleistocene sea- level
stands (Sanclers 1962; Dj.etz 1963; I{yne & Goodell
1967; Icraft 1971)
iii) a clrolrned fluvial surface (Garrison & Mcl{aster 1956;
McKinney t Frieclman 1970i McMaster & Ashraf 1973)
iv) nearshore shoals, abandoned during deglacial coastal
retreat, and subsequently modified by the inner shelf
hydraulic
I973), and
regime (Moody 1964; Swift et al-. 1972a and b'
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v) modern submarine ridges formed after the deglacial
al. 1972; Schlee & Pratt L9?2')transgression (Duane et
Recent studies ind.icate ttrat the sediments on the
ridges and swales of the inner shelf are active (Duane et al.
1972; McKinney et a1. I974; Stubblefield et al. 1975),
Wind and. wave-generated currents caused by intense winter
storms often disturb the entire inner shelf water column.
The currents progress parallel to the ridge axes with a
helical flow pat'uern that scours out t.he trotrghs and carries
sand obliquely up the flanks of the riclges thus building
them up. During weaker storms, sand is srvept back from the
crest towards the flanks. Rotary tidal currents are an
alternative cause for the present activity of ridges
(Stewart & Jordan 1965; Smith 1969).
The North Sea-Bnglish Channel-Celtic Sea regiorr is
tide dominated., although meteorologic effecls are sti1l
important (e.9., Carruthers 1963; Stride 1963, I973i
Robinsr:n 1966; A1len 1968b; Houbolt 1968; Kenyon & Stride
1970; Belderson et aI. 1971; Bouysse et al. 1976). The
proferred mechanism for ridge construction in this case j-s
also one of helical flow parallel to the l.ong axes of the
ridges with scouring of the troughs and sediment transport
towards the ridge crests (e.9., Houbolt 195ft; Caston &
Stride 1970; Caston )-972). Surface current velocities
reaching 3 knots (I54 cm/sec) seem to be required (Strrde
f973), The constructional current is mainly tidalt de-
gradational currents are supplied by waves which winnow the
sediments from the ridge crests. Ridges in shalloru water
(30-40 m) are apparently active today. Ridges in deeper
water (140-f70 m) of the Celtic Sea are considered to have
been most active during lower sea levels (Bouysse et aI.
1976).
Second-order Ridges on the Canterbury Shelf
The seconcl-order ridge-and-swale topography on the
Canterbury She1f is assumed to have been formed by helical
currents of the type described above. From their present
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distribution and frcm their appearance in seismic profiles,
inferences can be made about their oriqins and about their
present state of activity.
(i) Rid.ges on the constricted shelf off P.ar:ks Penirrsula
The second-order riclqes on the constricted shelf off
Banks Peninsula are numerous arrd high. Ridqe-para11e1 sand
ribbons (and obligue-t::encling sand waves) occur with the
ridges and, like tre ridges, they are thouglit to be related
to a 3-dimensional, longitudinal flow pattern, where pairs
of counter rotatinq, helical vo::tices naj.nta.in svrept strips
and parallel strips of sand accumulation (A11en l96Ba,
I96Bb; Houholt 1968). F.idges are thought to form I'here +-he
currents flolr' at 3 knots (154 crn/see) (Strj.ae 1973) , ancl
sernd ribbons where currents have rnaximum near-surface
veloci{:ies of 2 knots (103 cn/sec) (Kenyon 1-!,70) . uni-
d.i.rectional surf ace cnrrents hi gher than 2 l.:nots anii
possibly as high as 3 knots have heen detected jn the region
of constricteC fl-ow off Banks Peninsula (Chapter A) . The
micrcbathymetry (fig. 86) shov:s that the long axes of the
ridges trend north to no::theast, parallel to the clir:ection
of present current fl-ow. The internal structure of the
ridgcs sugqests that they have rnJ.grated seavrards (Prof ile Lr,
Fig. L\22), vrhich in turn sugqests that they are moved by
the present northward-going bott-om current which has a
frequent wind-driven offshore component (Chapter A). Tt
is thus probah'Ie that the high second-orde:: ridges southeast
of Banks Penjnsula are maintained today by the accelerated
currents in the constriction caused. by the peninsula.
Belderson (1964) ancl Stricle (1973) have shown that
where tidal currents flow at less than I knot (51 cm,/sec)
the deposi{:j-onal area for sand is f lat r or in very low
mounds at Lredload converqences. The chanqe from second-order
ridges off Banks Peninsula to essentially srnooth sea t''ed
north of Banks Peninsula probahly reflects the slackening
of currents beyond the constriction
Although the ridges on the constricted shelf southeast




in shallower water during the deglacial
(ii) R'idqes on the open sheLf of canterbury Bight
In Canterbury Bight the outer belt of second-orcler
ridges in Zone D and the Iow, second-order ridges on the
shelf edge terrace (Zone f') occur far to the southwest of
Banks peninsula and the zone of constricted circumpeninsular
flor,r. southwards the ridges become buried under a modern
sandy mud deposiL, indicating that these riclge-swa1-e
systems, which probably once extended soullh of the study
area, are rrow inactive. It is likely that the ridges were
formed as nearshore shoals during lower sea levels by the
storm-current process described by lvloody (L964) and Swift
et aI . Q972a and b, 1973) -
The inner band of second-order ridges in canterbury
Bight dj.es out about 7 4 km southr^rest of the peninsula (Fig.
B7) with no evid,ence f::om seismic profiles of any buried
extension. The available data is insufficient to determine
if these ridges are modern or relict'
Riclges are restricted to depths betvreen 50 m and 150 m
in zones D ancl F and do not occur on the inner shelf.
liearshore storm-current, ridge generation is not taking
place at present.
First-order ridges on the Canterbury she'lf
The clearest exposure of first-order ridges is in the
area northeast of Banks Peninsula where the second-order
ridges are absent. The two very long, low, broad, coast-
parallel ridges, each backed by a trough on the landward
side (rig. 85) do not resemble any common submarine bedforms.
The crest of each first-order ridge was cored and dense
shell beds were penetrated (cores H777 and H810). As
mentioned already, the fauna consists exclusively of species
that are found in shallow water and is dominated by species
restricted to beaches and lagoons.
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Shells of the j-nterticlal bivalve Paphies australe
and the beach dwelling P. subtriangulalum, obtained from
t-l.5 m below the surface of each first-order ridge crest'
have the foltowing radiocarbon ages : the shells on the
outer ridge fi'777 ) are 27 t900 t 1'550 yeal:'q oJ-d' and those
on t-he inner ridqe (H810) are 15,I00 i 200 years oId. The
first-order ri<lges H'itl: their associatecl troughs are
interpreted as being a pair of barrier-lagoon complexes
that have been transgressed ancl rei+orl<ed by the sea.
Minor features, such as beach ridcres, dunes etc. vrould
have been Cestroyecl during the transgressionr on11r lhg
general high of the ba::rier ancl the general lovr of the
laqoon being f eatures large enouqh to witirstand the reworki.ng.
Ag-es of the_ Shallow-llepth-Rangte Shells
It will be seen fron Fig. F.24 on which Lhe ages and'
depths of the ::adiocarbon dated. samples are plotLecl against
the vridely accepted Pleistocene sea level curve of Cttrray
(1965), that samples iI790 and tt8l0 (which h.ave restricted,
shallo1 depth ranges, Table B6) 1j-e on Lhe curve, vrhile
samples HTBl and H777 (v'ith similarly restrictecl derrth
ranges) are anomalous and lie vrell belotnt the curve.
The ages of samples H790 and I!E10 are accepted as
beinq correct. Sample H78I was taken from the shelf eclge
terrace (Figs D7, 89) vitrich is presumed to have formecl cluring
the Last Glacial mininum sea level about 18'000 years ago.
The dated species Panopea zelangica is restricteC to
shallow water (0-20 m; Table 116) . fts depth belovr the
Iov:est point of the curve lies within the clepth ranqe of
its habitat but its age is anomalously young. The shells
are assumed therefore to have contained younger contam-
inants and the age is rejected.
H777, on the other hand, ca-nnot be similarly rejected.
Its anomalous position relative to the curve can be
explained by:
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I. substantial downvrarp at Stn H777
2. an unexplainecl en:or in the radiocarhon date, or
3. an error in the sea level curve aL 27,900 years.
1. If downwarp is assumed, the computed rate of downwarp,
based on the Curray (1965) sea level cllrve, for a line
passinq, throuqh Stns H790 and IlB10, which lie on the curve,
is 0 nr,/kYr; that for H777, 15 km to the east, is 2.5
m/kYr. Except for superficial rev:orking, the present shelf
surface is essentially the 18r000 1rr B.P. surface. It
slopes extremely gently a.nd evenly searvard. If the surface
were t.ilted back to its supposed 191000 yr B.P. level at
the computed rates, its slope woul.d be reversecl a highly
improbabJ-e situat-ion. Other published currres are no more
satisfactory for the resolution of the problem. There is
no evj-clence for thjs degree of tectonism in this regiott.
UnpuhJ-ished oj-1 company data (P.J. II-iIl a.nd P. Dean, I P
She11 Todd (Canterbury) Services Ltd., pers. comm.) i::cl.-icates
that there has been only 50 m of relative dor^:nr^ldrp betr^'een
II810 and H771 since Lhe beginning of the Miocene (a rate
of 2 nun/kYr) ancl that dov:nwarp in this area has actually
beerr toivard s the vrest rather than towards the east.
2. Sample 11777 (27,900'yrs old) is assum.ed to be from
a very large and well developed lagoon complex, i.e.,
a shoreline fcature. The period 251000-35,000 yr is a well
established interstadial, and an j nterstadial is a tim.e
when vrelL developed shoreline features are likely to have
formed. On this basis, the radiocarbon date seems va1ic1.
If the 27,900 yr date is correct, th.e outer first-
order ridge marks the probable shore of the last inter-
stadial which preceded the main Last Glacial advance. The
lower formation (x) rn'ould then of necessity he of PenuLtirn-
ate Glacial Age, and disconformities related to minor
reqressions and transgressions of the interstadials during
the Last Glacial rn'oulcl be hidden in the Canterbury Bight
Formation. The sea 1eve1 of the last interstadial would be
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at least 60 rn lower than that shor,rn on the curves of Curray
(1965) and Milliman & Fmery (1958).
If a high interstadial sea levelr &s srrgqested by the
eustatic curves of Curray (1965) and Milliman & Emery (f968),
is accepted, and the radiocarbon date rejected, the outer
first-order ridge would simply mark a sea. Ieve1 stillstand
during the main regression of the Last Glacial. Formation X
underlying the Canterbury Bi-c1ht Formation, rvotild then be cf
earlier Last GLacial age and the shelf-wide unconformity
separatirlg the two would be that of the last interstadial.
Resolution of this problem must atta it further work .
ft is assumed here that the 27 t900 yr age of sarnple H777
is correct until the age can be ch.ecked by a further *antple.
Ilistorv of the Regr:essive - TI@
I.lith the ancient and modern ri-clqes Cistinguished,
and the valid radiocarbon dates estal:lish.eo, a chronoloqical
sequence of late Pleistocene - Folocene events orr the shel-f
can be worked out. The tr^ro radiocarbon-dated f irst-order
ridges and the Last Glacial shelf-edc-le t'errace provide the
necessary framework. The shelf edge terrace is assumed-
from the sea level curve (Curray 1965) to have formed
18,000-20,000 yr ago.
In Fig. B5 it is seen that, in the region of
Pegasus'Canyon, the terrace truncates the end of the broad,
low, eastern branch of the outer first-order ridge that
passes east of the canyon head (cf. Fig. F7, g26a). The
ridge has been interpreted ak'ove as the remains of an old
shore zone. It is inferred Lherefore that d.urinq the
27,900 yr B.P. interstadial, the shoreline stood just east
of the head of Pegasus Canyon (Fig. B26a). A large barrier
or spitr/lagoon complex formed 
- 
the lagoon opening north-
ward.s into the canyon. The interstadial lagoon has subse-
guently been largely infilled and locall1r buried. This is
shown by deep cut-and-fi11 structures midvray across the
shelf in Profiles E and F (Fig. 821). Off Canterbury Bight
the interstadial shore is marked by a first-order ridge
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Figure 826 (arb,crdr€rf) .
Positions of successive Late Quaternary
shorelines. Shoreline ages that are
ba:ed on radio-carbon-dated shel1s are
indicated by: (14c) . other shoreline
. 
ages are inferred fron the sea level
curve of Curray (1965) .
AAA A Inferred active offshore shoals
or submarine ridges.
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(fig. F,7) but there is no evidence in the profiles (Fig. 823)
for a barrier/l.agoon systetn. Tnsteacl, with a relativel-y
stable sea level, a thicll, progradinq vredge of sedi.ment,
analagious to the present day one in northern Canterbu::y
Riqht, developed and the shore rni-cirated verv slorr'1y seawarcls
(Profiles T, J, K; Figs P22, 823).
Straightforvrard progradation tool: place in Canterburl'
Bight hecause this region was at the advancins foot of the
Canterbury Plains vrith its copious direct input sf glacio-
fl-uvial sedj.rnent. A spiL/lacyoon system. forrnect ea.st of
present dlay Banks Peninsula because this latter region lvas
then, from a fluvial aspect, in the deposit.isn.l shaciow of
the r'ountains vrhich nov: form the peninsttla. Sediment input
east of the mountains would have l:een a.lmost- exclusivellr
by nor:thvrard lonc{s}rore and shelf transport, ancl a.ny lotrg
contirrued period of sea level stability woulC have Led to
the clevelopment of a spj.t or l:arrier. The s1-rit extencied
we1l. north of the clepositional shaclon of the rnountains
becanse Pegasus Canyon v'ou1d have prevented the eastr"la::d
progrcrCatron of the northern part of the plaitrs.
As shown above, coastal stability or progra<la-tion
Ieads to the accurnulatj"on offshore of very fine (Mode IV)
sand and rnud and the accurnulation onshore of the coarser
rnode (fr ani IIT) sands and gravel, The progradational
portj-on of the Canterbury Bight Formation at this time
would thus have been forminc from l.{od.e fV sand and mud
vrhile the surface of the shoreline and spit vroul<J have been
forrning from gravel and modes II ancl If I sand. Gravel and
sand, car::ied northvrards by littoral Crift ancl currents
on the inner shelf , v.'ouId have poured into Pegasus Canyon
through the smaLl trj.butaries that enter it partway along
its length
After the inferred interstadial, the sea leveL fell
guickly whil-e a high rate of terrigeuous sedj.ment input
was maintained. This is irnplied by the slight increase in
slope of the outer shelf and by the seaward change from
upbuilding to steeper out-build.ing foresets (Profiles It
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J, K; Figs f122, 823). The steepening of the foresets near
the shelf eCge is prol'ably due to increased sandiness of the
progradational sediment v,rhich hTas deposited near the advancing
shore.
When the sea stabilised at its lowest level dur:ing the
last glacial m.axj.inum 13r000-20,000 yll ago (Curray I965), it
cut a bench in the ner+ly deposited uneonsolidated 
-ceciiments
of the shelf edge rarhrle prograclation eontinued on the upper
continental slope. The terrace, nour at 110-150 m beror,r sea
level, was thus formed (Figs 85, B':-, 826f,). Atong the south-
east-facin-o portion of the terrace in tlre southern half of the
study area, southerly storm conditions were favourahle for the
generation of second-order ridges (Figs P..7, F22, B26b) . fn
the north, the terrace surface remained smooth (profile C;
riq. 820).
Coarse se<litnents accumulatecl on the heach at tl:is tirne
to form the large Lrelt of gravel tha.t rror.:lies adjacent to i-he
terrace (Fig. B12). Very fine (Node iv) sand and niud were
carried Lroth seawards on to the cont.inental slope and no::th-
wards along the narrou' shelf tovrards Pukaki and Ckains Srrbmarine
Canyons. The coarse beach sedinrents would also have been trans-
ported northwards into the subnarj.ne canyons by the domj,nant
southerly swel1. The loss is assu.med to have been balanced
by the inpuL of longshcre-drifted qravel and sand from the
south.
With the onset of deqlaciation the sea level rise was
initially fa.st and the terrace r.ras evj-dently <lrovrned without
much modification. It is assumeC that the terrace once
exten,iled through l*{ernoo saddle but was clestroyed during the
deglacial rise of sea leve1 by constricted, high-vel.ocity
currents.
During the deqlacial sea level rise, the coastal regime
was one of erosion and retreat. As shown earlier, coastal
retreat leads to the offshore transfer anC accumulation of the
eoarse onshore sand and gravel, and the remol'a1 of mud and
very fine (Mode IV) sand from the shelf system. Sediments
eroded from the coastar plain, which probabry consisted mainly
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of a beach-rid.oe clune terrain, \^rere redistributed on the
continental she1f. Gravel and Fodes ITI and ff sand would
have fornred a shelf transgressjve sheet. Mud and (llode I\I)
sand would have briefly entered the transgressing littoral
system and been transportecl northvrards avray from the non-
eguilibrium sea bed and into the submarine canyons. As the
retreating beach miqrated westv'ards, gravel and sand carried
north in the littoral drift would harze pourecl into Peqa.sus
Canyon at successive points along its lencrth. The shoreline
and sea bed configurations during the sea level retrea.t phase
are di.scussed below.
I.rhen the risingl sea had transgresseti a short distance
across the shelf, it encountered the great hicrh of the oldj-nterstadial shore complex (outer first-order r-i_dge) (lf j.q. B7),
As the sea oversteppecl, the surface of the ridcte would have
been drastj.cally rev.'orked (fiq. 826c) . This event v'ould have
taken place, according to the Curray (1965) curve , Ij,000 yr
ago.
fn Canterbury Biqht, the sea hed ndar shore vras prohahly
worked into lorn' shoars by large waves and storm currents,
generated mainJ-y from the south (Profiles I, J; pigs I]22, 823).
These would have given rise to the pr:esent second-ord.er ridges
of outer Zone D in Canterbury Right (]l ig . B7 ; prof iles T, rT
K; Figs F22, 823) .
Southeast of Banks Peninsula and adjacent to l"ternoo
Sadd1e, reworking was probably so intense, because of the
constrictecl and accelerated tidal ancl storm currents, that the
old high v.'as cornpletely dest-royeC. and renouldecl into hiqh
second-order riCges (Profiles c, H; F.ig. RZz). Obliteration
of the shelf edge terrace probably continued..
llortheast of Banks Peninsula, where the offshore tidal
and storm currents would have been reduced, reworking probably
resulted merely in the forrnation of a transgressive gravel and
sand sheet without shoal formation. As a consequence, the
microbathymetry (fig. 85) is not confused by second-order ridges,
and stages in the overstepping of the spit can be deciphered.
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It has been pointed out previously that the outer fj.rst-order
:ridqe is forked near the head of Pegasus Canyon. The western
fork is interpreted as a post-glacial rnodification of the
earlier-formed. interstadial spit vrhich extends up the eastern
side of the canyon. I{hen the shcre of the rising sea reacheC
the vicinity of the old spit (the present eastern limb of th.e
outer first-order ridge) there r*ou1<1 harze been a temporary
return to the last interstadial situation of a ba::rier island(or spit) hacled hy an extensive laqoon (Fio. B26a). The
Iagoon opened northward into Peqasrrs Subnrarine Canv'on. As sea
level neared Lhe crest of the spit, the spit vras occasional-ly
overtopped by storm washover. A permanent breach Ceveloped
near the head of the submarine canyon (Fig. B26c), where vrash-
over sediment, carried across the spit, vrould have spilled
i.nto the canyon and been lost to the spit systern. The breach
is stil1 preser:ved in the microhathl'rnet.ry (Fiq. B5). I^tjth the
re-entry of the canyon head into the l-jttoral systern, Lhe crest-.
of the spit vioul<1 have quickly shjfted vrest to leac1 .i-nto the
new sedirnent sink formed by the canyon heacl (Fic . 26c) . !.1''.j s
new spit alignment is also visibl-e in the microbathynetrl'(Pig. 85) . The spit seglnent north of the breach was abandoncd
to beeome a.n offshore shoa1.' The extensj.ve infilling of tlre
northerrn part of the laqoon that took place durincT this shift
is evident in Profile F (rig. 821) vrhere the mudcy laEoonal
facies reflectors are rather deeply buried by a massive sa.ncly
unj"t. On the profile, the nero ridse crest appears just to the
ea-st of the lagoon. A short distance to the south, r,,'here the
spit crest cliC not mig::ate appreciably, the mudity* lagconal
facies is still at the surface, only sriqht inJ:i.llinq (from
the east) being apparent (Profile F, Fig. F21).
A further 10 m rise of sea leve1 to ahout the present
76 m isobath (rig. F5) was followed by a stillstand. and the
formation of the inner first-order rid.ge (Figs 85, E26di
Profiles E, P, F'ig. 821). ft is assumecl- to have been a
barrier/lagoon complex similar to the outer one and according
to radiocarbon dating j.t formed 15r100 yr ago.
During the formation of the barrier, conditions vrould
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have been considerably djfferent from those of the present C;ry.
To the northeast, through Pec-tasus Canysn, lay deep open water.
To the cast, Lh.e outer first--order ridge, onl.y I0 m Ceep, wculd
have damped the ocean sv:ell. To tlte southu'est there was
probabll' a shali-or'r sysl.em o:F active shoals (second-order ridges)
which also would have reduced. the svrell. T'he north'.^:ard long-
shore drift may therefore ha.ve beerr rnuch ::ednced and cven, at
times, replaced hy southr.:a::t1 drift,.
South and southeast of Fanks Peninsula no harricr/lagoon
system forned durjng the stil1s+-and. lnsteaC, rer,ro::king of
the shallovr sea bed into second-orCer ridqes p::obahly continued
off the cape that would have existed off present dav Banks
Feninsuia. Further south, where the sloq-,e of the sh.el-f is
steeper, the sho::e woulcl ha.ve still- heen in the vicinitv of t-l-rc
first.-or:der ridge that r:rarks the olc1 interst-adial shore.
):lea.rshore, storrn-<lominateC shoal.s pr:ol:abl]r continuecl tc.r forn.
Sltortllr after the rerrewed ::ise of sea l-e-,vel frr:rn the
15, i,0tl yr shore, the su1-r1>Iy c'f littoral gravel to Pega.sus
Can3rorr would have ended.
Subseguent events of the deglacj-al transqressj.on are
less c1ear.
A rad.iocarhon age of 11.1800 .y'r was obtained for shallov,'
v.'ater sLrells at a depth cf 53 m in Canterlrrirl' Bi.ght (H790,
Table R3) . Asstminq that the anjmals (Zet-lralia zel-anCica) r,'ere
living near sea 1"e.veJ", a tentative shoreline position for that
time can be d.rav.'n on the surface of the Cant-e::bury Bight
Formation (riq. F26e) . rn canterh'ury Biaht, the arcuate shapes
of the Rakaia ancl Rangitata fans are visible. Thejr soocl
Preservation implies that, there hras no stillstand but that sea
revel roas rising rapidly. Banks peninsula was arreacly a
promiment headlanC by this tjme, preventing the northward move-
ment of gravel j-nto Pegasus Eay. second-order ridge-s are
assumecl to have been actir,'e southeast of Banks Peninsula since
they are inferrecl to be so todalz. The inner trelt of second-
order ridges southwest of the peninsura may have been forming
at this time.
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A continued rapid rise of sea level to a line west of
the 25 m isobath in Canterhury Right (fig. F2) is inferred
from the good preservatiorr of the fan morpholc,gy. Fvidence
from Foveaux Strait (Cullen 1967 ) supports a very ::apid sea
leve1 rise during this perioC, ending about 91300 yr ago.
Subsequertt shore retreat in central Canterburv Bight
was by cliffi.ng (rig. R17). It is assumed that the grelnr'acke
gravel now exposed on the sea bed of j-nner central Canterbury
Bight is that part of the eroded fans which r.ras not rnoved
northrvarcl along the transgressing coast.
The final phase of sea level rise O0,000 yr to present)
along the Canterbury coast has been described by Jobberns (1926,
1927 ), Speight (1930, 1950), Blake (1964), Suogate (1968),
Kirk (1969), Armon (1970) .
Shelf Sedirne-ntation During the last_6,_0_00 years
Duri-ng the last 6r000 years sea leve.l- has stal-.iliserl near
its present lerrel. M-odern sed-iment ha.s aecumrrlated oll the
conti.nent$.l shelf and relict sediments have ad-iuste<1. to the
modern shelf hydraulic regime.
Dj-spjrsal of Morlern Lnput Sedinen,q
Sediment that has been addecl to the continental shelf
systern during the last 61000 yr is consiclered to he forming
deposits that are in equilibriurn vrith the present hydraulic
reginne. They consist of very fine lvlode I\r sand and mud and
constj-tute the Pegasus Formation.
A shelf-wide blanket of sediment derived from the rivers
south of the stucly area and identified as modern by its fauna
and grain size modes (Modes rV sand and mud), has accumulated
on the older transgressive sand and gravel sheet in southern
Canterbury Bight.
A thick prism of modern muddy sand has accumulated in
the northern part of Canterbury Biqht. There, a secondary
landr^'ard cotnfronsnt of transport created hy win<l drift (Chapter A)
and probably onshore r.raves, confines the modern deposit to the
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inner shelf. The shalrow upper portron of the deposit is
kept mud free (fig. F11) by swell and storrn waves. Frdn it, sand
is transported eastwards then northvrards arouno Banks
Peninsula.
Pegasus Bay is in the lee cf lranks peninsula, and the
sediment that moves around the penjnsula accurnulates t-here
along with seciiment entering frorn the rivers to the west.
sand and mucl have buj.rt up the floor of the southern pa.rt of
the bay by at least 28 m (Figs 85, F,14, 820) and sarrd has
formed a banner bank at the rnouth of the t,ay (pigs 82, Br0) .
The sand on the ba.nk does not cross to t-he vrestern shore.
Tcndency of shelf secliments Towards Hy<ir-aulic_Equililrri,*g
The relict sedir,rents on the shelf are acljnsted to the
present- hydraulic enrrironment. The adjustnient is sho\*,n most
clearly by beJ.ts of palirnpsest sanc1, and by ceposits of qravel
that are str.tpped of sand.
The coa.rse lithic graveJ- of the inner part of central
carrterl:ury Right, is considered to have heen dcrived from
underlyino gravel outwash fa.ns, and lies nithj.n the clepth ranqe
that i-q freguentry swept by wave-induced currents (chapter A).Dispersal paths inferrecl from sea-betl clrifte::s (Cha_pter A) are
all- av"ay from this area. sanci and mud is thus contirruarly
swept out of the area and the gravel that relna.ins is a racrdeposit
To the northeast, the l'lode trJ/rr sand on the shelf edge
terrace an<1 upper continentar slope is ascrihed to past orpresent sand spillover. clean Mod.e rrf sancl on the walrs of
the wes*-ernrnost trjbutary of pegasus Canyon suggests that
spillover is takingJ place now.
To the southr on the niddle shelf, graver is extremely
rare (F'igs Br0, 812), imprying that the currents are srower.
second-order ridges are low and their state of activity is
undetermined. sand is mucl-free and found as a traction zone
up to L.7 m thick in cores (Appendix rv) , and is assumed to
be mobile. The sand is made up of relict Mode Trr except near
the southern margin of thb mud-free belt vrhere it is freouentlv
L3:l
blmodal (F.i.g,. tsr4), contain.ing Mod€ rv :Falrd derived from the
PeEasras For:nation to tLle south. O,n the Southern part of the
inner zoRe Of srecond-order ridges, the Sut'face sedjtnent is
clean, alnost unimOdal Mode IV sand. The clean Mode IV sand
is assuned to be the northern edge of, the Pegasus Fornation
of southern Canterbury Bi-ght. :The edge of' the modern rnud
blanket ttus changes north of latitude 44e2OrS to a mo,triLer
eXean Mode IV sand faci,es which is ,rnixing isi,ttr and ultl,f'natelli'
replacJ-ng the coarser palirupsest Mode IIIfiI sands.
The beLt of relativellr c,lea-n sand at the edge of, the
continental ehelf is unexplained. The ene-rglz to shi,f G
sediment there may coJne ffotrt internal- q\ra\te:s or from accetrerated
tirla1 eurr,ents that are expe-eted a,t the shel-f edge (Cbaptef A).
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CHAPTER C
SUBMARINE CANYONS AND SUBMARINE SLIDES




The present continental slope off the Canterbury Plains
is a progradational feature that is dissected by submarine
canyons to the north and. by submarine slides to the south.
To the north, during Pleistocene lowered sea levels,
streams of fine sand, transported fronr the continental shelf
to the upper continental slope by strong, northwarcl-flowing
bottom currents, initiated the erosion of submarine canyons.
Interception of longshore-drifted gravel by established
canyons reaching Pleistocene strand lines probably accelera-
ted canyon erosion. The present morphology of the submarine
canyons indicates that they are now largely dornant.
To the south, deposition of fine sediment with mirrj-mal
spill-over of coarse bed material has dominated the Late
Pleistocene development of the s1ope. This slope is conse-
quently free of'deeply corrasional features like submarine
canyons but is prone to failure by gravity sliding. A number
of the slides have occurred within the last 18,000 yr.
Those portions of the slope not incised by canyons or
slide scars are locally cut by smalI gullies.




Submarine canyons are conmon on the present continental
slope of Nerrr Zealand (see N.Z. Oceanograplric Institute Charts,
Coastal Series Bathyrrnetry, 1:200,000) and it is now evident
that submarine slides are also common, yet very little
research has been done on either (Lewis I97L; Pantin L972t
and in press; Herzer 1973).
In L971, the author participated in an air-gun seismic
survey of the upper continental slope of the central third
of the eastern South fsland by the Mobil Oil research ship
M.V. Fred H._Moofe; and in 1973 and L975 conducted 3.5 kHz
seismic surveys in the same area from the N.Z. Oceanographic
Insti.tute vessel R.V. Tenqaroa. Profil.es A, B, C and G
presented here are 70 I1z 200 llz profiles from the I'lobil Oit
records. Profile H is a lower frequency profile from the
same source. Profiles D, E, F, H and f are 3.5 kHz profii-es
run by the author. Profj-les J and K are echo-sounding
profiles from the collections of the N.Z. Oceanographic
Instj.tr,rte. Additional seismic profiles by GuIf oil and
BP She1l Todd were examined but are not illustrated here.
The echo soundings used in constructing the bathyrnetric chart
are from the N.Z.O.I. collections and frorn Royal N.Z. $lavy
collector sheets.
The area studied here lies off central and southern
Canterbury betvreen latitudes 43000's ancl 44050'S (rig. cI) .
The continental shelf is about 90 knr wide, much wider than
elsewhere on the east coast of New Zealand. It is backed by
a smooth coastline broken only by a large volcanic peninsula -
Banks Peninsula (fig. C2\ . Behind this, stretching over
50 km inland to the foot of the Southern Alpsr dr€ the
Canterbury Plains, a complex of glacial outwash fans. To the
east, the Chatham Rise, with a relatively shallow crestal depth
of 32 m to 550 n abuts against the continental slope and divides
it into two parts. The southern part descends very gradually

















































































































































































2r000 m and the northern part descends rather more steeply
(3o) into the eqr:ally deep Hikurangi Trough (n'ig. cl).
SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY
Unpublished petroleum company seismic profi-les and drill
hole data (P.J. Hill and P. Dean, BP Shell Todd (Canterbury)
Services Ltd., pers comm.), and seisrnic profiles presented
here (see e.g. Profile C, fig. C7) reveal that the contiuental
shelf off the Canterbury Plains is underlain by the following
stratigraphic sequence.
Unit (c) which forms the acoustic basement in this
region, is Permo-Jurassic areywacke which outcrops
on lulernoo Bank (Norris 1964) and again in the
Southern Alps (Grindley et al. 1959 and N.Z. Geo-
logical Survey L972). The surface of the basement
is a regional unconformity, probably the Cretaceous
to early Cenozoic peneplain that- once existed over
much of the South Isl.and (Cotton 1917; Benson 1935;
Fleming 1949). The basement is locally faulted-
Directly overlying Unit (c) is a seguence (b) that
is thought to be of mainly shal.low marine sediments
of Late Cretaceous to Oligocene age which cover the
peneplain and locally fill fault-ang1e depressions
(cf. Fleming 1949 and 1962; Grindley et a1. L959,
and others). The top unit (a) is a progradational
sequence I km to 1.5 km thick. Drill-hole data
(P.J. Hill and P. Dean; BP Shell Todd (Canterbury)
Services Ltd., pers comm.) and the regional land
geology (Grindley et al. 1959, and others) indicate
that it consists mostly of clastic sediments that
have been accumulating since the Early Miocene.
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BATHYMETRY
The bathymetric chart of the continental slope (Fig. Czl
is based on a compilation of all available echo soundings
(Herzer L977 and in press a and b) . The sounding liges on
the continental slope are shown in Figure C3. There is much
better coverage to the north of latitr:de 44o00'S than to the
south. North of 44000'S there has been a systematic, radar-
positioned, hydrographic survey by the Royal N.z. Navy. To
the south there have been only incidental echo-soundj-ng
traverses by research ships, About half bhe lines souLh of
latitude 44000'S are satellite positioned, and intersecting
celestially positioned lines have been adjusted to fit them.
It is seen in Figure c2 that, off canterbury, t[e strike
of the shelf edge north of approxinate latitude 43045'S is
roughty northwest, while to the soutl: of this latitude i't is
roughly northeast. The northern slope is dominated by sub*
marine canyons which incise the shelf and cont::ibute to the
slopers relative steepness. The Southern slope has no s.ub-
marine canyons. !'rom 43045'S to 44020'S the southeru slope
is smooth and apparently featUreless. South of 44o20'S it is
crossed by shal1ow, complex sea valleys. Stretches of stnooth
slope occur between sea valleys.
Smooth slope, sea valleys and submarine canyon*q are
discussed separately. The locations of the profiles presented
in this paper are shown in Figure C2.
THE SMOOTH CONTINENTAL SLOPE
Where the slope is smooth, sub-bottom reflectors shown on
3.5 kHz profiles are evenly bedded to broadty lenticular and
parallel to the surface (Plate CI).
An intermittent, strong, uneven ref lector v,ras traced in
several lines to a well defined reflector under the continen-
tal shelf, which defines the base of the progradational lower
member of the Canterbury Bight Formation (thought to be of




























































































































































the base of ttre Last GIaciaI formation undei: the continental
slope. The base of the formation is not distinguishable on
air-gun seismic profiles.
The sediments of the continental sJ-ope range from
muddy sand (locally sand) near the shelf edger through sandy
mud, to mud on the upper slope (rolk L968, textural classifi-
cation) (Chapter B).
A great number of .small, sharply indented V-shaped
depressions, 5 m - I0 m deep and approxi.mately 500 n wide,
occur on the "smooth" portions of the cont-inental slope
(Profile, Plate CI). They are rnost abundant on profiles
parallel to the strike of the slope and are therefore assumed
to be "gullies" (Shepard 1965) and not pits. The gullies cut
the youngest strata and are hence young features. Pi1led,
partly filIed and buried gullies are less common. The mode
of origin of the gulJ.j.es is unknovrn.
SEA VALI,EYS AND SUBMARINE SLIDII'{G
The bathyrnetric chart (rig. C2) is not detailed enough
to show the true shape of t'he sea valle)-s. It does show,
however, that they have ciownslope continuity. Seisinic prof iles
show that most of them are slide scars. Submarine sliding is
a common feature of continental slopes, particularly v.'here
the rate of sedimentation is high and earthquakes are freque:rt
(Shepard 1955; Heezen and Drake 1964; Uchupi 1967; Stanley
and Silverberg 1969; Stride et al, L969; Moore et al. L970;
Walker and Massingill I970; Lewis 1971i Herzer I973i
Normark L974, and others).
On Profile A (Fig. C4) it is seen that slumping on a
large scale has occurred. The slunrping has taken place along
numerous shear planes that extend down through most of the
lliocene-Recent progradational sequence. Pre-lliocene reflec-
tors have not been displaced. The slump is thus a gravily
slide not a fault.
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The displacement of the down-dropped slump blocks has
apparently been accommodated by decollement al-ong the top of
the Pre-Mj-ocene unit (b) , and folding of the cntire Miocene-
Recent unit (a) at the toe of the slump, 40 km below the head.
The amplitude of the fold is uniform throughout most of its
thickness, dying out upwards in only the top I50 m of the
section. There is no trace of a fold in the present sea
floor. This implies that most of the sliding took place
during a single short episode, that very gradual sliding con-
tinued for a long period afterwards, and that the sliding has
since ceased..
Slumping vras also detected j.n Profile B (Fig. C5), 4O km
east of Profile A. The blank at the l-or'rer end of the profile
is caused by a malfunction of the 70 Hz 200 Hz band, but the
low frequency band (not shown) shows a fold at the toe of the
s1ump, similar to that in Profile A. The two profiles thus
indicate that the slump extends along the slope for at. Ieast
40 kn.
Profile B runs obliquely down the slope and crosses a
broad, partly infilled va1ley (Rakaia Sea Valley) noi:th of
the head of the s1ump. Underlying the valley, a number of scour-
and-fill structures are buried at different levels in the
sequence, implying that sea vall€ys, that were channels for
downslope sediment transport, have been intermittently cut and
infilled again in this locality throughout the d.evelopment of
the slope.
Profile D - D' (Fig. c6) is a 3.5.kHz profile that runs
obliquely down the slope across a region of uneven terrain
called the Akaroa Sea Valleys (fig. Czl. The reflector under-
lying the shelf edge is the base of Lhe Canterbury Bight
Formation, It is seen that the roughness of the terrain on
the slope is due to slunping. Profile Dr - D", parallel to
the strike of the slope, crosses the northeastern edge of the
slump. Disturbed strata of the slump sheet are visible on
the left, and the undisturbed. strata of the continental slope,
cut by small shallow gullies, are visible on the right.
Echo-soundings in the records of the N.Z. Oceanographic
Institute indicate that the slide terrain extends well south






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Northeast of the Akaroa Sea Valleys the slope is smooth,
compared to the chaotic terrain to the southwesl- and there is
no evidence of major sliding in seismic profiles Ct F and G'
(Figs. c7, c8 and c9). However, a thin bedd.ing plane slide
shows in 3.5 kHz Profile F (fig. Cg). The heavy reflector
under the steep upper continental slope is the base of the
Canterbury Bight Formation. The slicle has taken place at tire
base of the steep slope. The head of the slide, is marked by
a tens'ional crevasse, while the toe, a zone of compression,
rises above the plane of the slope I0 krn below the he-ad. The
main body of the slide has undergone mi-nimal d'eformation. A
similar slide origin is inferred for the small uneven area on
the upper slope in Profile G (Fig. C9) and for the crenul'ated
reflectors underlyirrg the upper slope in Profile C (nig. C7).
The bedding plane slide in Profile F and the slump that
forms the Akaroa Sea Valleys in Profile D have both displaced
the uppermost sedimentary uni.t (Canterbury Bight Formation)
of Last Glacial d9€r and show no signs of subsequent burial.
They therefore postdate the formation and are less than
18r000 years old.
SUBMARINE CANYONS
On the northwest-striking slope off Pegasus Bay, four
evenly spaced submarine canyons dominate the slope. From
south to north they are: Pukaki Canyon, Okains Canyon' Pegasus
Canyon and a sntall nameless canyon that was not studied.
Many deep seismic profiles cross the submarine canyolls
(fig. C10). The profiles show that the canyons are cut into
the Miocene to Recent sequence (a), and that reflectors within
and below the Miocene to Recent strata extend' beneath the
canyons without interruption by faults (e.g. Profile H, Fig.
C11). Thus faulting does not appear to control the location
























































































































































The vertical displacement of the Pre-I{iocene refl.ector
under the canyons is an artifact (due to Lhe differential
velocity of sound in water and sediment) of the depth of
water in the canyons.
Pegasus Canyor:
Pegasus is the largest and best surveyed canyon. From
its head, 46 km inside the continental shelf, it. follows a
sinuous course for 100 km, ending at a depth of 21300 m in
the Hikurangi Trough. There is a major deep sea channel in
the trough (Houtz et aI. L967) and Pegasus Canyon is assumed
to be one of its tributaries. The head of the canyon points
south and several small tributaries on.the shelf enter it,
mainly from the south.
The long, dendritic pattem of the canyon and its isola-
tion on the ouler shelf point to an erosional origin du::ingr
past low sea levels. The present geology of the canyon,
infer::ed from analysis of echograms and frorn a few sediment
samples, implies that it is novr relatively dornant"
In the upper 10 km of the main canyon and in the short
westerrunost tributary, the axial gradient is steep (34 104)
and the cross-sectional profile is V-shaped (Profile f.,
Plate C2). Downstream the axial gradierrt is more gentle
(1.58 3t) and the profile is U-shaped to flat bottomed
(Profile J, Plate C3).
fhe bottom, where flat, represents sediment fiII. The
U-shape of transverse profiles (an example of which is shown
in Profiles K and L (Plate C4) across Pukaki and Okains
Canyons) is thought to be produced by accumulations of slope-
foot debris derived from the canyon walls. Rockfalls, debris
flow, slumping and creep of material on canyon walls are
common phenomena (DiIl f964 a, b and c; Nesteroff 1965;
Glangeaud g! aI. 1968; Got and Stanley L974r and others).
Mud-free sediments, sand and gravelly sand, occur 1ocaL1y
on the walls at the head of the canyon and in the most land-
ward tributary. The sand, with a grain-sj-ze mode of L.gg to
2.69, and the gravel, composed of well-rounded quartz and
r59
o km ro
Plate C2. 3.5 kHz profile I across upper






Plate C3. 3.5 kHz profile across Pegasus Canyon
showing fl-at canyon floor produced by
sediment fill.
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greywacke pebbles, are identical to the palimpsest sediments
on the adjacent continental shelf (Chapter B), and are consi-
dered to be modern spillover. Bxcept in these areas and on
exposed rock faces (revealed by dredging) muddy sedintents
predominate. They are commonly assc''ciated with a gravel of
polygenetic origin - well-rounded quartz and greywacke pebbles,
(described above), and anqular bio-eroded chunks of sandstone
and mudstone that have fallen from the canyon walls.
Sixty kilometres below the canyon head, dt latitude
43o0?'S, the canyon is damrned to a height of 200 m - probabllz
by a slide and a long, flat-floored basin of ponded sedi-
ments has developed (nig. Czl. fhirteen kilometres downcanyon
there is another closed basin, Samples from the fill in the
upper basin consist of sandy mud.
The apparent absence of axial fill in the upper reaches,
and its presence in the lower reaches of the canyon, suggesL
that the axial sediment is carried down the canyon and ponded
behind the dam. Currents rnay keep the axis of the upper
canyon clear of fill and cause dowtt-canyon transport- of fine
sediments (cf. Fenner et aI. L97Li Cannon L972; and Shepard
1975) r or the axial sedirnent may simply nove down-canyon by
gravitl' flow (cf, Got and Stanley L974; and Stanley 1974).
The presence of closed basins in the canyon axis suggests
that the preserrt rate of down-canyon sediment transport is
very much lovrer Ehan in the past, and that the canyon is
effectively dormant.
Pukaki Canyon
Pukaki is the second largest canyon. It lies at the
eastern limit of the shelf (fig. C2) . It is 90 km long,
(almost as long as Pegasus Canyon) but cuts only 6 km into the
continental shelf. Like Pegasus Canyon, its head points south.
From its head, the canyon runs north for 2 km, then east for
20 km down the relatively steep Canterbury upper continental
slope, In the northern part of Mernoo Saddle, it turns north
and follows a slightly sinuous course as a relatively shallow
channel down the gentle northern slope of the saddle. North
of latitude 43ol0rS the slope is steeper and it becomes a deep
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canyon once again, joining Pegasus Canyon just above the
Hikurangi- Trough.
The steep upper 30 km of Pukaki Canyon has a V-shaped
cross section. The middle and lower canyon, north of the
elbow at 43035'S, is flat floored, and locally there are
features inferred to be slope-foot debris deposits (profiles
K and L, Plate C4).
Sediments on the shelf
are gravel and sand, similar
Pegasus Canyon (Chapter B).
around the head of Pukaki Canyon
to that around the head of
There are at least two closed basins in the canyon, which
are considered to be dammed by slides. The existence of the
basins implies that the canyon is dormant.
Okains 
-Canyol
Okaj-ns Canyon (named after nearby Okains B.y) , cuts into
the continental shelf edge between Pegasus and Pukaki Canl'ons.
The axis of the canyon descends steeply through a compara*
tively narrow waist into Pukaki Canyon. The canyon's
amphitheatre-Ij-ke head suggests a gravity slide origin but a
3.5 kHz prof ile run by the author across the canyon head
::eveals that, it is made up of several steep-sided V-shaped
and flat-bottomed gorges typical of submarine canyons.
DISCUSSION
It has been stated that none of the slides or canyons are
fault controlled. The d.evelopment of the slide terrain to the
south and the canyon terrain to the north is thus thought to
be due to different types of sedi:nentation.
Submarine canyons on the edges of continental shelves are
thought to have formed near shore during glacialIy lowered
sea levels, where sand and gravel, supplied either by a river
mouth or by longshore drifting, was deflected offshore and
down the sIope. The rivers north of Banks Peninsula are no
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does not point to a major r:iver; in fact it does not point
to shore at all. The smaller canyons Pukaki and Okains
are isolated ott the eastern edge of the contirrental she1f,
far from any logical former ri-ver courses. The canyons on
the Canterbury shelf are therefore presuned not to ha're been
formed of f Ple j-stocene river mouttrs, but to harre been erodecl
by sand arrd gravel carried along Pleistocene shorelines,
During the lorvest sea 1errel of the last glaciation,
gravel and sand were carried northeastioards by liti-oral drift.
along a beach about 4 km - 9 krn rvesi of the shelf edge
(Chapter e). Established canyons, i-nl-ercepting this stream
of gravel and sand, would nave been maintained or enlarged.
Slump scars eutting far enough into the continental shelf to
intercept the stream would probably irave been eroded into
canyons. Since slumping has been comnronplace on the contin-
ental slope, this process would be expected to form canyong
all along the shelf edge. Hov,'everr they are restrieted tc:
the northern part.
A process is required which prevents coarse sediment
from spilling over the shelf edge south of Banks Peninsulet ancl
which causes coarse sediments to spi.lI over nc'rth of Bank-s
Peninsula. The process proposecl, based on the results of
Chapters A and B, is shown in Figure C12. The modern near'-
shore sediment dispersal path is shovrn on the left-hancl sj.de
of the figure and the Pleistocene path on the right-hand
side.
Sed:-ments presently suppiied to the j.nner shelf of
Canterbury Bight are dist-ributed thus: gravel and the coarser
sand are carried northeastwards along the beach by prevailing
swell from the sout.h, but are stopped by Banks Peninsula. The
gravel is not carried offshore. The finer sands are carried
northeastwards on the inner shelf within 15 km of shore by
mainly northgoing ambient currents, and are prevented from
dispersing on to the middle shelf by a continual shoreward
component of flow (Chapter A). Around Banks Peninsula the
currents are accelerated by the constriction caused by the





















































































































and the nearshore sand belt thins to 6 km. North of Banks
Peninsula the coast swings away to the west, easing Lhe con-
striction, and the northgoing currents decelerate, depositing
their load of fine sand on a long hanner bank extending
offshore. The sand is not carried west into Pegasus Bay.
During the lowest sea level of the Last Glacial stage,
18 r 000 years dgor an analageous sediment dispersal path
probably existed (Fig. C12). Mernoo Bank was an islancl ancl
the adjacent mainland coastline bulged eastwards as a cape.
Mernoo Saddle was thus a strait. The flow of rvater on the
shelf adjacent to the strait would have been accelerated just
as it is today off Banks Peninsula.
South of the strait, where the strike of the coast roas
northeast, gravel would have been carried by littoral drift
northeastwards along the maj-nlarrd beach vrithout being trans-
ported to the shelf edge which was 4 km - 9 km to the south-
east; fine sand would have been transporteC mainly northeasl:-
rvards along the shelf with only a relatively sntall amount
spilling over onto the continental slope; mud would thus
be the main deposit on the continental slope.
North of the strait, the sea deepened and the Pleistocene
mainland coast curved away to strike norLh-northwesL, away
from the direction of the northgoing currents. On passing
the constriction, the fine sand would have been carried north-
wards over the shelf edge and deposited on the upper sIope.
A continuous stream of sand is thus presumed to have been
supplied to the shelf edge and upper slope to the north, whiLe
mainly muddy sediments vrere supplied to the slope to the
south. The offshore sand stream is assumed to have eroded
submarine canyons by the processes described by DiII (1964 a'
b and c) and Chamberlain (1964). Fed by this stream, the head
of a canyon would have eroded landward eventually reaching
the coarser sands and gravels that were being transported
along the shore. Canyon cutting would then be most rapid.
If the shoreline were stable, the canyon head would erode
southwards in the direction of sediment supply, and the south-
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pointing heads of Pegasus and Pukaki Canyons are ascribed to
southward erosion during dj-fferent times of stable sea levcl.
The further a canyon penetrates across the she1f, the
greater its capacity to intercept sediment, and the more it
will be eroded. Pegasus Canyon, which penetrates halfway
across the shelf, will have continued. to intercept liLtoral-
drifted gravel and sand (and mobile shel-f sand) during inter-
mediate PleisLocene sea levels. fts south-pointing tributaries
were probably eroded thus during intermediate stillstands.
The absence of submarine canyons on the northeast-
striking continental slope south of afaS'S is att::ibuted to
a relative lack of coarse material in the sediment carried
over the shelf edge during lowest Pleistocene sea levels.
During intermediate sea levels, even less coarse sediment
would have reached the slope. Without coarse bed material,
channel erosiorl would not have been severe enough. to erode
canyons.
Rakaia Sea Valley may be related to the mouth of the
gla-cial Rakaia River. When sea level was lowest during the
Last Glacial stage, the shelf edge. would have been just over
9 km offshore (Chapter g). Direct spillover of suspended
sediment from the river in flood (cf. Gennesseaux et a1. 1971),
or spillover of fine sediment that was temporarily deposiLed
on the shelf off the river mouth and then resuspended, may
have caused fine-sediment turbidity currents to flow down the
slope producing a shallow eroded channel and overbank deposits.
This is envisaged to have taken place during the successive
glacials of the Pleistocene, giving rise to the succession of
buried cut-and-fill structures under the present valley
(ris . cs ).
The instability of the continental slope south of 43o45'S
is attributed to the following factors. Outbuilding of the
continental slope was restricted to periods of low glacial sea
level when the shore \.ras near the shelf edge and the rate of
sedimentation was high (Chapter B). The sediments deposited
on the slope are inferred to have been mainly muddy (see also
Chapter B). The slope has thus prograded mainly by periodically
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overrapid depos j-tion of f ine sediments, and it nray thus be
intrinsically unstable. Profiles A, B, C and G (Figs. C4, C5,
C7 and C9) show that the slope off Canterbury Bight has built
out into a deep trough (the Bounty Trough), whereas the slope
off Banks Peninsula has built out onto a shallow saddle
(Mernoo Saddle). The load of sedimenL is thus greater, and
the lateral support lessr or1 the high sJ-ope facing Bounty
Trough than on the 1ow slope facing l"lernoo Saddle. Slides on
the former slope are accordingly large and deep-seated while
those on the latter stope are smal.l and shallow.
CONCLUSIONS
1. North of 43o45'S the continental slope off Canterbury
strikes northwest; south of this ljne it. strikes north-
east. The slope to tiie north is cut by submarine canyons
while that to the south is cut by small Lhin bedding-plane
slides and 1arge, deep-seated slumps.
The corrtincntal slope is a progradatj.onal structure and
neither the canyons nor the slides are fault controlled.
3. Canyons have developed preferentially to the north ancl
slides to the south in response to the sedimenl- dispersal
path on the adjacent shelf during 1ow Pleistocene sea levels.
Sand, moved by northward-flowing bottom eurrents along the
shelf, and over the shelf edge on to the upper continental
slope to the north, eroded canyons. Mud, deposited rapidly
on the continental slope to the south, during low glacial
sea levels, has built up a large foreset slope which is prone
to sliding.
4. llodern and buried. shallow sea vall€ysr on the slope
opposite the Rakaia River (Rakaia Sea Valley) , !'rere
probably channels for fine-sediment turbidity currents genera-
ted at the river mouth during low Pleistocene sea levels.
2.
16gl
5. The thin bedding plane slides, in the central part of,
the s}oper and the slump forrning the Akaroa Sea ValleysT
bave dispiaced beds of Last Glacial dg€r and are therefore
less than 18.000 years o,Id. The huge siLunp at the south of
the stud.y area is oLder and now inactive
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The history of growth of Pegasus Submarine Canyon is
investigated with the aid of seismic profiles and micro-
bathymetry. The trend of the upper canyon is thought to be
along the strike of a resistant bed. The canyon is other-
wise free of structural influence. As well as growing land-
wards, the canyon and its tributaries have, during Pleistocene
sea level stillstandsr grown southwards along shore towards
the supply of littoral-drifted gravel and sand. A buried
tributary, of Penultimate Glacial age or olderr oD the can-
yon's west side, once brought the canyon 7 km closer to the
present shore. The ages of the south-trending arms of the
canyon are cleduced by their relationship to knorvn Last
Glacial shorelines, that are preserved on the shelf, and by
their positon with respect to a regional subsurface uncon-
formity of Penultimate Glacial age. Of the three south-
trending arms, the easLern one rnay be 281000 years old; the
micldle one is of Penultirnate G1acial a9e; and the western and
largestone is of an unknown age that is greater Lhan I8'0OO
years. Canyon erosion was nevertheless ccncentrated in the
largest arm during the last deglacial rise of sea Ievel,
and shallow channels, interpreted as feeders, are cornmorr
around its rim. A snrall new tributary is thought to have
been cut 151000 years ago into the fill of the buried tribu-
tary on the canyonrs west side. '
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INTRODUCTION
Active submarine canyons that have heads near to shore
have usually been found to be related to a sed^iment source
such as a river mouth or a point of seaward deflection of
longshore-drifted sand. (Heezen et al. 1964; Shepard and
DiIl 1966; Dietz et al. 1968; Reimnitz and Gutierrez-
Estrada 1970; Felix and. Gorsline I97I, and others). Canyons
now stranded on the outer continental shelf are presumed to
have been eroded when sea level was lower, and they are
difficult to relate to their past sediment sources. However,
if the relict geomorphology of the adjacent continental slrelf
is weltr- preserved and well known, it should be possible to
relate a canyon to a former river mouth (e.9. Veatch and
Sniitfr I-939; Erving et al. 1963) or to former shore lines,
An atternpt Ls nade here to explain the growth of Pegasus
Canyon (fig. Dl) in terms of changing Pleistocene shore 1ines.
DATA
The work is based on seismic surveys and on detail.ed
bathymetry around the upper canyon.
A net of shallow 3.5 kldz seismic profiles was run around
and across the canyon by the authdr during cruises of R.V.
Tangaroa in 1973 and L975. This information was augmented
by low-frequency, deep-peneLration seismic reflection pro-
files provided by petroleum exploration companies (rig. D2).
The bathyrnetry (Figs. D3 and D4) was contoured by the
author from the collector sheets of a regional bathymetric
survey carried out in L952 and 1953 by the Hydrographic
Branch of the Royal N.Z. Navy. West of longiLude 173030'E
and south of latitude 43035 t S echo-sounding lines were spac'ed
0.I km to 1.0 km apart. West of I73o3O'E and north of.
4335'5 lines were spaced 0.5 km to 1.0 km apart. East of









































































































SETTING AND TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CANYON
Pegasus Canyon is the largest of a group of submarine
canyons on the outer shelf off Pegasus Bay, I{ew Zealand
(Fig. Dl). The others are Pukaki. Canyon ar:d Okains Canyon to
the south, and a small- nameless canyon north of the study
area. The continental shelf into which Pegasus Canyon is
cut lies off a broad, Pleistocene, fluvio-gIacial outwasb
plain the Canterbury Plains. A solitary complex of
baSaltj-c volcanoes, 6 to 12 million years o1d (Stipp and
McDougall 1968) extends from the pJ-ain out to sea as a large
peninsula 
- Banks Peninsula, The peninsula comes to within
40 km of Pegasus Canyon and is the closest point of land to
it (Fis. DI) .
Pegasus Canyon originates midvray across the contj-nentai
shelf , which in this area is approximately 80 km wicle,
From its head, it follows a zig-zag course across the shelf
(Fig. O3); it extends northwest for 17 km roughly paralle1
to the strike of the shelf edge; then norbheast for another
17 km toward the shelf eclge; then north for 9 km, again
roughly parallel to the shelf edge; and finally northeast
again for 3 km, crossing the shelf edge 46 knr below the can-
yon head. Several prominent tributaries entel from the
continental shelf at intervals along this length, all but
one enteri-ng from the south. On the continental slope the
canyon follows a slightly sinuous course for a further 55 kni
before opening into the Hikurangi Trough.
In the main arm, that is the northwest-trending upper
L7 km, the walls are furrowed by a number of steep gullies.
At the heads of the gullies are short, shallow channels
entering from the continental shelf. Some of these channels
are visible in Figure D4. The longest one mapped is 13 km,
and the shortest one less than 2 km long. Smalier channels
that cannot be resolved with the available datar rray exist.
The channels at the heads of gullies enter the main arm from
the east, from the south and from the southwest. There are














Figure D3. Bathymetry (100 m contour interval) ofPegasus, Okains and pukaki Canyons.






















































gullies and their channels are thus considered to be tribu-
taries of the canyon. The shallow channels, ruhich are pre-
sumed to be feeders, analagous to the shallow valleys
reported by Shepard (195I) and Dill (1964a and c) at the
heads of Scripps Canyon, are referred to here as "canyon-head
channels". Canyon-head channels are not fourrd at the heads
of the two la.rge tributaries east of the main arm.
SUBSURTACE GEOLOGY
From seismic profiles, the former extent of Pegasus
Canyon was mapped ancl possible structural controls of its
course were investigated.
The middle south-pointing arm of the canyon was found
to have a buried southward extension 3 km long (Fig. D5).
A number of buried, shallour channels, of undetermined.
trend, which are interpreted here as former canyon-heacl
channels were discovered along the southwestern side of the
main arm.
A buried arm of the canyon at least 7 km long, was
discovered west of the canyon's present most western point -
the elbow where the northwest-trending main arm joins the
northeast'trending trunk (Fig. D5). It is calculated to be
about 450 m deep, assuming a velocity of sound in sediment
of 1r700 m/sec. (Shumway 1960; and petroleum company velocity
measurements) .
It was found that no buried tributaries or canyon-head
channels exist on the northeast side of the canyon. A
former major canyon 700 m deep (now buried) was discovered
20 km northwest of Pegasus Canyon, but it did not connect with
the portion of Pegasus Canyon that cuts the present contin-
ental shelf.
It was found that the 9 km wide, 181000 yr old, shelf
edge tenace on the southeast side of the canyon (Figs. D4
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E Ig'ure D5. 5'eatures of the subsurfaee geologlz in t.he
region of Pegasus canlron' Ilatch'ed areas
buiiea canyon arnts ' IteavY doL"teel line -limit of slrong eei$nic refleetio'ns f'rom
Banks Penins,ula v-olcanlcs. Iight d'ott-ed
l-in-e - approxirnat'e limit of rnagnetic
anomaliei- aesurned to be from Banks Fenin-
sula volcanics, 













































and D6) is fully exposed and has undergone no phase of
burial. On the northeast side of the canyon there is no
evidence of a former terrace. Instead, where the terrace
should have been, a short, gentle slope (now locally buried)
was cut into the canyon rim.
Seismic profiles (not shown) reveal that the contj-nental
shelf is underlain by a thick sequence of flat-Iying and
genLly seaward-dipping sediments. Petrol-eum exploration
company records (P.J. Hill and P. Dean, BP Shell Todd
(Canterbury) Services Ltd., pers comm,) indicate thatr-
The upper 1.3 km of sediments (through which the
canyon has cut) are mainly clastic, and have
'accumulated from the Early Miocene to the present
wi.th little tectonic disturbance. They include
mudstones, sandstones, some shelly limestones and
conglomerates, the conglomerates being most conunon
towards the top. Impenetrable seismic reflections
from lava flor^rs of the Banks Peninsula volcarloes
have been traced in seisnic profiles to with-i-n
20 km of Pegasus Canyon (fig. D5).
Assuming a velocity of sound in sed.iment of L,700 mrlsec. the
impenetrable volcanic reflector is calculatecl to be aboul:
450 m below sea level at its limit, 20 km southwest of the
canyon. Magnetic anomalies, assumed to be due to Banks
Peninsula volcanics continue northeastward right up to and
under Pegasus Canyon (fig. D5) r ending in the vicinity of the
midd1e arm at longitucle I73o35'E (Gerard 1953, and unpub-
Iished petroleum company magnetic records).
Faults affecting the Late Tertiary sequence are scarce.
A small f ault in the base of the l"liocene sequence, downthrown
to the west and of unknown strike, exists 3 km north of the
elbow of Pegasus Canyon (fi-g. D5) (p. Dean, BP Shell Todd
(Canterbury) Services ttd., pers comm.) No faults have
been detected under the canyon.
Thus the course of Pegasus Canyon and its tributaries



























































asymmetry is not due to burial of supposed tribut-aries orr
its northwestern side. Any explanatiorr for the origin of
the canyon must explain the souLhward asymmetry.
EXPLANATION OI' SOUTHWARD ASYM}IETRY
Pegasus Canyon cannot be directly related tc any
particular river on shore. However, i'b is likely that the
rivers entering Pegasus Bay did flow into the canyon from
the west at some time in the past, and a share of the canyon's
landward erosion has, no doubt, resulted from this. Except
for the buried west arrllr rshich points directly towards shore,
the canyon and its tributaries show a pronounced trend
parallel to shore. For this reason, jt is felt that the
canyon rnust have been eroded princj.palJ-y by streams of coal:se
sediment carried along Pleistocene beaches, and tirat-. the
influence of rivers has been secondary.
During the late Pleistocene, gravel and sand (traced
to a source at least 300 km to the southwest) were carriecl
along the beaches to the vicinity of Pegasus Carryon by strong
northeastward littoral dr:ift (Chapter B). It was suggested
in Chapter C that the submarine canyons were initially cut
into the shelf edge during the Pl.eistocene, when shelf sand,
carried northwards by strong, north-flowing currents, spil1ed
over the shelf edge in this area. The canyons then grew to
intercept the supply of sand and gravel carried north along
the beach.
It was further suggested in Chapter C that with a stable
shoreline, headward canyon erosion would proceed towards the
sediment supply, that is, southwards along shore, eventually
creating a south-pointing canyon head. In other parts of
the world, small shore-paralle1 arms at the heads of sub-
marine canyons have been explained in the same way (Dilt L964ci
Yerkes et al. L967; and Dietz et al. 1968) . It is assumed
here that the south pointing arms of Pegasus Canyon were
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formed by shore-paraIlel erosion dur:i.ng different sea level
stillstands. Thus, if the locations of Pleistocene stili-
stand shorelines on the adjacent shelf are knowtt, it should
be possible to relate then to the clerrelopment of tributaries
of the canyon.
KNOWN LATE PLEISTOCENE SFIORELINES
Four late Pl-eistocene shorelines have been discovered
on the shelf south of Pegasus Canyon (Chapter B). Their
posi'b,ions are shown in Figure D7. They have been def ined on
the basis of bathymetry' 3.5 kIIz profiles, sedj-rnent character
and fauna. Two have been clated by r:adioca::bon ages of the
shells of the dominant littoral species. The shorelines in
Figure D7 can be traced in the nicrobathymetry of Figure 4.
The oldest shoreline was dated by radiocarbon as
28r000 yr old and is interpreted as the interstadj.al shore-
line that preceded the main Last G1acial advance (Chapter Il).
It is thought to have been a spit/lagoon complex (nig. D7a).
The fo::mer positon of the spit is markecl by a broad; poorly-
defined high lying just vrest of the present 90 m isobath'
south and east of the main canyon arm (n:.9. D4). Part of
the trough, occupied by the former lagoon, is visible south
of the main canyon arm. The poor definition of these
features has been explained in Chapter B as being due to
later reworking during the deglacial transgression.
The next oldest shoreline (fig. D7b), that of the Last
Glacial lowest sea tevel about I8r000 yr ago (Curray 1965),
is preserved as a terrace skirting the shelf edge and the
southwest side of Pegasus Canyon (rig. D4). The terrace is
narrow along the eastern shelf edge and wide in the canyon.
It is seen in Figure D4 that the terrace truncates the
northern part of the 281000 yr shore.
The terrace along the side of Pegasus Canyon is cut into
fine sand and mud, and is gravel free (Chapter B). The
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Figure D7 (arb,crd).
Positions of succe:ssive Late Quaternary
shorelines, Shoreline ages that are
based on radio-carbon-dated shells are
indicatecl by: (14c) . other shoreline
ages are inferred from the sea level
curve of Curray (1965) .






















15,t-00 yr B.F, (14c)
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terrace along the shelf edge to the south is fringed with a
dense deposit of relict gravel interpreted as former beach
gravel-. Okains and Pukaki Canyons, whj-ch lie just south of
Pegasus Canyon, both cross the terrace to the gravel belt.
There is no gravel between Okains Canyon (the more northern
of the two) and Pegasus Canyon.
Two shorelines of the subsequent deglacial tra.nsgressiolr
are rec@gnized. The oldest, marked by a ridge trending
almost due north into the head of the canyon, is superimposed
on the 281000 yr shore, and is thought to have been a similarr
barri.er/lagoon complex. The lagoon occupies the trough of
the former interstadial lagoon (Figs. D7c and D4). The shore
is estimated, by comparing its presenL depth below sea leve1
(S6 m) to the Pleistocene sea leve} curve of Curray (1965),
to be approximately 17 
' 
000 1rr o1d
The youngest deglacial shoreline (rig. D7d) hras beeti
dated by radiocarbon as I5r000 yr old (Chapter B) and vras
apparently another spit (or barrier) backed by a J-a-goon'
It is preserved as a Iow, narrow, ridge and trough, enclosed
by the present 78 m isobath, about 15 km east of Banks
Peninsula (rig. D4) .
Pleistoce:'re features on the continental strelf west of
the 151000 yr shore and north of Pegasus Canyon are buriecl
by Holocene sediments.
LATE PLEISTOCENE EROSIONAL TIISTORY OF PEGASUS CANYON
For ease of identification, the canyon arms, short canyon-
wall gullies and canyon-head channels, referred to in the
text, are numbered in Figure D3.
Canyon erosion prior to the Last Glacial stage
The existence of the 18,
on the side of Pegasus Canyon











than 18,000 yr old.
Some of the Late Pleistocene stratigraphy in the region
of the canyon is presented in Profile C (rig. D6). Unit P
(Pegasus Formation of Chapter B) is sediment of maitlly
Holocene age in Pegasus Bay and unconformably overlies unit
CB. Unit CB (Canterbury Bight Formation of Chapter B) is
mainly of Last Glacial age and unconformably overlj.es an
unnamed unit - X. The uncoirformitl' between units CB and X
is thought to be par:t of a shel.f-wide regional unconformity
of Penultimate Glacial age (Chapter a). It is therefore
inferred that unit X is of Penultimate Glacial age or older.
It j.s seen on Profiles C and D (Fig. D6) that the
Penultimate Glacial unconformity has truncated. the filt of
a buried va1ley east of the canyon. Thj.s is seen in
Figures D3, D4 and D5 to be the buried portion of tribuLary
arm 2 east of the main arm. Because it underlies the
Penultimate Glacial unconformity, this arm would have been
cut, at the latest, during an interstadj.al of the Penulti-
mate Glacial, and partly infilled before the final phase of
low sea leve1 of the Penultimate G1acial.
The position of the buried western arm in the canyon
stratigraphy is inferred only tentatively at this stage. The
3.5 kHz profiler carrnot penetrate deep etrough to detect the
infill-ed arm, except on the edge of the canyon where the
overlying sediment is thin or absent; and the uPper 300 m
of the low-freguency seismic record, oh which the buried ar:m
was discovered, is too noisy to be useful. The ent.ry poinL
of the former western arm is likeIy to be the present
embayment occupied by the small tributary anns I and 9 at
the elbow of the canyon (Figs. D3 and D5). Canyon fill'
assumed to be that of the buried arm, is seen on Profile C
(riq. D6) on the western edge of the canyon. The fill
underlies an unconformity that appears to correlate with the
Penultimate GIaciaI unconformity across the canyon. The
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erm v/ourd therefore have to have beerr cut and completely
infilled again, dt the latest before the epS.sode of erosion
that created the unconformity, that is before the final phase
of 1ow sea level of the Penultimate G1acial stage,
Canyon erosion between 28,000 yr and 18,00-0 yr ago
Tr.ro major Last Glacial shorelines have been described- tl:e
last interstadial spit /Lagoon complex (28,000 yr old) and
the lowest glacial shor:eline, the shelf eclge terrace (about
18,000 yr old) .
The broad bathymetric high that marks the 28 t000 yr o1d
interstadiar spit is truncated by the sherf edge terrace on
the side of Pegasus Canyon (fig. D4). Thus the point of
intersection of the interstadial shoreli.ne and the canyon 1s
not precisely known. (niq" D3). Hor,rever, the entire volume of
sand and gravel that was transported nortlrwards alcng shorc
during the interstadiar, would have poured into the canyon at
the point of j.ntersection, and woul.d probably have excavatt:tl
a tributary. Tributary 1 may have been cut at this time ancl
tributary 2, which is known to predate the Last Glacial
stager mdy have been partly re-excavate<l,
The terrace on the side of pegasus Canyon is anomalous.
During the Last GIaciaI minimum sea leve1 l_BrOO0 yr ago, the
sea cut deeply into the southeastern side of the inlet
formed by Pegasus canyon without. severery eroding the other
sides. The resion for this is not furly understood, but the
fol-lowing explanation is suggested.
rt was noted earlier that graver was not found between
Pegasus canyon and neighbouring okains canyon to the south.
At the time that the terrace was cut, the gravel and sand
carried northwards along the open coast by the prevairing
littoral clrift wourd have been pirated by pukaki and okains
canyons, which both completely cross the terrace. Thus very
young, unconsolidated, easiJ-y erodable beds of sand and mud
would have been left exposed on the sides of the inlet formed
by Pegasus Canyon.
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Because of the deep water in the inI.et, conditions may
have been analagous to those of the present northeast-facing
bays of Banks Peninsula (cf . Dj-ngrvall ]-97 4) . Frequent
northeasterly storm waves would have proceeded undamped up
the deep inlet, eroding the walls of soft Pleistocene
sediment. The eroded material vrould have been lost to the
deep canyon, tl'ius preventing the form.ation of a protective
beach. The clirection of wave attack must harle been such that
the south side of the canyon h,as exposed and the northwest
side sheltered, allowing a terrace to fo::m on one side and not
the other.
9nyol erosion g-urfng the d transgress:ion
Rap-i.d drowning of the terrace during the last degla-
cial sea level rise is implied by the terracefs good pre-
servation on the side of Pegasus Canyon (Fig. D4). Sedj.nrent
from the adjacent shelf to the south (distinguished by its
coalrse grain sizes) has not spillec1 nort.hr^rards on to the
terrace on the side of Pegasus Canyon (Cirapter B). This
implies that during the early stage of sea level rj-se, after
the terrace was dror,rned., littoral-drifted sediment from the
south continued to be deflected eastwa::ds into Okains Canyon.
Two well defined shorelines of the dcAlacial trans-
gression have been described 
- a barrier/lagoon cornplex
formed, about I7r000 yr ago on the remains of the 281000 yr
old interstadial spit,/lagoon complex; and another barrier,/
Iagoon complex formed^ landward of this about 15,000 yr ago.
The geography of the 171000 yr shore is thought to have been
complex (Chapter B). Features of it that are relevant to
the history of Pegasus Canyon are outlined below. When the
transgressing sea reached the vicinity of the present 86 m
isobath (Fig. D4) 17,000 yr ago, the ridge of the old 28,C00
yr spit is thought to have been breached by storm washover
at its cl-osest point to Pegasus Canyon, forming the saddle
just southeast of the canyon head (see also Fig. p7c). The
crest of the segment south of the breach shifted west to
lead into the new sediment sink 
- the head. of Pegasus Canyon.
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The segment north of the breach iand v;ith it, Okaj-ns Caniron)
was cut off from further supplies of lj-ttoral sediment. The
trough landward of the former spit agai-n became a lagoon
opening rrorthrvards into the canyon. Another shallow bre.ach
is thought to have occurred in the coast further south
(between 43o45'S ancl 43050'S, Fig. D4) creating a washover
channel between the open sea and the southern encl of the
lagoon. The coastlirre L7r000 yr ago is therefore considerecl
to have resembled a modern barrier coastline, in which a long
spitr or chain of lorv barrier islands, was separated from
land by a large lagoon.
Sand and gravel transported along the seaward shore of
the barrier would have been carried into the head of Pegasus
Canyon 
- 
probably via the present canyon-head channels. The
small portion of the present canyon head (f in Fig. D3) that
projects south of the terrace (fig. D4) is thought to have
been cut at this time.
Tire volume of littoral clrift along the shores of the
lagoon would have been minirnal and erosion at the junction of
'the lagoon with the canyon should likewise have been min j.rnal.
There is, not surprisingly, a lack of si.gnificant tribuLaries
on the southwest side of the canyon, Only two canyon-heacl
channels (one partly buried) (Fig. D4) and two srnall gu.llies
(4 and 5, Fig. D3) occur where the lagoon would have entered.
The distinct ridge and trough enclosed by the preserrt
76 m isobath (rig. D4) have been interpreted as a former'
barrier and lagoon, formed during a sea level stillstand about
L5r000 yr ago (Chapter B). The ridge and trough disappear
northwards but the northward projection of the ridge, along
the strike of the shelf, trends into the small westernmost
tributary of Pegasus Canyon. The head of this tributary is
visible in Profile C (Fig. D6) on the western side of the
canyon where it is seen to be cut into the fill of the buried
western arm. The small tributary 6 is thus young and is
considered to have been cut 15r000 yr ago by sediment carried
aLong the seaward shoreline of this barrier.
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The age and evol.utj.on of the only tributa::y on the north
si.de of the canyon 17, Fig. D3) cannot be resol-ved with the
available data. ,
During a renewed rise of sea l.eveL, which 1ecl to
submergence of the 15r000 yr shore, headward erosion of the
canyon did not keep pace with the rate of shoreline retreat
and the callyon was left stranded on the continental shelf.
The canyon is thought to be largely dormant at present
(Chapter C) and is assumed to have been sj.milarly dormant
during periods of high sea level in the past. rt has been
suggested, however, that some palimpsest sand is presently
spilling over the southwestern rim of the canyon from the
continental shelf (Chapter g). Sand spillover during past
peri.ods of high sea level rnay thus have contributed sligh'cly
to southwa.rd canyon erosion.
STRUCTLTRAL CONTROI, OF THE MAIN ART'T
The northwest-southeast trend of the main arm is anoir'al-ous
and cuts obliquely across the rrorth-south trends of the
Pl-eistocene shorelines. Faulting is not respons-ible for the
trend. The trend is parallel to the strike of the shelf
edge and to the coastline of Banks Peninsula, anci is thus
parallel to the assumed strike of gently seaward dipping beds
underlying the she1f. Since the shelf is a progradational
structure, the average age of beds underlying the outer
shelf will be younger than the average age of beds underJ y5-ng
the inner she1f. The landward penetration of the canycn
through the sediments of the shelf would have thus required
the erosion of increasingly older and more indurated strata,
The anomaLous trend of the main arm may thus reflect the
strike of a particu}arly resistan+- horizon, through which the
canyon could not be easily cut. Hard sanCstone was dredged
from only 260 rn to 360 m below sea level on the southwest
wall of the canyon (between tributaries 5 and 6).
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The nagnetic data, which indicates that the Banks
Peninsula volcanics extend across the shelf to the canyon
(Fig. D5), suggests that the resistant horizon could be a bed
of hard volcanj.c rock. Hovrever, the sloping seismic reflec-
tor from the Banks Peninsula volcanics flattensout at about
450 m below sea level. Since the floor of the main arm of the
canyon is only 400 m to 500 m below sea level, the voleanic
beds are probably too deep to have influenced the course of
the canyon.
SUI''IIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The course of Pegasus Canyon on the continental shelf
Ls not fault controlled. Its southward trend and its many
south-trending arms have developed by shore-paralleI erosjon
tor'sards a littoral-<lrifted supp.ly of sediment fronr the south
during Pleistocene sea level stillstands. The trend of tl-ie
main arrn, obliquely across the southerly trencl, is thought
to be controlled by the strike of a resistent bed j.n the
underlyirrg strata.
No major tributaries have ever existed otr the northr,vest-
ern side of Pegasus Canyon.
A buried former arm of Pegasus Canyon lies vrest of the
canyonrs present most western point and is infilled with
sediments assumed to be of Penultimate Glacial age. The canyon
therefore reached its maximum landward penetration during or
before the Penultimate Glacial.
Of the three south-trending arms, the eastern one may
have formed 281000 yr ago, the middle one is thought to have
formed and been partJ-y infilled d,uring the Penultimate
Glacial, the western and largest one is of unknown age but is
older than 18,000 yr.
Canyon erosion during the last 18r000 yr was concentrated
around the main arm. ShaLl-ow canyon-head channels, preserved
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in the bathlryetry arounel the afinr are thought to have been
'feederie that funnel"Led sed.iment f om Pleistocene, shoren,ines
into the eanyon. Renewed headward etro,glon o.'f the main arm
took pLace about 171000 yr ago but probabl-y amounte to
no more than a few ki-Lometrces. The En-raJ.l westernnrost, tribu-
tary is thought to have been eut 15, 00,0 yr ago into the f i1L
of the burLed western arm of the canyon.
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Histograms of grain-size distribution
in the sand ranse.
- 
The gravel content and mud content are noted on the
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r{347
Cm0-22 Graded. Greyish oLive L0Y 4/2 f,orarn-rich
sand at totri.- l*la,ssive greenish grey
sGY 5/l clay at 22 cm. Gradation eaused
by burrowing which decreases downwards.
Sand fills burrows
22-424 Massive greenish qrey 5GY 5./I clay with
sporadic indistinet l-ense's of dark blui.shgrey 58 6/L clay, discontinuous partings
of, reddish brown filamenLous organic
materiatr and f,ine bl-ack wispli' traiLs.Faint bedding suggested by colou:r
differences
(4I) Sand lamina
(142-143) Indistinct layer of, dark blulsh grey clay
(164-166) Indistinct layer of, dark bluish grey clay
(184-200) Bluish grelr clay J-ayer
(245-257) Slightly sandier due t-o high foram
content
l39T-424) Horizontal beddlng revea.led by lenticularlaninae of d,ark bluish grey clay
424 End. of core
H349
Cm0-40 Graded. Greyl-sh olive 10Y 4/2 foram-rich
sand. at top. Ma,ssive gre.enish Erey
sCY 5lI oLay at 40 cm. Graclation catrsed
blr burrowing (intensely bunrowed at top,
moderatellr burror"red at 20 cm , sparsely
burrowed at 40 cm. S-and fills burrows
40-439 Massive greenish grey sGY slL elay with
sporadlc,, indistinct lenses of dark
bl.uish grey 5E 5/L cJ-ay. Extensively
.burrowed, sone with f:ine bLack trails.
Bel-ow 270 cm burrowg are larger and more
olcvious. Nunerous colonies of ealcareous
worm tubes throughout eore
(66-57) Indistinct Layer of dark bluish grey clay
(81-82) Lanina of medium dark grey N4 silt
(107-109) tanina of rnediusr dark grey silt
(115) gilt lanina as above
(124) siLt la.urina as above
(f69) Bivalve (articulateil)
(219) silt lamina as above
.1240-2421 Silt lamina as above
(328) Sand pocket
(364-367) Layer of dark bluish grey 59 6/L clay
(420-422) IndistLnct layer of dark bluish grey cJ.ay
439 End of core
H350
Cm.









greenish greyfine (lAoAe Xv) sand
tnuddli', vety fine sand of(ahrove) and dark grreenish
sandy mud. Traces o:f bedding
dark
\rery'
Greyish oLive LOY 4/2 mualdy, \rery fi-ne(ldode IV) sand with several- large shells.(sheL1 and sediment subsarnple)
Bioturbated,
both coloursgrey sGY 4/l
preserved
Extensively bioturbated dark greenishgrey seY 4/l silty, very fine (itlode Iv)
iand, mediurn greenish grey 5cY 5/L clayey
siLt, and greyish olive LOV 4/2 sl1tyr




C'm0-8 Greyish olive IDY 4/2 fine to rned.irun(Mode T.Il/TIl shelLy sdrr-d. (Seilirnent
subsample)
8-32 SheLI bed in sand ras above. No prefemed
orientation of shells, ($he11 and s,ed.i-
ment subsample)
32-160 Uedium gre-enish grey sG,y 5/L and greyish
oLive mott.led fine to mediuln (Mqele T]T"/TI.I
sand and scattered shells







Graded unit. Greyish olive LOY S/zn fineto rnediuq (Ii,,tod,e IIX/fI) sand grading
downwards to moderate ol-ive Erey 5y 4/2
shelJ-5r'; pebbly sand at base. Pebbl€s: df€
iron-Stainedr lil€ll- rounded quartz.(Grading may be due to settling in core
af,ter deck handling)
Light greyish olive r.AU 5/2 fine ts medi.rrn(Mode iLT/fTl ,sand with seattered shells
and well rounded guartz pebble.s (eo:rnrnonlli'
inon-stainedl . Pebble co-rlcentration
increases dolrnward"s. Shells tend. to shorrp:ceferred corrvex up orientation, (SheII
and sedirnent subsampl.esl
BLebs of nuddy sand
End of core
II4O5
Cm0-L3 CIay (settled out of suspension afLer
deck handling)
L3-74 Graded, structureJ-e'ss, greenish grey
5GY 5rl1, fine siLty to mediurn to coarse
sand
74-83 PaLe ol-ive LAv 6/2 structurelessr very
f,ine sanly silt
83-163 Dark greenish grey 1Gv 4/1, muddy, f,ine
sand (Mocle TIT/lll. Bioturbated buL with
remlrant bedding. llany shell f:cagment,s
(103) Oyster sheLl (subsampled)
163-189 Dark greenish grey iGY 41L rnediurn sandgrading doqnrwards bo cdarse and very'
coarse sand with sheLl f'ragitnents
1.89-206 Dark greenish grey 5Gy 4/L mudd.y, fine
sand with.shell fragments
2OG-222 Shell bed with medium to coarse nuddy sancl
and pebbles. Sand is locally cemented.
Pebbles are weLI rounded quartz (some
iron-stained) and greyracke. thel).s nain-Iy concave up and stained black or blue.(Shell and sed,irnent subsample)







Gradedn structureless sand and mud. Grey-ish o.live l-OY 412 rnud and fine sand attop - noderate olive grey 5'I 412 rnediun
sand atd shell hash at bottom. ProbabJ.y
graded during deck handJ.ing
Ftoderate olive grey 5y 4/2 mediun sand(Mode XII/II) and shell hash. No prefer-
red orientation of sheils
Darlc Areeni.sh grey 5GY 4/L fine mucld.lz
sand (Ivlode TTT./LT)
Moderate olive gre)a 5Y 4/2 mediusr sand(Mode IIIIII) and shell hash. Few well
rounded pebbles of iron-stained quartz.
No preferred orientation of shells,($hell" and sedlrnent subsampLe)
End of core39
H435
Cm0,-,5 Clay (settled out of susp-ension after
deck handlingl
5-40 Structureless, dark greenish grey
sGY 41L, very f ine (l'lode IV) muddy sand
4A-87 Strongly bioturbated, rnedium gr'eenish
. grei' 5cY 5/L, very f ine (Mode IV) muddy
sand. Bedd.i.ng e-vident but poorllr
preserved
(69) I,arge gastropod Austrofusus sp. (SheLl
suf,r-sanple)
87 End of core
H440
Cm0-L9 Mediuur to d.ark g,reenish grey sCY 4-5rl1
muddy very f,ine (Itlode IV) sand. L,ightl.y
bioturhated rdith mud-filled burrowg
19-30 tsioturbat.ed rn'ddium greenish grey scY 5/L
very fine (l{ode rv1 sandy ,nud, Some
remDant bedding
30-,40 Dark greenish gre-y icY 4/L f,inely lanXna-
ted silt and c1ay. Bed,s are partl.lr dis-
trrrbed and contai.n abund,ant clay*fiJ.1ed,
b-urrows
(38-401 ShellY
40-'47 liligbly di:sturbed dark green5-sh giretr' silt
and cl.ay with few shell, f,raqments
47-78 g.ighUr disturbed medium :gre.enish grey cla1r,
rand :siLt with few shell fragrnrents
78 End of core.
H4 51
Cm
0-52 Silty clay. No structure evident. Spec-
tacular black Nl and liqht olive 10Y 5/4
mottling on fresh cut indicates extremebioturbation. Core changed colour wit,hin




0-6 Medium greeuish grey clay 5GY 5/I with a
few burrows 
-
6-8 Distorted silt bed
8-22 Mediurn greenish grey silty clay with
burrows, clay lenses (approximately I cm
t,hick) , and some remnant lamination
22-30 Dark greenish grey 5GY 4/L laminated silt.
Beds broken, di.storted and penetrated by
burrows filled with silty clay
30-42 Bioturbated greenish grey silt and silty
clay. Burrows fiIled with silty clay
42-49 Dark greenish grey laminated silt. Mod-
erately bioturbated
49-355 Medium greenish grey 5GY 5/L silt and
silty c1ay. Strongly bioturbated. Visible
burrows generally silt filled. Some
remnant bedding. Few scattered shell
fragments
(60) (Shell subsample)
(100-105) Broken and tilted laminated silt bed
(133) Laminated silt lens
(L47-L49) Laminated-silt bed perforated with burrows
full of silty clay
(163-164) Pocket of shell hash (coprolite?)
(203-207) Laminated silt bed perforated by burrowsfull of silty clay
(272-2771 Moderate olive brown 5Y 4/4 plant material
(295-298) Plant material as above
















ltassive, structureless, greenis.h grey
5G.Y 6fL rnud. Bioturbated but lndistinct
due to uniformity of grai.ri size, Scatt'er-















Cut0-I0 Xnterlaminated dark greenish grey sCV 4,/l'
very fine Mede IV, sand and rneditun green-
i,sh gtey sGY srlL rnud - sU.ghtly biot'ur-
bated
f0-L8 Vexy fine sand as above, with rnud" filled
burrows
ls-r0? H*if*3;:"ti3.g:fr5.33o*i{i ;:nil*'l"*
beddingr,. Sa,nd :fraction is Mode IV
(38-14) Sandy shel,l bed with pl-ant material
(101-107) Shells and plant frasru-ente
107-382 Mediuru gneenish grey \rerIt fine sandy rnud










(settl-ed out of suspension.after
handli,ng)
Graded, structureless, olive grey
5Y 5/2, medium to fine (Mo<le IIIrlH)
sand
Shelly, pebbl-y, rnuddy medittm to fine(Mode ITT/TT) sand. Sanilier at the top(rnoderate ol-ive grey 5y 4/21 and muddier
at the bottom (greyish olive L}V 4/21.
Pebbles mainly rsell rounded iron-stainedquartz. Shell material. generally f,r,ag-
mented and encrusted. Fossible indistinct,
cross bedcling
Pe,bb11t, sandlr, shelL bed. Upper 10 cnis mainly s4nd. Pebbles well rounded,
nostly quartz (cotru-nonl-y iron-stained)
with sone argillite. Sand is rnediu:n tofLnb (Mode TT.T./TII , Shells generally,
fragrrnented and highly to slightl-y abrad.ed.I.ntermittent cross bedding







bedding with 15o apparent dip
beddi.ng with 40o apparent dip
core
(80-r22)
(1OO-1f0) Cross bedding with 30o apparent dip
(L22-L67) (shell and sediment euo-sanple - 14c)
H778
Cm0-20 Clay (settled out of suspension after
deck handl-lngr) , and sand disturbedduring handJ.ing
20-31 fiil133;"31'fi::Iffi';:"irfl!"lt"E'tfiIa" ..,t/II). Grey coLour due to silt content
. 31-44 Llght ol.ive grey 5Y 5/2***u* sand(r{ode r.TT/Tr.l with shell fragrnerrts
44-80 Greyish olive IOY 4/2, muddy, meditrm sand
with shelL fragments
80-140 Partly Ia:nLnated, bioturbated, grey silt
with three thin layers of shelly mediumto fine sand (t'lode TTT./IT, at 87-90 cm ,
95-100 cm and 110-113 cn. Quartz pebblei.n lowest sand la11er. The sand also
occufs in burrows and burrowed J-ayers












Clay (settled out of suspensicln after
deck handling)
Graded, structureless, dark grey N3-4,
fine to medj-uiu muddy sand (Mode III/II)'
Horizontal bedding near base
Light greyish olive 10Y 5/2, fine to
medium (t4ode III/TI) sand.y mud. Exten-
sively burrowed. Burrows filled with
sand
Dark grey N3-4 fine to medium muddy sand(Mode TII/II)
Light greyish olive 10Y 5/2 fine to med-
ium (Mode III/II) sandy mud with shell
fragrments a.nd some whole shells, Moder-
ately bioturbated. liorizontal bedding
becomes more distinct towards base
Valves mainly concave up
l4edium dark grey N4 very fine sand (Mode
IV) . Horizontally laminated and moclerately
to lightly bioturbated, Burrows filled
with fine to medium (Mode TTI/lt) sandy
mud. Well rounded quartz pebbles at top
of bed
Very fine Mode IV sand. as above with fine
to medium Mode III/IT sand, abundant shell




Cm0-21 €Lay and structureles,s gand (settled orrtf suepensi.on after ileck handling)
2l-63 StrueEureless r g'reris-h oLive L,OY 4/2
sandy m'ud with abundant shell fragments,
she-lls, scAttered subrounded pebbles and
granul.es df !0uctstone, and rare lrt€f.l
rounded quartz g'ranuX.es. Shell material.
lnsreases in siae and abrrrldane.e downwards
and becorneE a she1l bed fron s2 cm -
63 etn. Shells shcnr no pref'erred orien-
tatlon. Sand fraction is very fi.negrained lvlode IV
63-75 Gre11, silt1r, very fine Mode IV sand.
' t aminated. and rslightl,lr bloturbated.
?5-I"6i5 Greyish olive LOY 4/2 sandy mud with
ab-undant she1l f,ra,gnent,s, she.lls and
seatLered subround.ed pebbles of mudstorne,
as above. Ho.w.ever; grading is absent.
Sand frac'tion ls very fi,ne grai-ne
Mode XV
PIt4 - 14Q)(94-11,3) Nurnerous large shells (s,ubsan
('133-.1391 Sl.i.ghtly higher shel-l ancl pebble content
(139-165) Soattered large shells
155 End of core
H788
Cm
0-6 Clay (settled out of suspension after
deck handlinq)
6-83 Structureless, light olive grey 5Y 5/2
f ine to medi-um (Mode lTf /II) sand. Hori-
zontally bedded at base
(79-83) Rusty coloured fine to nedium (Mode III/
II) sand with scattered shell fragments
83-120 Breccia of shapeless to oblong clay clasts
and shelis with horizontal to steeply
inclined orientations in a matrix of grey-
ish olive IOY 4/2, fine to medium (Mode
TII/II) sand. (SheII and sediment
subsample 14c)
120-155 Greyish olive 10Y 4/2 fine to rnedium (I,lode
IIT/TI) sand with scattered shell frag-
ments. Horizontal bedding eviCent below
140 cm
155-189 Shell and clay-clast breccia in grelzish
olive lOY 4/2 fine to medium (t"tode III,/II)
sand. Shells mainly concave up
(162-173) Shell bed_ coarsens downwards, has apparent
dip of 3Oo
(170-183) (Shell and sediment subsample - 14c)
L89-202 Greyish olive LDY 4/2 fine to medium sand(Mode ITI/TT) with scattered subhorizontal
shell fragments
202-240 Shell and clay-c1ast breccia as above
(2L3-227) Shell bed, coarsens d,ownwards, has apparentdip of 30". Shells concave up. (Shell
and sediment subsample - 14c)




Shell and clay-clast breccia as above
but very she1ly. Shells mainly concave
up. Both shells and breccia clasts have







CIay (settled out of suspension after
deck handling)
Light olive grey 5Y 5/2 fine to medium(Mode III-/TI) sand (fine sand at top and
grading downwards to medium sand). Sand
becomes peppered with sheIl fragments
downward (shell fragments increasing in
size and abundance) and passes vel:ygradually into a graded shell bed around
I70 cm
L7 A-252 Graded shell bed in fine to medium (McdeITI/TI) sand matrix. Shells become
coarser downwards
(1?0-210) Shell fragnnents horizontal and generally
less than I cm across
(2L0-252) rntact Tawera spissa shells (I.5 2 cm
diameter) become dominant. Shells
oriented horizontally on the cut face.




Coarse shel1 bed in Mode III/IT. sand as
above. Shells oriented concave s^ide upbut have appqrent dip of 25" 30". (Shell
subsample r4C)
Coarse shel1 bed in Mode ITI/II sand as









CLaXr (settled out of suspension after
deck handling)
Graded, structureless. fine to medl.rrgt
sand (l{ode III,/II) . (Largely disturbed
during deek handling)
Sandy shel-I" bed. Sand is fine to mediumgrained (Mode xIr/II) an,il dark olive
6rown 5y 4/3. Shells show no preferred













elay (settled out of suspension af,ter
deck handliogr)
Graded, structurele,ss', Iight olive grey
5V 5/2 Mode TIT/LI sand. Silty at top;
shelly below 44 cm. F i-ne shelL fragments
horlzontall.y bedde{ at 44 qln but have
apparent dip of 3Oo aE 52 cm
Coarse pebbl-y shell bed wlth fine to
me,cllurn (ttode TIT/frl ,sdnd matrix. Shells
have dominant eoncarte u5l ori,entatior,r and
subhorizontal to 30o apparent dip.
Pebbl.es are mainl.y guartz, hlell rounded
and comrnonly iron-stained
Matrix sand is Ereyer and finer. r\tay be
mixtune of Modes T.IT./II and IV. (Shell
and sedfurent subsample)
(Shell and sedirnent subsampl.e - 14 c)
Structureless light olive grey 5Y ,/2fine to medium Mode lLL/LL sand and r+ell
rounded pebbles
Coarse pebbLf' shell bed in fine to medium(Mode III,/II) sand matrix. Shells eon-
cave up. Pebbles well rounded, mainlyguartz
End of core
H81I.
Cm0-12 CIay (setbled out of suspensiolr .after
d.eclt handling)
L2-50 Grce)fish old.ve LOY 4/2,, bioturbated' nudlily,
f,ine ts rnedium (!,[ode 'III/II] sand wlttt
soattered shell fragnents
50-55 Zone of mixing of unit above with unit
bre].ow
55-13? S rtictureless, light olive grey 5V 5/2f,ine to nedium (Mode III,/II) eand with
rarg muddy wisps and blebs increasing
dolrnwards
(t2O-125) Mud blebs
137-140 sheJ-ly, fine to mediurn (uoae rrr/rr)
Sand - looks lilee begirrning of a shell-
b.etl












Ctay (set,Eled out of suspension af'te
deck bandling)
Olive grey 5T 5/2, graded, structureless,
medium to fine (UoOe III/II) sand.
Disturbed during deck handllng
Structurel,.e'ss, greyish Ol.ive l0t &/2tpebbty, sheIl.yn rnedium to fine sandy(Mode IIIIIT') mnd. Febll'les $ainly well
rounded quartz and grelrvlacke
P-ebbJ-y olive grey sand Lamina
Shel-l bed, Valves mainS.y eo:rtveta up.(ShelL and sediment srab,samPlel
Sharpr sloping contast
Mediun to finel sandy (Mode rrr/rrl,
shell1z pebbLe gravel. MaLnlli' gtrqa'tuf e-
less but with possib}e indistinet eross-
bedd.ing, No obvious Breferled orienta-tion of, shells. Sand is oL,ive grery
5U 5/2. Pebbles mainLy weLl roundddquartz and greywacke
(I00-f.1it) Muitdlt, sand.y Eralrel.
(.shel1 and sediment subsamp-le - 14e)
End of core
HB13
Cm0-5 Clay (eett1ed. out of suspension after
deck haradling)
5-35 Greyi.sh olive L0v' 4/2 v,BrY fine (Mode Iv)
sand. !4trddy Lowards top, Itsrizsrrtally
bedded with a small amount qf burrowinE
(33-35) $maIl pocket of shel-tr f-:raggnents
35-'71, ulght greyish ol.ive !.gV 5/2 very fine(Mode Iv) foran-rich mudtdy Sand'with
scattered shell f,Eagrnents. Ho.rizontally
bedded with a small- iilnount sf, biot'lrrbation
54-7f Shell. bed in muddy sand as above. I'helLs
subhorizoratal but otherwise no pref'errred
orLentation
End of core7t
